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In brutal, conclusive tests of new system, airliners

stop shorter, safer in thin air!

In exhaustive tests of staggering proportions. Pan American Grace

Airways, Inc., has proved the remarkable efficiency of the revolu-

tionary new Skid Warning System* developed by the Goodyear

Aviation Products Division.

Equipping Douglas DC-6B"s first for stateside tests, and then a

DC-7B for grueling high-speed rejected take-offs and landings at

Quito. Ecuador, and on difficult runway surfaces in La Par, Bolivia

— located at 9,200' and 13,404' above sea level respectively —
PANAGRA has made a revealing report of the success of the new
Goodyear Skid Warning equipment:

(1) Not a single tire was blown throughout the entire 32 stop test

which included landings at speeds up to 198 mph on a loose rock

(2) Incredibly short landing distances were achieved through use

of this equipment — while landing speeds encountered were esti-

mated at 195 mph on unpaved surfaces.

As a result, PANAGRA is satisfied it can now receive CAA approval

for operating Skid Warning-equipped 7B’s on fields located where

optimum braking is both necessary and extremely difficult.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION on the one system that requires no

brake modification, can be easily installed on any existing brake or

braking system, allows pilot full control of his braking at all times!

Address: Skid Warning, Goodyear, Aviation Products Division,

Akron 16, Ohio, or Los Angeles 54, California.



the world’s largest manufacturing facilities for aircraft

seating ... for aircraft interior equipment

FEED* YOUR BUFFET
REQUIREMENTS TO WEBER

Behind the gleaming beauty of the modern Airline Buffet

lie complexities that determine its efficiency. Quick

reliable food heating, beverage cooling, ample storage capacity,

easy operation, disposal facilities, and much, much mor

More . .
. yes. For also behind every Weber buffet are

design competence . . .
weight-conscious engineering . .

.

efficient integrated facilities for quantity fabrication.

Plus . . . the most reliable, longest established company it

field, daily staking its reputation on your lasting satisfaction.

No food-service-aloft problems need trouble

you . . . feed them to Weber.

:
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

d Fixture Company, Inc.
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HEAT’S ON...
and ready to scramble!
The Convair F102A scrambles to intercepting
altitude at a moment's notice . . . thanks to the
reliable Herman Nelson MC-I Portable Heater
which supplies finely controlled quantities of
warm and tempered air for pre-flight servicing.

Heart of the MC-I is this Heat Exchanger unit,

precision fabricated by Lavelle to Herman Nelson
drawings and specifications. Proved under test

to exceed 1,000 hours of continuous operation,
the Heat Exchanger assures dependable heat to

speed take-off when the FI02A is on “alert”.

To speed production and on-time delivery, the
MC-I Heat Exchanger is fabricated with special

tools, custom designed and built by Lavelle.
During a five-year period, frequent review of
processing and tooling has enabled Lavelle to
improve quality . . . without increasing cost to
customer, despite rising labor and material costs.

For components requiring precision fabrication,
quality workmanship, dependable delivery .

reasonable cost . . . contact Lavelle.

Write for illustrated brochure describing Lavelle's services in detail.
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CYCLONE 9 powered

SIKORSKY S-58s

fly in world's largest

ferrying operation

Offshore oil development moves at a rapid pace

in the Gulf of Mexico, where Humble Oil & Re-
fining Company operates the world’s biggest heli-

copter ferrying operation. Last year, more than

85,000 passenger trips were made from Grande
Isle, Louisiana just carrying employees to the

fifteen Humble drilling rigs in the Gulf. Latest

additions to Humble’s fleet of helicopters are

four giant Sikorsky S-58s, powered by specially

adapted, advanced models of the Curtiss-Wright

Cyclone 9 engine.

The trip from shore to rig used to take four

or five hours in a lumbering workboat. Now it’s

a pleasant half-hour hop. And the same trans-

formation — from time-consuming, drudgery

surface travel to quick by-air connections — is

the pattern wherever Cyclone 9-powered ’copters

are put to work. In military service, in airport-

to-city helicopter airlines, in rough-terrain rescue

and supply work, in messenger and delivery

service for industry, the modem helicopter has
assumed its rightful stature and is steadily in-

creasing in importance in today’s transport



In designing the USAF Snark SM-62
missile, Northrop engineers specified

Hexcel Aluminum Honeycomb for certain

principal structural members. And for
good reasons. Here are two of them.

Burr-free edge conditions are standard
with all Hexcel Aluminum Honeycomb
cores. Hexcel bum-free bonding surfaces
not only ease the fabrication of sandwich
structures, but they give them greater
fatigue resistance, because of the total

contact between the bonded surfaces.

Hexcel Aluminum expanded honeycomb
cores are more than 99% aluminum— the
percentage of adhesive is an efficient

minimum. Thus, the amount of actual

working, structural material is greater,

which, in effect, increases the strength-to-

weight ratio of structural sandwiches.

Research and engineering for better

honeycomb core materials— of aluminum
and of heat-resistant glass fabric—are
continuous at Hexcel. Our research
facilities and sales-engineering staff are at

the aircraft industry’s immediate service.

3
T-iexcel: PRODUCTS INC.

America’s leading producer of honeycomb core materials
S51-01st Street, Oakland, California
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special

fasteners

for every

purpose
There is a V-S

Fastener of guaran-

teed STRENGTH to suit

your exact need. No
matter what the re-

quirement . . . what the

configuration

the material your

best source for aircraft

fasteners is VO I- SHAN

this space reserved

created by Voi-Slu

The most complete ver- \

satility in types and

sizes of special fasten-

ers plus mastery of a

multitude of materials

is yours at VOI-SHAN.

•TORQUE

MOISHAN

VONSHAN MANUFACTURING I

A division Of PHEOLL MANUFACTURir
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Research and

Development

Two years in design and testing, AMPHENOL'S prov-

en Poke-Home contacts are ready! Six major new
connector lines (in standard, rack & panel and mini-

ature types) incorporating Poke-Home contacts are

now being tooled. Watch for further announcements!

POKE-HOME
CONTACTS

Wired outside the connector-

"poked home” for assembly

Increased reliability

Individual wire maintenance

Ease of inspection

Adaptable to automation

Substantial reduction in

wiring costs

AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Chicago 50, Illinois
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On target
for guidance control drives

with “impossible” accuracy!

i Manufacturers of electronic

equipment requiring accuracies

hitherto impossible are pointing to

Western Gear for the gears and

to drive and control their incredibly

accurate equipment. Until now, mechanical

accuracies have not been able to keep pace

with the 100% reliability requirements of this

equipment. But Western Gear research, design

and manufacturing engineers have combined their

talents to develop new methods and techniques

for the production of intricate gear assemblies,

gear control systems and even complete

installations of a wide range of electronic

equipment for ballistics and guidance. In this

production, tolerances to 1/10,000 of an inch

are commonplace, and we have equipment

capable of working to 1 millionth of an inch, and

repeating itself. If you have been told your

guidance drive tolerance requirements are

‘impossible,'' call your Western Gear man. Write

to Box 182, Lynwood, California for his

and address.

When precisely controlling the flow of fuel to the jet engine, a

valve must operate smoothly in ambient temperatures see-sawing

from sub-zero to torrid. Solving such problems in the age of jets

makes Ex-Cell-0 ideally suited for the solution of new problems.

Ex-Cell-0 builds high-temperature valves. . . along with blades,

rotors, fuel nozzles, actuators, fuel controls, parts and assemblies.

EXCELL
C O Ft P O Ft ATIOon-M-

—

EXCELL-0 FOR PRECISION

/LOuyici^t

©>

MAN AND MISSILES FLY HIGHER. FASTER AND SAFER WITH PARTS ANO ASSEMBLIES BY EX-CELL-0.



What Does Grain Size

Mean In An Alloy Steel?

The grain size of alloy steels is under-
stood to mean austenitic or inherent

grain size. Austenitic grain size

should be distinguished from ferritic

grain size, which is the size of the
grains in the as-rolled or as-forged

condition with the exception of

those steels that are austenitic at
room temperature. When steel is

heated through the critical range
(approximately 1350 to 1600 deg F
for most steels, depending on the
composition), transformation to aus-
tenite takes place. The austenite

grains are extremely small when
first formed, but grow in size as the
temperature above the critical range
is increased, and, to a limited extent,

as the time is increased. It is appar-

ent, therefore, that both time and
temperature must be constant in

order to obtain reproducible results.

When temperatures are raised

materially above the critical range,
different steels show wide variations

in grain size, depending on the
chemical composition and the de-

oxidation practice used in making
the heat. Heats are customarily de-

oxidized with aluminum, ferrosili-

con, or a combination of deoxidizing

elements. Steels using aluminum or
certain other deoxidizers in care-

fully controlled amounts maintain
a slow rate of grain growth at 1700

deg F, while heats finished with still

other deoxidizers, usually ferrosili-

con, develop relatively large austen-
itic grain size at temperatures some-
what below 1700 deg F.

The McQuaid-Ehn test is the one
ord inarily used fordeterm ining grain

size. Steel is rated with a set of

eight ASTM charts that are com-
pared one at a time with a specially

prepared steel sample until one is

found to match. Number 1 grain
size, the coarsest, shows 1 14 grains
per sq in. of steel area examined at
100 diameters magnification. The
finest chart is Number 8, which
shows 96 or more grains per sq in.

at the same magnification.

PROPERTIES AFFECTED BY
GRAIN SIZE

Fine-grain steels (grain sizes 5, 6,

7, and 8) do not harden as deeply as
coarse-grain steels, and they have
less tendency to crack during heat-

treatment. Fine-grain steels exhibit

greater toughness and shock-resis-

tance—properties that make them
suitable for applications involving
moving loads and high impact.
Practically all alloy steels are pro-
duced with fine-grain structures.

Coarse-grain steels exhibit definite

machining superiority. For this rea-

son a few parts which are intricately

machined are made to coarse-grain
practice.

The correct specification and de-
termination of grain structure in

steel is a subject that has been given
long study by Bethlehem metallur-
gists. If you would like suggestions

on this or any other problem con-
cerning alloy steels, these men will

be glad to give you all possible help.

In addition to the entire range of

AISI alloy steels, Bethlehem pro-

duces special-analysis steels and the

full range of carbon grades.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY

BETHLEHEM STEEL
14

Answers to the Toughest Problems

in Jet Aircraft Cooling. .

.

LIGHTWEIGHT...THINWALL

STEUIRRT-UIRRnER
HEAT EXCHANGERS
Stewart -Warner's unexcelled experience can be used to meet your heat transfer needs!

The South Wind Division of Stewart-Warner pioneered the

development of heat exchange equipment for heating modern
aircraft. Now South Wind is the leading producer of heat ex-

changers for cooling. Lightweight thinwall units in both stainless

steel and aluminum—either air-to-air, air-to-liquid, or air-to-

evaporating-liquid—are being designed and fabricated for a wide

range of new and important uses. If you have a heat transfer

problem, South Wind engineers can help you solve it. No obliga-

tion. Write to South Wind Division, Stewart-Warner Corpora-

tion, Indianapolis 7, Indiana.
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ELECTRO-SNAP . . . ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

control
pr€>lil ORIftS?
ELECTRO-SNAP Engineering has solved many design and

HERE’S HELP

we have given

to others . .

.

we know we
can help you!

We’ve been solving complex aircraft problems

for years with precision-engineered assemblies like those

shown here. Many of these we now make on a

production basis were developed as a special

answer to a specific problem.

The design and precision manufacture of reliable

switches and controls is our only business. If you have a

control problem, send it to us; our engineers

will work with you closely in designing an answer—and

producing it in any quantity . . . economically.

emergency fire control

this plunger-actuated, multipole
assembly is installed at the flight

engineer's console on the

Douglas Globemaster. It feathers

props, closes cowl and oil cooler
doors, releases extinguishing

fluid to one or more of six

compartments, stops fuel and
electrical service to fire area.

m
FOR AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES

YOU GET

* netioMUy
precision control

of aircraft landing gear is assured by
this complete nose gear harness assembly

which includes Electro-Snap hermetics.

control problems with precision accuracy.

projectiles is dependably
accomplished with this

compact, hermetically-sealed

assembly. Automatically

actuated, it can be manually
overriden. Design utilizes

E-S rotary hermetic seal.

rocket safety

switch
assures tandem rockets will

fire in proper sequence.

Also indicates when rocket

as been fired.

fire control switch

assures proper sequence
during emergency fire

conditions. Eliminates pilot

error by controlling all

functions when single

handle is pulled.

rotary

release

switch
accurately con-
trols release of fuel

tanks and other objects from'

aircraft. Positive detent action

assures finger-tip con-

trol and dependable performance.

accurate control

of landing gear position is accomplished by
this precision rotary hermetically sealed

switch. Actuation occurs on either

side of center within extremely close limits.

SAFETY THROUGH CONTROLS — OUR ONLY BUSINESS



NOW! AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION
FOR GLOBAL JET FLIGHT

An advanced system of aerial navigation, with
the speed and precision demanded by high
speed jet flight, has been developed by Ryan
under sponsorship of the Navy’s Bureau of

Aeronautics. Using continuous-wave radar, in

which Ryan is a recognized leader, the Ryan
AN/APN-67 navigator will enable fast-flying

military planes and future commercial jetliners

to travel to any point on the earth’s surface

with new accuracy and speed.

i, theRyan navigator
(latitude and longi-

tude), ground speed, ground mileage, drift

angle and ground track in continuous, readable

form. No computations are necessary. The
equipment is compact and self-contained. No
ground facilities are employed—no wind infor-

mation or aerological data are needed.

This significant contribution to jet navigation

is typical of the work which Ryan and the mili-

tary services are accomplishing in other fields

of electronics research such as supersonic mis-

sile guidance for the Air Force and helicopter

hovering devices for the Navy.

1 find a challenging future with i : at Ryan

BUILDING AVIATION PROGRESS SINCE 1922
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Fighters Compete for NATO Approval 26

Lack of Power in all five contenders leads observers to believe

prize will be limited-quantity pre-production order.

Britannia Delays Hit BOAC, Northeast 37

U. S. airline, which won't get aircraft for Florida season peak,

sets conditions for retention of order.

P. IB Combines Maneuverability, Speed 50

Britain's first true supersonic intercepter shown at Farnborough

compares favorably with U. S. fighters.
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Uniformity in handling and service performance

Aircraft Cable * Terminals * Assemblies

by MACWHYTE
Uniformity in handling -uniformity in service are attained through rigid quality

control and precision manufacturing. That's your assurance when you use
Macwhyte "Hi-Fatigue" Aircraft Control Cable, Terminals, and Assemblies.

There's a complete line of sizes and types of Macwhyte Aircraft Control Cable
in Galvanized, Tinned, and Stainless Steel. Properly PREformed, "Hi-Fatigue"

cable lies dead with no tendency to unlay, twist, or curl. Assemblies can be

made to closer tolerances, because there is minimum uniform stretch in any

length of cable.

Macwhyte "Safe-Lock" Stainless Steel Terminals for swaging are manufactured

to exceed the requirements of Military Specifications.

Macwhyte Aircraft Cable is available in reel lots or cut to length. Terminals are

sold loose or attached to cable. Assemblies are made to order.

Ask for Macwhyte Aircraft Catalog A-3. „

EDITORIAL

Perspective
Guided missiles of all varieties will continue to enter

the aerial weapon systems arsenal in increasing numbers
during the next decade. Right now however there is

a great need for sonic realistic perspective on just how
and when missiles will fit into the defense picture of the

next decade.

There is considerable evidence on the public record

indicating that the missile has been vastly oversold by
its non-technical proponents particularly on the vital

factors of cost and reliability. There has been a tend-

ency on the part of military medicine doctors to sell the

public and Congress a mixture of “missile-economy”

snake oil that is supposed to cure all budgetary and

defense ills in a twinkling of the eye.

The recent British defense revisions are perhaps the

worst example of how a nation can seriously weaken its

defenses in order to pursue the missile chimera as an
easy and economical way out of what are really knotty

defense problems.

Expensive Integration

The idea that missiles will quickly replace all manned
aircraft in the defense picture is no longer given any
serious consideration, if indeed it ever was, by top level

defense planners. Based on the hard facts of practical

missile development experience we know that integrat-

ing missiles into the defense arsenal is going to be a

longer and more expensive process than was first an-

ticipated.

Missiles will assume their role in defense as an evolu-

tionary not a revolutionary process. Nor will they ever

completely eliminate the necessity for manned aerial

vehicles. This is primarily because of the fact that

scientists have not yet nor are they likely to in the

foreseeable future invent an avionic “black box” that

can take over the thinking function of a man or even

remote that function out of certain types of aerial vehicle.

Military situations will always (on our side at least, we
hope) require human thought as an essential ingredient

for success. Thus the missile which can relieve man of

many mechanical functions will supplement not replace

the manned vehicles that transport their own thinking

mechanisms in the form of pilots and crewmen.

'Ultimate' Weapon Myth
There has been a good deal of nonsense in the public

prints plumping the thesis that missiles particularly in

their ballistic form are an “ultimate” weapon against

which there is no possible defense. This is pure poppy-
cock. There never has been nor is there likely to be
an "ultimate" weapon against which there can be no
defense. For every new weapon eventually there is

developed a counterweapon that checks or limits its

effectiveness. There are already several promising ap-

proaches to defense against a long range ballistic missile

and lack of progress in this field is due mainly to lack

AVIATION WEEK, September 30, 1957

on Missiles
of imagination in the Pentagon in pushing this defensive

phase as hard as it is now pushing development of the
offensive ballistic missile. Similarly there are scientific

avenues that may produce techniques of neutralizing

atomic and hydrogen bombs and warheads in the air

before they can be exploded on a target.

Missiles must also be viewed in a realistic technical

perspective. Far from being the "ultimate” development
in aerial weapons technology they are doomed by the

galloping technology of our times to be just an interval

(albeit a substantial interval) in the time scale of weapons
progress. As Dr. Theodore von Karman pointed out to

a recent American Rocket Society meeting, the ballistic

trajectory' is basically an inefficient method of delivering

a payload either for war or peace and the ceaseless search

of science will inevitably produce more efficient methods
of doing this job. Already the rocket-powered hypersonic

glide bomber is looming on the technical horizon as a
development that may make the current Atlas and Titan
type intercontinental ballistic missiles appear in retro-

spect as technically simple as Chinese firecrackers.

Missiles will also have to fight their w'av into the
operational performance category on a basis of mission

performance superiority over their manned competitors.

For example the Army’s Nike Ajax ground to air missile

can’t even get in the same ball park with the Convair
F-102 and Northrop F-89 armed with Douglas MB-1
atomic-tipped air to air missiles when it comes to the

job of knocking down jet bombers before they can
unload atomic weapons on a target.

Nike Waste
The billions the Army has poured into land, concrete

and missiles for its Nike Ajax system, designed at the
very' best to stop piston-engined bombers over short

ranges, is a classic example of military waste through
si lipid planning.

Similarly it will be a moot point as to whether the
Boeing Bornarc ground to air missile will do a better air

defense job over the ranges required than the Mach 2
Convair F-106 with its atomic missile punch. In the
short range bombardment field there should lie a similar

efficiency yardstick applied to mission performance of

manned and unmanned vehicles rather than a blind
acceptance of a guided missile because it is wrapped
in technical glamor.

As the hard facts of finance and reliability are faced
in missile programs, we predict that both Britain and
the United States will realize that the missile time scale

for practical operational efficiency is stretching out.

Consequently, at least another complete generation of

manned defensive and offensive vehicles utilizing less

sophisticated types of missiles as a supplement to their

combat capabilities will be necessary to maintain the
continuity of a strong aerial defense system against any
potential disturbers of the peace.

—Robert Hotz
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KEY TO FORGINGS
ILLUSTRATED Faster and faster, higher and

higher— greater stresses, increased
temperatures — all leading to
continually increasing dependence
on forgings — and in the forging
field there is no substitute for
Wyman-Gordon quality, experience
and know-how.

Wyman-Gordoh Company
Established 1883

GS OF ALUMINUM • MAGNESIUM • STEEL • TITANIUM
WORCESTER I, MASSACHUSETTS

ARVEY, ILLINOIS • DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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WHO'S WHERE

In the Front Office

t. W. Wilson, board chairman, and

Frank L. Magee, president. Aluminum Com-
pany of America. Pittsburgh. Pa. Also:

Harold C. Erskine, a vice president.

Edwin T. Asplundli, board chairman,

Pittsburgh Plate Class Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Mr. Asplundli succeeds Harry B. Higgins,

retiring.

Charles S. Rockwell, president and gen-

eral manager. Ford Instrument Company,
division of Spcrrv Rand Corp., Long Island

Cits’. N. Y. Mr. Rockwell succeeds Ray-

mond F. Jahn, retiring.

Dr. I. A. Oehler, executive vice president

and a director, The American W elding and

Manufacturing Co., Warren. Ohio.

G. Marion Sadler, vice president-customer

service. American Airlines, Inc.

Laurnncc H. Cooper, vice president-ad-

ministration, Air Logistics Corp., Pasadena.

Dale V. Cropsey, vice president-industrial

divisions, Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin,

m.
Elbert Cheyno, vice president-mainte-

nance and engineering, Alaska Airlines, Inc.

Mr. Cheyno succeeds Thomas A. Campo-

CiXis Radio Corp!”. Dallas, Tex.

Stanley J. Zak, vice president. Mandrel
Industries, Inc., Houston, Tex. Mr. Zak
is general manager of Mandrel's Greenleaf

Manufacturing Co.

an Operations Policy Committee member,
American Brake Shot Co.. New York. V Y.

Glenn G. Whitaker has resigned as vice

president-field engineering of Wm. R.

Whittaker Co., Ltd., Los Angeles, Calif,

Maxwell D. Millard, assistant vice presi-

dent-sales, American Steel & W'ire Division,

United States Steel Corp., Cleveland. Ohio.

Lt. Col. George R. Stcinkamp has suc-

ceeded Dr. Hubertus Strughold as head of

the Department of Space Medicine, Air

Force School of Aviation Medicine. Ran-

dolph AFB. Tex. Dr. Strughold. founder

of the Department, is now Advisor for

Research to the Commandant of the

School
,a ^ • i . be

of the Aeronautical Engineering Depart-
ment. Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Philip A. Eby, administrative assistant to

the president, Riddle Airlines, Inc.

Changes

Dr. Klaus C. Karde, dire

Park. Calif.

Daniel A. Peters, Jr., genen
b Co.. Inc.. Linden. N. J.

(Continued on page 117)

INDUSTRY OBSERVER
General Electric Co. analysis of its many defense electronics programs,

made to determine what percentage of its equipment or techniques have ap-

plications' in both the missile and piloted aircraft field, reveals that about

80% are applicable to both. Approximately 25% of GE's avionic develop-

ment effort is currently earmarked for specific missile programs.

De Havilland Propellers Ltd. has designated its intermediate range ballistic

missile (AW Aug. 26, p. 23) Project Six. Test stand visible at Hatfield is for

cold flow tests of systems and simulates actual missile parameters.

Defense Department is reviewing USAF's decision to purchase Kaman’s

HOK-3 local air base rescue helicopter. Some Defense officials feel the

Air Force could save money by purchasing Bell's H-40 for which Army
already has borne most of ’the’ development costs. Both helicopters are

turbine-powered, have approximately same capacity. Bell and Army have

agreed to divide the H-40 production output with USAF, with the Air

Force bearing none of the cost for early production models where the

cost is higher.

Canadair production of the Sparrow II air-to-air missile under license from
Douglas Aircraft Co. is being withheld pending a decision by Canadian
Wcstinghouse on the type guidance the missile should use. Present plans

call for production of approximately 300 Sparrow IIs.

ICBM and IRBM tests being conducted by Naval Ordnance Laboratory

include use of newly developed two-stage hypervelocity gun capable of

firing projectiles at 18,000 ft. per sec. When first chamber of gun is fired,

pressure rises to 8,000 psi. Thousandth of a second later, rear combustion
chamber fires, pressure there rises to 48,000 psi. and ruptures the dia-

phragm between front and rear chambers. Crushing force first bounces off

gas in pressurized front chamber, then rebounds toward the rear, raising

pressure to 60,000 psi. and temperature to 10.000F
-

. Heat and pressure

combination bursts through front diaphragm and hurls the projectile from

the barrel.

Defense Department is taking a close look at Army’s requirement for a

three-ton helicopter, calling in Navy and USAF for consultation on the

specifications. There is a strong possibility that the three services may reach

an agreement whereby one design will be suitable for all their requirements.

If negotiations are successful, it will mark the first time an aircraft has

been specifically designed and built for the triple military market. Army
will use the helicopter for mobility in the field, Navy for Marine assault

missions and USAF for transport, probably on logistics missions serving

missile launching sites.

Fuel dipping fix on Hawker Hunters powered by Rolls-Royce Avon turbo-

jets has cured engine blowout troubles which occurred when guns were

fired at altitude. Fix is a switch incorporated into gunfire control that

momentarily reduces the fuel flow a split second before firing, drops engine

performance far enough below the surge line so that there is no chance of

a blowout or stall. Same fix is going into the high-altitude version of the

Bristol Orpheus slated for the interceptor version of the Folland Gnat.

Napier Flight Development Division at Luton is reworking two Gloster

Javelins for new powerplants. One will carry de Havilland Gyron Juniors

with afterburners; the other Rolls-Royce Avons, possibly the R. A. 24R
scries. Present Javelins arc equipped with two Armstrong-Siddeley turbo-

Rand Corp. is establishing an independent non-profit corporation to

undertake the training of air defense center personnel for the Air Defense
Command. Rand, utilizing an application of computers, has simulated

on air defense radar equipment possible enemy bombing patterns on the

U. S. and has quickly trained average I. Q. USAF’ airmen how to initiate

and pursue effective defense missions.

AVIATION



how the ©QCL[I0(®)KI@Q helped

CHANGE THE TUNE OF A MACH 5 WHISTLE

Ram a wind thirty-six hundred miles an hour down
a wind tunnel 20 inches square. Problems in testing

models of supersonic rockets and missiles in such a

tunnel gave new dimensions to operational tech-

niques.

Developed by engineers of the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory at California Institute of Technology,

this advanced wind tunnel presented many unique

problems. In order to control the air going into the

test section, movable plates -were used to vary the

area of the opening. The plates, moving against one

another, had to be sealed. The abrasion created by

this movement destroyed ordinary sealing materials.

That is, until Union Carbide Silicone Rubber was

used. Fabricated by Reeves Rubber, Inc., of San Cle-

mente, California, in solid strips ... in hollow tubing

that is pressurized for an extra tight fit . . . this sili-

cone rubber performed exceptional service under
almost “impossible” conditions. In fact, tests indi-

cate that maintenance will only be required once

every two or three years!

This is another example of how the Union Car-

bide Silicones Man has helped solve an “impossible”

problem. A booklct-“Look to Union Carbide for

Silicones” describes silicone rubber and many other

silicone products.Write Dept.AW95 today. Silicones

Division, Union Carbide Corporation, 30 East 42nd

Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Washington Roundup
Buying Program Firms

Watch for final release of USAF’s final Fiscal 1958

buying program within the next couple of weeks. This

will soon be followed by the release of some money due
contractors to launch production.

The Defense Department confirms that shopping lists

have been delayed for the most part, with only enough

released to keep essential wheels rolling. Normally, these

obligational authorities arc released at the beginning of

the fiscal year, but certain knowledge that ceilings will

be in force for the future has forced the department to

undertake slow review of the contracts to be signed in

next few months.
Defense says any trouble cncouutcred now or in the

next quarter, beginning tomorrow, that involves current

bills is a problem of the Air Force, which is trying to

pay for hardware ordered a few years ago and under-

priced at that time. This circumstance has forced the

military services to deal out money for current expendi-

tures with extreme care.

“If a contractor is forced to borrow cash in order to

keep operating,” Aviation Week is told, "it is because

there is more program under way in his plant than USAF
can pay for and stay within this year’s ceiling. He is

going at 60 mph., a speed that was picked out a long

time ago, and slowing to 40 is going to be tough on the

No-Show Penalty: Tipton Pays

First passenger in the U. S. to be penalized by the no-

show penalty plan shelled out his S3 fine without audible

protest after missing a (light on the West Coast early

on the morning of Sept. 15. effective date of the plan.

The offender: Stuart G. Tipton, president of the Air

Transport Assn., which sponsored the plan.

National Strike

National Airlines estimated that 5,000 passengers a

day were being turned over to other airlines in the 36
cities along its system because of a labor dispute that

brought the airline's operations to a halt last week.

National suspended service when members of the Air

Line Agents Assn, called what the airline management
termed an “illegal wildcat walkout." The union blamed
the trouble on an "illegal lockout" of 16 members in

New York. The matter was before a three-man mediation
board late last week.

R & D Relief

Alarm over USAF research and development cuts, par-

ticularly in the Office of Scientific Research (AW Sept.

16, p. 27; Sept. 23, p. 26) has brought quick relief.

OSR project monitors nave now been told to tread water,

not to carry out immediate cancellations as formally

planned because the budget still stands at S16 million

plus S3 million for payments on finished work. OSR
now feels it can carry on and will feel the pinch mainly
in its inability' to undertake new contracts.

The action followed a wave of heated protests from
universities, who were caught short on the eve of a new
college year. Their cries were bolstered by the Defense
Science Board, which spent its first meeting with Dr.
Paul D. Foote, new Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Research and Engineering, drafting a statement caution-

ing against R & D cuts. Subject was not on agenda.

Defense Secretary' Charles E. Wilson says he does not

know of anv programmed cutback in research and devel-

opment. The total to be spent, he added, will remain
about the same, so that new projects will be possible only

if some of the old ones arc cut off “and some of this

research and development ought to be finished some day.

... Otherwise, all you arc doing is underwriting a sub-

Long Look

Radars capable of detecting intercontinental ballistic

missiles out to ranges of 3,000 miles are “planned for

operational employment in the near future,” according

to Gen. Thomas D. White, USAF chief of staff. White
docs not indicate whether new long-range radar is the

Omnirange Digital Radar (ORDIR) recently disclosed by
Columbia University (AW Aug. 19, p. 28). Similar de-

velopments reportedly arc under way at Bell Telephone
Laboratories, General Electric, Mclpar, Radio Corpora-
tion of America, Sperry Rand, Westinghouse Electric

and Lincoln Laboratory.

AMB Organizes

New three-man Airways Modernization Board held
its first meeting last week following appointment of De-
fense and Commerce Department representatives—Mal-
colm A. MacIntyre. USAF Under Secretary, and Louis
Rothschild. Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Trans-
portation. Third member is AMB chairman, Elwood
Qucsada, President’s special assistant for aviation facili-

ties planning.

Helicopter Goes North
What became of the helicopter?

Outside of the military services, it has gone mainly into

the rotary-wing fixed base business—now 10 years old. Air-

craft Industry Assn, finds 89 commercial operators in
North America, flying 3S0 aircraft. Most of them arc Bell

47s. which started the whole thing by -winning the first

commercial certificate in late 1946. Biggest business:
Okanagan Helicopters Ltd., of Vancouver. B. C. Canada,
with 25 Bell 47s, 17 Sikorsky S-55s and one Sikorsky S-58.

CAB Warning
Civil Aeronautics Board has warned Los Angeles Air

Service, a supplemental carrier, that it must operate a
revenue flight within the next 30 days or stand to lose its

interim operating authority. As a result of the 1955 CAB
decision in the Large Irregular Air Carrier Investigation

Case, supplemental carriers must make at least one reve-

nue flight during every two consecutive calendar quarters.

Los Angeles Air Service has not operated a flight dur-

ing the past two quarters since it sold all its aircraft,

leased them back and then subleased them to another
carrier. In asking for an exemption from the revenue
flight requirement, the company says it has purchased
Iwo DC-6s for delivery next May, at which time it plans

to resume operations. CAB denied the application but
gave the airline a 30-dav grace period in which to negoti-

ate for the lease of airplanes to operate flights.

Washington staff
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Fighters Compete for NATO Approval
Lack of power in all contenders leads observers to

believe prize will be limited pre-production order.

Bretigny, France—Five entries in

NATO’s competition for a lightweight

tactical strike fighter finally got off the

ground on the same day and at the same
place in the long-delayed start of their

comparative Bight trials.

Teams of NATO pilots, flying the

missions in rotation, will carry out trials

for the next few weeks. Completion
of the evaluation is expected earlv in

October depending on weather and air-

craft availability. Winner of the com-

E

ctition is expected to be announced
itc this year after evaluation of the

flight reports.

Minor troubles plagued the first day

of trials. The Dassault Etendard 4 was

briefly out of the running with engine

and radio difficulties, and the Fiat

G.91 aborted one mission because of

smoke in the cockpit.

Entries Lack Power

The five competitors include three

specifically designed for the NATO
competition: Breguet 1001 Taon,
Dassault Etendard 6 and Fiat G.91, all

powered by a Bristol Orpheus 3 turbo-

jet rated at 4,850 lb. thrust. They have

been joined by two other aircraft which
the makers feel can also do the mission:

Dassault Etendard 4 and Sud Aviation

Baroudeur, both powered by a Snecma
Atar rated slightly above 8,000 lb.

thrust.

First prize could be a production

order for several hundred aircraft, but

some observers believe that only a pre-

production order will be placed for a

limited quantity. The reason is that

as design of the competing planes has

progressed, they have grown in weight

beyond the original 10,000-lb. limita-

tion and are therefore somewhat under-

powered. Breguet, Dassault and Fiat

have presented variants of their basic

designs using the more powerful

Bristol Orpheus 12 rated at 6,800 lb.

thrust and S,170 lb. with afterburner.

But the Bristol engine is longer and
heavier and requires more air and more

total fuel to perform the mission. This

calls for a major redesign of the air-

Consequently the planes presently

competing do not represent aerody-

namicallv or operationally the de-

veloped version that seems to be needed

to perform the original mission. Con-
struction of a series of new prototypes

will take time and further delay the

program.

Thus the choice seems to be either

selecting one of the current crop for

pre-production while development of

the models continues, or ordering a pro-

duction batch of an airplane that will

in all probability be unable to perform

its mission when it reaches service.

Support Role Scored

The mission itself has been bitterly

criticized in some quarters as unreal-

istic. It calls for use of the aircraft

against tactical targets—troop concentra-

tions, armored columns, supply dumps,
missile or artillery positions—in support

of NATO ground armies. It is the last

phrase that hurts some of the critics,

who feel that army support went out

of the manuals when nuclear-tipped

missiles went in. They claim that this

design and production effort is being

wasted on an airplane whose basic con-

cept is geared to a 1945 ground cam-
paign.

But NATO and SHAPE planners

argue that the expected threat will

come from a numerically superior

enemy striking out in force at one or

more points along a line of defense.

They say the way to prevent this kind

of an attack from driving through is

to keep the necessary' concentrations

of material or men from fonning.

This can be done by tactical strikes

against concentrations, forcing the

enemy either to break them up or to

avoid concentrations in the first place.

The turning issue of this argument
is in the assumption of the tvpc of

threat. SHAPE secs it as enemy armies,

the critics see it as enemy air or missile

assault.

Specific requirement for the aircraft

is the ability to deliver tactical weapons
against ground targets. The plane is

required to take off from a grass field

or other unprepared surface, and clear

a 50-ft. obstacle within 3,000 ft. after

releasing the brakes. Climbout is to a

relatively low altitude for cruise at 400

kt., followed by a dive descent to the

deck and a run into target at Mach
0.95. Return to base is by a similar

flight plan.

How Project Started

Origin of the project was in studies

made at Allied Air Forces, Central

Europe, which developed the idea of

the tactical light fighter. SHAPE is-

sued the requirement coincidentally

with the start of the U.S. Mutual
Weapons Development program. All

the NATO nations were told that the

U.S. would consider supporting a pro-

gram endorsed by SHAPE as meeting

the NATO requirement.

Design proposal evaluation was as-

signed to an ad hoc committee formed
by AGARD Chairman Theodore von

Karman and this group recommended
three designs—Breguet Taon, Dassault

Etendard and Fiat G. 91—out of the

ten proposals submitted. Both French
and Italian governments promised to

contribute to the support of the pro-

gram.

Bristol’s Orpheus was the only en-

gine that would meet the requirements:

all three winning proposals specified it,

PARACHUTE STREAMING inflated behind, the Breguet Taon (Horsefly) rolls to a stop on the concrete strip at Bretigny. Although speci-

fications called for operation from unprepared fields, most of the trials have been conducted from concrete runways.
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and it was in most of the losing design

as well.

In 1954 the projects started seriously

as international research and develop-

ment programs under mutual weapons
development.

Meantime von Karman had seen that

SHAPE would need future technical adr

vice, and organized a permanent advis-

ory committee on the project. There
were five subcommittees formed:
• Mock-up and requirements, giving

guidance to the contractors on design,

construction and equipment of proto-

type mockups.
• Flight testing, setting up the current

series of trials as well as helping con-

tractors with individual problems of

flight test techniques.

• New developments, responsible for

keeping the weapon system project con-

temporary with the state of the art.

One of this committee’s ideas was to

bring the Orpheus 12 into the program.
• Production and logistics, to get

NATO and national cognizance of the

production problems of the airplane.

• Tactics and techniques, to guide the

initial planning of the SHAPE tactical

trial program. This program will use

the 30 Fiat G.91s now under con-

struction to develop tactical roles and
missions for the weapon system.

As was predicted by observers in

April, NATO found it necessary to re-

vise its competition schedule; flight

trials were originally planned to take

place in the first week of August.

The NATO lightweight support

fighter program was launched several

years ago. It has been financed mainly

by U.S. funds. Original plans called

for selecting a winning aircraft, then

various NATO countries would join in

the production of some 1,000.

Officially, no public criticism has

been directed at the program. But
several defense ministries did tell

NATO that unless the program was
revised they would not be interested

in participating (AW April 29, p. 37).

FIAT G. 91 with undenving stores is shown here in overload configuration. It was developed with strong Sabre-series influence. Company

is building 30 airplanes to be used in NATO tactical evaluation of the concept as a weapons system.

AMD’s First Major Program

Scheduled to Begin This Week
By Philip ). [Class

Washington—First major Airways
Modernization Board program will be
launched this week when the newly
formed agency sends out requests to

more than 40 avionics companies for

contract bids on a multimillion dollar

automatic data processing and display

program.
Industry will have 60 days to submit

proposals for the construction of an
experimental data processing and dis-

play system—using existing equipment
and know-how—for deliverv in January,

1939.

Service Test

After a year of AMB experimen-
tation and modification, the system will

then be installed and service tested

under actual operational conditions,

probably in the New York area.

AMB's air traffic control datamation
program is the first of five major pro-

grams the new agency is expected to

launch in the near future. The others,

in their present order of priority, are

airports, communications, radar data

collection and navigation.

Approximately 100 representatives of

more than 40 avionics companies at-

tended an informal meeting here last

Week at AMB invitation to hear AMB
officials give a preview of the program
and its objectives.

Program aims at speedy application

of many existing computer and data

processing equipments, developed for

military or commercial use, to accelerate

the handling of information used in air

traffic control.

Many of the data handling and dis-

plav techniques now in use date back
15 to 20 years.

AMB's request for bid will outline

in broad terms the operational require-

ments for the ATC datamation system,

• Accept data from variety of sources,

including radar, teletype, telephone,

voice radio and military data link.

• Compute automatically such things

as continuous estimate of each aircraft’s

position, based on flight plan or posi-

tion reports, estimated time of arrival

into terminal area.

• Display aircraft position for en route,

terminal area and airport surface move-
ments.

Operational Tests

AMB officials emphasized that equip-
ment must be designed for maximum
flexibility to permit modification of

control procedures and techniques dur-

ing the 12-18 months of experimenta-

tion that will follow svstem deliverv in

January 1959.

Present schedule calls for installation

of the equipment in the New York
area beginning by about January, 1960.

System will be evaluated for en route

and terminal area operations using two
or all three of the major New York
airports, plus a private airport, military

base and off-shore naval operations,

an AMB spokesman said.

It also will be tied into SAGE air

defense system.

Experience gained in these tests

will provide basis for a production de-

sign version that is scheduled to replace

the experimental system in New York
area around early 1963.

Similar ATC datamation and display

systems may then be programmed for

construction and installation at various

other major terminals around the

country.

Tight Schedule

Concurrent with the initial work on
the experimental system, AMB’s staff

of engineers and operations personnel

expect to make analytical and simulator

studies of the validity of traffic control

and terminal area concepts proposed
by the Curtis Committee report to

the President on airways modernization

Any changes in operational doctrine

suggested by these studies will be in-

corporated in the design of the experi-

mental system.

To provide guidance to the selected

contractor in designing controls and
displays that are compatible with traffic

controller needs, the board plans to

send several traffic controllers now on
its staff to work alongside contractor's

engineers.

Avionics manufacturers were warned
that they must use existing equipments
and proven techniques to meet AMB’s
tough timetable. The contractor’s job

ij to design existing equipment into

a system suitable for air traffic control,

developing only the black boxes needed

for this purpose.

Airways Modernization Board is

hopeful that the timetable can be met.

particularly since a numbei of avionics

companies have had the ATC data-

mation problem under study for some
time using their own funds. This in-

cludes such companies as General

Electric, General Precision Equipment,
Hughes Aircraft, International Business

Machines Corp., Radio Corp. of Amer-
ica and Sperry Rand.

Recognizing the magnitude of the

job to be done, AMB has encouraged

smaller firms to form coalitions to com-
pete with the industry giants.

Although AMB officials decline to

indicate type of contract which will be
employed for the development, it is

believed that a cost plus fixed fee

(CPFF) form will be used to provide

flexibility in making system design

changes during the program.

Grumman Prices Gulfstream

Executive Transport at $700,000
New York—Price of approximately $700,000 will be set by Grumman on its new

communications equipment,' Aviation Week learned last week.

Official announcement is expected to be made during National Business Aircraft

Assn.’s annual meeting in Denver, Colo., this week.

Grumman appointed three distributors in the United States who wall take orders,

order (AW July 8, p. 261: Atlantic Aviation Service, Inc., Philadelphia; Pacific Air-

motive Corp., Burbank; and Remmert-Werner Corp., St. Louis. Distributors already

have accepted some deposits on the airplane for 1959 delivery. First Gulfstream

is scheduled to come off Grumman’s Bethpage. L. I., N. Y., production line Apr. 7,

1958.

Here is payment schedule for distributors when ordering the airplanes from
Grumman:
• 510,000 deposit when order is placed with Grumman. This gives the distributor

• Payment of 25% of total cost, minus the deposit, when Grumman assigns a pro-

duction line number to the airplane, normally 30 days prior to start of actual

manufacture.

• Second payment of 25% of total agreed purchase price four months prior to

delivery.

• Final payment, comprising 50% of total price, upon acceptance of the airplane

by the distributor.
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Defense Money Squeeze Detailed
New York—Full impact of Defense

Department's new contract placements
will be felt by the aircraft and other in-

dustries in the October-December quar-

ter, and the Fiscal 1958 total of new
business will be about $20 billion, ac-

cording to Wilfred J. McNeil, Defense
Department comptroller.

McNeil told the National Security

Industrial Assn, last week that the

amount of new business placed in July

and August was small—in the neigh-

borhood of S7 million—but that the de-

partment feels the total direct obliga-

tions for Fiscal 1958 will be about the

same as Fiscal 1957-over $59 billion.

In the separate area of current ex-

penditures, McNeil did not express any
great optimism that the armed forces

are going to win the fight to stay be-

low $58 billion by any easy margin.

September and October, he said, “will

be decisive."

Defense Secretary1 Charles E. Wilson
has set a $19 billion spending ceiling

for the first half of the current fiscal

year. McNeil says it will not be met un-

less the September and October rate

docs not show a significant decline.

With reference to the aircraft indus-

try, McNeil said he hopes substantially

all program adjustments have been
made. Many industry observers do not

share this optimism and McNeil him-
self added that it is “Quite possible

that consideration may have to be
given to some further adjustments."

He had this warning for the aircraft

industry:
® “Aircraft industry employment by
the end of August had declined oniv

by about 20,000 to 25,000 from the

909,000 peak in April of this year. A
much more substantial decline than
this is to be expected when all the

necessary actions, already announced,
have been taken. . . .

"Overtime in the aircraft industry is

down significantly . . . but not down

Earlier, McNeil said that in the Jan

uary-March quarter of this year over-

time payment "in a surprising number
of aircraft plants accounted for more
than 1 5% of the total payroll, and in

one or two plants reached 20% of

total payroll.”

McNeil pointed out that this year's

imposed ceiling of $58 billion on ex-

penditures is only about 1% less than

the Fiscal 1957 rate of S5S.4 billion.

In the latter part of Fiscal 1957, how-
ever, the Defense Department was

sending out checks at the rate of $40
billion a year and the adjustment to

this figure amounts to about 5%.

Missile Delegates Are
‘Watching. Waiting'
Washington - Representatives of

about 50 industrial concerns attended

an organization meeting of the Na-
tional Missile Industry Conference

last week. A proposed certificate of

incorporation and by-laws were offered,

disclosing that the permanent name of

the proposed new group will be the

National Rocket and Missile Indus-

tries Assn.

Delegates queried by Aviation

Week indicated that most of the com-

panies have a “watch-and-wait" attitude

toward the new group. These men said

thev were uninstructed and merely are

reporting their observations to com-

pany management. The observation

was" made that only two missile prime

contractors were represented, and one

of these had asked the promoters for

an invitation to attend.

This led to speculation that NMIC
possibly will be primarily an organiza-

tion of subcontractors and suppliers in

the missile and rocket area. Some of

the delegates at the first session feel also

there is a promotional tieup between
the organization and Missiles and
Rockets magazine, although the maga-
zine editors who had signed letters in

behalf of the effort (AW Sept. 25,

p. 52) left the premises before the meet-
ing got under way.

Kendall K. Hoyt, a Washington pub-
licist who served as moderator of the

meeting, told Aviation Week there

is no longer any connection between
NMIC and Missiles and Rockets. He
said the meeting left the organizing

group of missile component manufac-
turers standing on their own feet.

Hovt, who has made a career of or-

ganizing Washington promotional

offices for such groups as the Aircoach

Transportation Assn, and the Inde-

pendent Air Transport Assn., says lie is

now serving as the acting sccrctarv ot

NMIC.
He said no financial arrangements

have been made but that he is glad to

contribute his time if it serves a good
purpose in launching NMIC.

Hoyt contends the association will

not conflict with existing organizations,

particularly the Aircraft Industries

Assn., and that there is a need for a

clearing house on missile industry in-

formation.

He claims that government agencies

say they have difficulty obtaining sound
statistics on the industry and that

NMIC will fill this void.

Representatives were present at the

first meeting from Navy's Bureau of

Aeronautics, Army Ordnance Corps

and USAF's Office of Scientific Re-

search and Air Materiel Command. A
second meeting will be held on Octo-

British Want Navaid

Tests; U. S. Resists

Montreal—Adoption of an interna-

tional standard long range navigation

opinion of many delegates to Sixth

Communications Division Meeting of

the International Civil -Aviation Or-

U. S. and Great Britain basically

disagree on approach to both short

and long range navigation. British dele-

gation is pressing for an carlv interna-

tional conference to evaluate available

systems because Decca short range sys-

tem is in operation and Dectra long

range system is expected to complete

trials within the next nine months.

U. S. delegation is resisting any move
for an early international conference

because domestic evaluation of the

three long range, ground based systems

it has presented—Navarho, Loran C
(Cytac) and Omega—is expected to

take three to six years.
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Successful Thor Bolsters USAF Hopes
By Claude Witze

Washington—Successful firing of the

Douglas-built Thor intermediate range

ballistic missile has bolstered USAF
confidence there will be no marriage

of Thor with the Army-developed
Jupiter 1RBM and that Air Force's

Ballistic Missile Division will proceed
with development and production of

the Douglas design. In a firing, termed
“more successful than we hoped for,”

the Thor traveled at least 1,500 mi.
from Patrick AFB, Fla., on Sept. 20.

On the day of the successful firing,

it was disclosed that the Armv Ballistic

Missile Agency at Redstone Arsenal al-

ready has altered the basic structural

design of Jupiter to employ the ma-
terials and fabrication techniques used
on Thor. Aviation Week learned that

Thor's structure basically employs a
waffle-design, adding strength to the
airframe much after the fashion of cor-

rugations in the sheet metal employed
in roofs and similar structures.

Redstone Visits Douglas

About three months ago, according

to a reliable source, a team from Army’s
Redstone Arsenal visited the Douglas
plant in California to examine the basic

structure of the Thor. Army Ordnance
Corps immediately ordered changes in

Jupiter to pattern it after the more
sophisticated USAF missile.

It was pointed out that Air Force
work on this problem of structural de-

sign, key factor in the sensitive ratio

of fuel weight to total weight, is as old

as the airplane itself. In the missile

field, USAF has been working on im-
provements for use in missile develop-
ment ever since World War II and the

achievements were being used in

USAF’s intercontinental ballistic mis-

siles—Atlas and Titan—as well as Thor
before they were adopted by the Army.

Further savings have been effected

by USAF’s work on rocket engines,

making it possible for Army’s Jupiter

to use the same engine developed for

Thor. This unit, product of the

Rockctdync Division of North Ameri-
can Aviation Inc., also is one of the
power units installed on the Convair
Atlas 1CBM.

Thor’s successful firing was made on
the fourth attempt to get the missile

away from a launching pad at Patrick.

First shot got only a few feet off

the pad before being destroyed by fire.

Second shot was prematurely destroyed
in flight by the range safety officer due
to faulty ground instrumentation. Third
shot went only a few miles before going
off course.

The fourth attempt was made at a

crucial time in the deliberations of the

Defense Department’s three-man com-
mittee which was trying to decide on
the relative merits of the Thor and
Jupiter designs and how their best fea-

tures could be welded into a single

weapon system.

After about a week of closed sessions

at the Pentagon, it was reported the

committee stood with its anticipated

three-way split. Maj. Gen. Bernard A.

Schrievcr, commander of USAF’s Bal-

listic Missile Division, favored Thor.
Maj. Gen. John B. Mcdaris, chief of the

Army Ballistic Missile Agency, stood

firm for Jupiter. William H. Holaday,

special Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Guided Missiles, was not com-
mitted.

In the early hours of the day Thor
was scheduled to fire, Holaday hurriedly

left the Pentagon and was flown to the

Florida test station. He was joined there

by Donald A. Quarles. Deputy Secretary

of Defense, who was at Patrick for a

short vacation. Quarles is a former Sec-

retary of the Air Force and former As-

sistant Secretary of Defense for Re-

search and Development. He is a recog-

nized expert on guided missiles.

Wilson View

Pentagon observers last week ex-

pressed confidence that Holaday, with
some counsel from Quarles, will settle

the IRBM question, probably favoring

the USAF-Douglas team.

Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson
remained aloof from the discussion but
acknowledged on the eve of the Thor
demonstration that he had granted the

committee more time to reach a con-
clusion. He hoped to announce his de-
cision before he leaves office next week.

Another possible factor in the final

decision is the rejection by Wilson of a
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Farside Rocket Displayed
Four stage solid propellant rocket for launching from a balloon in Project Farside is displayed at American Ordnance Assn, meet-

ing in Detroit. Ford Motor Co. subsidiary, Acronntronic Systems. Inc., is prime contractor for system designed to reach height of

•1,000 mi. First stage is four Thiokol Recruit rockets, the second is a single Recruit. Third is composed of four Grand Central

motors now used in ASP sounding rocket, and fourth stage is a single ASP motor (AW July 22, p. 29).

suggestion that the Chrysler Corp. has

plans to build a new missile factory in

Huntsville, Ala., near the' Redstone Ar-

senal (AW Sept. 23,p.29).

Queried by Aviation Week, Wilson
said he did not know of such a Chrysler

proposal although, "According to some
people they have got a subsidiary there

Wilson added that a new facility

should not be needed for the IRBM
and said he would "look with a cold and
fishy eve” on anv plan to build a new
Plant.

'

ICBM Defense?

Secretary Wilson also took note of

recent claims by Army partisans that an
effective defense against the ICBM is

entirely possible, a viewpoint that

clashes sharply with more pessimistic

statements from USAF experts who arc

charged with responsibility for air de-

“I am afraid,” Wilson said, “there is

a certain amount of talk going on . . .

by people trying to stake out a claim
for a future development position."

There is some possibility that the

IRBM decision will be made after

Wilson leaves the Pentagon and turns

his job over to Neil H. McElrov. On
the day of the successful Thor firing,

McElrov was a visitor at Gen. Schrie-

ver's headquarters in California. Late

this week, he is scheduled to spend a

day at Redstone Arsenal. In between,

he will visit plants of major aircraft

manufacturers and USAF installations.

Long-Thrust Rocket
Used in Temco Drone

Bartlesville, Okla.—Solid propellant

rocket motor which powered the Temco
XKDT-1 drone in its first flight repre-

sents a major scientific breakthrough,

according to Phillips Petroleum Co.
Flight of the Temco drone (AW

Sept. 16, p. 30) marks the first success-

ful use of rocket-powered target drones

which require long periods of sustained

thrust. Phillips said. The rocket motor
was designed and built by Phillips and
burns a Phillips solid fuel made from

"readily available petrochemicals.”

In developing the XKDT-1 rocket

motor for Temco, Phillips says it solved

these problems:
• Obtaining flight duration of more

• Using solid fuels that provide in the

same motor both initial boost and sub-

sequent sustained thrust without power
interruptions.

• Controlling heat to protect electronic

and metal parts from damage.
• Providing satisfactory light-weight

iockct metal parts.

Tire first motor was ready for flight

test six months after performance re-

quirements were established. Phillips

says this short development time was
made possible by previous achievements
of company scientists who have devel-

oped a scries of solid propellant rockets

that feature a variety of thrusts and

New Unit Increases

Telemetering Range
Dallas—New 200 watt PM trans-

mitter has been developed by Texas
Instruments to increase effective range

of FM/FM telemetering. New tran-

sistorized equipment is complete in a

single unit and requires no amplifica-

tion of output.

Texas Instruments points out that

extra power will be especially valuable

for telemetering the terminal phase

of missile flights where weak signals arc

blacked out by background noise. The
company says greater power will extend
transmission range considerably beyond
line-of-sight limits imposed by present
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Curtiss-Wright’s Hurley Replies

To Rep. Hebert Contract Charge

types of transmission equipment.

New unit occupies 67 cubic inches

of space and is smaller and lighter than

current 50 watt transmitters used for

similar duty. It transmits in the 215-

235 me range with frequency stability

ot plus or minus 0.01% up to 71 de-

grees %.
Higher frequencies arc possible with

slight modification, and modification

can lower power output to as little as

Operation at 200 watts requires 12

cfm of external cooling air. Integral

heat sink provisions stretch out the

transmitter’s operation during periods

of rapid heat build-up, suiting the unit

to such missile test phases as re-entry

into the atmosphere, according to

Texas Instruments.

Australian Line Orders
Lockheed Electras
Washington—Ansett-Australian Na-

tional Airways last week ordered four

Lockheed Electra turboprop trans-

ports at a cost of $12 million including

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. said the

order brings the total Electra sales to

HI aircraft.

Deliveries of the transports to Ansctt-

ANA are scheduled to begin in De-
cember, 1958. The aircraft will carry

66 passengers in deluxe custom seating,

plus a six-seat lounge. They will be
equipped with weather radar and
powered by four Allison Model 501

turboprop engines, developing 3,750
lip. each, and Acroproducts four-

bladed propellers.

The merged Ansett-Australian Na-
tional Airways routes cover 17,844 miles

in Australia and Tasmania.

Soviets Claim
Records for Tu-104A
Moscow—Russia is claiming new speed

and Uft records for its Tu-104A twin-

On its homeward flight from the

United States, the Soviets claim that

a Tu-104A operating in the USSR re-

portedly:

• Reached an altitude of 11,221 meters

(36,814 ft.) carrying 20,053 kilograms

(44,217 lb.) of cargo—"equal to 260 pas-

sengers.”

• Flew 2,000 kilometers (1,242 miles)

with two metric tons (4,410 lb.) of

cargo at an average speed of 897.498

kilometers per hour (557.34 mph.).

The achievements will be submitted

to the Federation Aeronautiquc Interna-

tionale (FAD for certification as world

records for this class of jet transport

Washington—Question of whether
Curtiss-Wright Corp. “bailed out” a

private concern — Studebaker-Packard

Corp.—with government contracts or

sustained a private concern in the na-

tional defense interest continues to be
disputed.

At July hearings, Rep. Edward
Hebert (D.-La.), chairman of the

House Armed Services Investigating

Subcommittee, charged that "it cost

the taxpayer S25 million to switch” the

overhaul of GE J47 engines from the

General Electric Co. to Studebaker-

Packard for the specific purpose of sus-

taining the private firm (AW July 22,

P- 25).

Hurley Reply

In a detailed statement challenging

this, Roy T. Hurley, chairman of the
board and president of Curtiss-Wright,
noted that his firm “devoted several

months in trying to work out a plan to
take over the Studebaker-Packard de-

fense contracts, conserve large defense
facilities, save Studebaker-Packard from
bankruptcy, keep 30,000 people em-
ployed by Studebaker-Packard. its

dealer organization and suppliers from
losing their jobs, reassure a million

Studebaker-Packard car owners that

their automobiles still had good value

and give hope to 120,000 stockholders

that their company had a fair chance
of survival.”

Hurley reported that after Curtiss-

Wright took over the management of
Studebaker-Packard under the name of
a wholly-owned subsidiary—Utica-Bend
Corp.—the firm received new defense
contracts totaling over $95 million.

Rep. Hebert retorted that Hurley’s
report “clearly established the fact that
Studebaker-Packard was saved from
bankruptcy and ‘bailed out’ by Curtiss-
Wright at the expense of the American
taxpayer through the medium of de-
fense contracts. . . . J was in error

in one detail. . . . Mr. Hurley’s state-

ment indicates that instead of costing
$25 million to the taxpayers, the deal
really cost many millions more. . . .

Mr. Hurley’s statement admits in ex-

cess of $95 million for contracts directly

attributable to the Studebaker-Packard
manipulation."

Hebert Objection

“I readily admit,” Hebert continued,
"that saving Studebaker-Packard was
good for the economic position of the
nation at the moment; but I cannot
agree that a private industry should
have been ‘bailed out' contingent on
exacting defense contracts as the price.”

In taking over the Studebaker-
Packard Corp. in the name of the
Utica-Bend Corp. subsidiary. Hurley
said Curtiss-Wright agreed to this

financing:

• $25 million advance payment of 12

years’ lease of two Studebaker-Packard

• $8 million for purchase of work in
process.

• S1.8 million to assume Studcbakcr-
Packard’s investment in the Aerophysics
Development Corp., manufacturers of

the Army's Dart missile.

Hurley said Curtiss-Wright agreed
to these investments "provided it re-

ceived the support of the Department
of Defense in the amounts needed to

maintain the defense facilities and to
attain the successful and economical
operation of the plants.”

Contracts Acquired

Included in the $95 million in new
defense business acquired by the Utica-

Bend Corp., after its incorporation bv

Curtiss-Wright were:

• $20 million for the Army's Dart.
• $12 million for production facilities

for Pratt & Whitney J57 components.
• $20 million in additional subcon-
tracts from Ford Motor Co. for J57
parts.

Noting the expected phase-out of

J 57s. Hurley declared: “We expect the
Defense Department to provide other
business to replace the lost J57 pro-

duction.”
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Navy Takes Firm Stand on Ban
Against Contract Pilot Training

By Katherine Jolinsen

Washington—Navy intends to stand

pat on its long-time position against

contract school training of its pilots,

despite strong pressure by the Aero-

nautical Training Society.

The society’s position is strongly

buttressed by a study made for the

Navy by Robert Heller and Associates,

Cleveland industrial consultant firm,

completed in December, 1955, but re-

leased only last week. The study main-

• Use of contract schools instead of the

Whiting Field facility near Pensacola,

Fla., "could” result in an annual saving

of almost S7 million in Navy's primary

training program.
• "Quality of flight training provided

at contract schools compares favorably

with Navy training and is quite possibly

superior.”'

• “Quality of fonnal military training

provided at contract schools compares
favorably with that given by the Navy
... A satisfactory military' atmosphere
can be developed and maintained at

contract schools . . . There is more
enthusiasm for military service as a

career among students at contract

schools than among Whiting Field

• Use of contract schools for primary

pilot training "may” increase over-all

military strength by the fleet assignment

of Navy personnel now engaged in

primary training duty and utilization

of the instruction talents of pilots who,
because of age or other reasons, are not

naval officers. "The contract school

system, far from reducing the nation’s

British Names as

Complex as Missiles
London—British missile code names

originally were based on two words, the

first a color describing the type of guid-

signed to the project. Typical examples

were Fairey Fireflash which was Blue

Skv and de Havilland Fircstrcak which

was Blue Jay. Bristol Bloodhound was

Red Duster, English Electric Thunder-

bird was Red Shoes, Vickers infrared air-

to-air Type 888 missile was Red Dean.

Other examples: Red Hawk and Blue

Boar. Elaborate designation even in-

cluded system for component coding but

ticc and has been abandoned as designa-

military strength, tends to broaden the

base of that strength . .

Navy said it had considered the study,

which cost 540,000, as an advisory' and
working paper for use within the Navy
but released it after pressure from ATS.

Study Aim
The purpose of the Heller study, it

said, was to furnish specific financial

data on one phase of the Navy’s pilot

training program, primary training, so

that the Navy might evaluate this factor

against others. It maintains that Heller

went far beyond its contract area in

making over-all recommendations.

Navy’s objections to the findings of

the Heller report arc these:

• Flight training is a “specialization”

of a naval officer. The primary interest

of the Navy is military training, and
this can only be accomplished from con-

tact with a naval officer flight instruc-

• Heller report considers only savings

that might be made in one segment of

pilot training, without reflecting the

additional costs that might be involved

in the total pilot training cost because

of this type of training. Admitting that

only the "roughest” figures are available,

Navy estimates that the total cost of

training of a naval fighter pilot is be-

tween 5100,000 and S120.000 cheaper

than the training of a comparable USAF
fighter pilot.

• Although the Heller report recom-

mendations for contract training might

have some validity in a period of ex-

panding training activity, they have none

in the current period of retrenchment.

Navy notes that in its estimates of sav-

ings through contract training, the re-

port docs not take into consideration

the cost of dosing down and maintain-

ing established Naval facilities and the

cost of additional facilities that would

be required at new contract schools.

ATS Writes Wilson

ATS President S. J. Solomon has

written Defense Secretary Charles Wil-

son urging implementation of the Hel-

ler recommendation for Navy contract-

ing for primary pilot training. Noting

that USAF has reduced its contract,

Solomon said, “Wc feel that an unpre-

cedented opportunity is now available

to the Navy to utilize the services of

two or more primary flying school con-

tractors who now find their services to

be excess to the needs of the Air Force.”

Navy, however, is confident that its

decision against contract school train-

ing of its pilots, will not be overridden

for these two reasons:

• Navy's new plan to compress primary-

pilot training will make savings far in

excess of those contemplated in the
Heller report. Navy's goal is to cut the
period from 24 to 16 weeks. But the
major factor of the plan will be to in-

troduce flight training earlier and cut
back the period of purely pre-flight in-

struction. Since the largest volume of

“wash outs" occur in flight instruction.

Navy estimates that major savings will

result by having the "wash outs” occur

• There would be too much congres-

sional pressure against closing a major
complex of the Pensacola base.

News Digest

Edgar Schmucd, Northrop Aircraft

Corp. vice president for technical mat-
ters, will resign effective Oct. 1 5, and
then will act as a consultant to North-
rop. Schmucd will establish his own
research and development firm, the

facilities of which will be used in his

consultant work with Northrop.
Schmucd’s new company will work in

several fields in addition to supplement-
ing Northrop’s advanced programs in

weapon systems development.

General Electric established a T64
project to develop the aircraft-helicop-

ter gas turbine engine in the 2,600 hp.

class. Navy awarded S58 million con-

tract for development of the engine

last May.

Beech Aircraft Corp. received follow-

on production contract for 1,700 gal.

jettisonablc fuel tanks for B-47 bomb-
ers. Contract was for $10 million.

B. F. Goodrich Aviation Products
acquired land and buildings formerly-

owned by West Coast Loading Co. at

Rialto, Calif., for facility for research

and development in rocket propellants

Convair San Diego will soon start

a S2, 500,000 renovation of its engi-

neering buildings which house some
4,500 personnel. Construction bids arc-

due Oct. 10, with 15 months estimated

for completion. Architects arc Paderew -

ski, Mitchell and Dean of San Diego.

Eric Winchester is Convair project

engineer.

Solar Aircraft Co. received a 54,500.-

000 contract from Air Materiel Com-
mand for turbine powered airborne

generator sets and spares. Company's
50 hp. Mars turbine is basic unit of

the sets, which will be installed in

KC-97 tankers. Contract is a follow-

on to those under which sets already

have been built and installed in seven

air refueling squadron airplanes.
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ALUMINUM

the bond results from
close inter-atomic contact
of the two metallic surfaces

A revolutionary process of welding non-ferrous

metals and alloys without heat, electrical

current, filler material or fluxes. The bond
results from close inter-atomic contact of

the two metallic surfaces. It has excellent

electrical conductivity and tensile strength

often exceeding that of the parent metal.

Koldweld is now available to industry. In

addition to supplying standard hand and
power operated tools, the newly formed

Koldweld Division of Kelsey-Hayes is now
able to offer technical assistance in the

design of dies and fixtures readily adaptable

to conventional metal fabricating

equipment under a license agreement.

Koldweld Division, Kelsey-Hayes Co.,Utica 4, N.Y.

A
KELSEY-HAYES
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AIR TRANSPORT
Britannia Delays Hit BOAC, Northeast

Because aircraft won’t he ready for Florida season,
U. S. airline sets conditions for retention of order.

By Glenn Garrison

New York—Certainty that the new
British-certificated long-range Britannia
will not arrive on Northeast Airlines'

Florida route in time to expand the

carrier's beachhead in the highly com-
petitive market this season lias caused
Northeast to demand new conditions
il the deal is to go through at all.

Northeast, sole announced U. S.

buyer of the big turboprop, will go
ahead with purchase plans only if new
arrangements are worked out with Bris-

tol Aeroplane Co. These would have
to include extension of new delivery

date to next October and Civil Aero-
nautics Administration certification by
May 1.

Fall Delivery

Northeast originally had hoped to get
its first two Britannias in October, the
final three in late November, and a
third in December. Now that the plane
clearly will not be available for this

winter's peak traffic on the Florida run.

Northeast doesn’t want it until next
fall for the next peak season. And the
order is contingent on full CAA cer-

tification by the May 1 date.

The engine icing problem, not the
landing gear modification CAA re

quired in Northeast's Britannias (AW
Aug. 5, p. 67) is the main uncertainty
about U. S. approval. Gear problem has
been licked and the modification is

considered routine, although it adds
about 500 lb. to Britannia's gross. No
other Britannia customer is involved in
the landing gear fix.

Northeast also will have to rearrange
its bank financing to adjust to the delay.

Bristol's position was to be clarified

late last week at simultaneous press

conferences scheduled here and in Lon-
don in the wake of these developments
in the Britannia situation:

• British Overseas Airways Corp. offi-

cials publicly complained about costly

delays in delivery of the turboprop air-

liner. BOAC also noted that engine
icing problems had not been finally

• Britain's Ministry' of Transport and
Civil Aviation approved certification of

the Britannia 312 and 313, but noted
that operators are advised to avoid pro-

longed flight in certain conditions be-

cause of possible icing effect on the

Proteus 755 engines. Flamcouts of

Proteus 705 in smaller Britannia 102
developed during proving flights in early

1956 and have been a major cause of

delays in Britannia 312 production.
• Bristol issued a statement defending
the airplane and called it capable of

performing all commercial operations

for which it was designed.
• BOAC received its first 312 and the
plane was scheduled to arrive in this

country last Saturday for proving flights.

• El Al Israel Airlines took delivery of

its first Britannia.

• Acronaves de Mexico expected its

first Britannia on schedule next month.
• Canadian Pacific Airlines won't get its

initial Britannia this month as originally

scheduled, now hopes for January, 1958,

delivery.

• Howard Hughes was reportedly still

negotiating with Bristol for Britannias

for Trans World Airlines. BOAC is

said to be willing to release four of its

Britannia 312s to TWA if the British

government asks it to. Transfer would
probably involve payment by TWA of

a premium of S2.1 million each over

and above the cost of the planes to

compensate BOAC for loss or revenue.

Cost of the airplanes without spares is

$3,650,000. TWA refused comment
on the negotiations.

• Peter Masefield, managing director of

Bristol, was scheduled to arrive in New
York last Friday for the press confer-

ence here on the Britannia situation.

Bristol Defense

In announcing approval of Britannia’s

certification, the Ministry noted that a

special committee set up to cope with
the Proteus icing problems still is work-
ing toward a permanent solution.

"Although there have been these

problems with the engine,” the Minis-

try said, "the Britannia is a safe and in

many respects an outstanding aircraft.”

Bristol’s fix of the Proteus so far in-

cludes a platinum glow plug to re-ignitc

the engine if flamcout develops, and
new spacing of entry guide vanes. Icing

difficulties have been attributed to de-

sign feature which reverses flow of air

inside the engine.

BOAC was to have made use of the
transatlantic flight last week to test,

among other things, the performance of

the Proteus if the special icing condi-
tions could be found on the route.

If problems do develop on the At-
lantic, BOAC says it won’t use the 312

in passenger service over the route. The
carrier isn't expecting any trouble, a

spokesman said, but ”wc want to make
quite sure.”

Basil Smallpcicc, BOAC’s managing
director, complained this month that

late deliveries of Britannia 102s and
312s had caused his airline great finan-

cial loss. Delivery delay in the 312
alone. Smallpcicc said will cost his air-

line S5! million and might put it in

the red instead of the black this year.

BOAC's first transatlantic Britannia

service was expected to begin last April,

now may be inaugurated in early 1958.
Smallpcicc estimated losses at S700.000
yearly for each 312 replacing older air-

craft and $2,100,000 yearly for each
312 added without replacing another
plane.

BOAC also has criticized the Proteus
icing troubles, reported 49 unscheduled
engine removals in the Britannia 102s
including 1 6 removals caused by- icing.

Other Troubles

In addition, BOAC's 102s, accord-
ing to the airline, have suffered a scries

of unrelated faults, mostly in hydraulic
and electrical svstems.

BOAC said the prototype 312 was
below minimum range requirement.

Smallpcicc’s criticisms caused a furor

of attacks on Bristol from the British

BOAC and Bristol arc working amic-
ably together on Britannia problems,
however, the airline reports, and BOAC
has "a great deal of faith in both
Britannias."

El Al Israel airlines has received its

first Britannia 313, expected delivers'

of the second last week and of the
third by the end of October. El Al
hopes to put a scheduled Britannia on
the North Atlantic bv Dec. 1.

'Hie Israeli carrier expects no prob-
lems with the Proteus on its route,
will run its first proving flight next
month. Its first airplane is 2% over
specifications in performance, El Al

Canadian Pacific Airlines was sup-

posed to get its first Britannia this

month, now hopes for initial delivery
next January. CPA's order totals six.

Acronaves dc Mexico, however, ex-

pects the first of its two Britannias to
arrive at New York International Air-

port about Oct. 23. on schedule.

Bristol acknowledged in a statement
that its long-range Britannia had for

the previous ten days "been the sub-

ject of much comment which has in-
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evitably given rise to speculation and
alarm at home and overseas.”

Despite "great public interest," Bris-

tol continued, the manufacturer had
withheld comment “partly to avoid

controversy and partly because several

important factors about the Britannia
were nearing the point of decision,

hollowing today’s statement by the

Minister of Transport and Civil Avia-

tion it becomes timely to . .
.
put

the facts about the Britannia in correct

perspective.”

In regard to engine icing. Bristol's

comment cited the Ministry's statement

and the plane’s "full and unrestricted

certificate of airworthiness.” Bristol

noted that the Air Registration Board
had just extended the authorized over-

haul life of the earlier Proteus 705
from 850 hr. to 1,050 hr. and reported

that recent flight trials have proved pro-

duction Bntanmas capable of meeting
contractual range requirements in all re-

spects. “The planes,” Bristol said, “are

not, as was inferred from performance
of the prototype, deficient to the ex-

tent of 7%. Thus there is no longer

any reason to suppose the aircraft lacks

the range necessary for regular nonstop
services on the North Atlantic."

Range deficiency of the prototype,

a Bristol spokesman told Aviation
Week, was due to drag not present

in the production airplanes and no
modifications of the latter were neces-

Bristol's statement said the icing

problem "though intractable is well

understood.”

1’he Ministry’s announcement refers

to prolonged flight in cloud, at altitudes

above 16,000 ft. in a narrow band of

temperature about the freezing point

ice, as combined conditions to be avoid-

ed. It cites the relevant flight manual,
“an integral part of the certificate of

airworthiness,” as expressing this advice

to operators. The advice is not a man-
datory limitation, the Ministry pointed

Icing Conditions

Specifically, the combined conditions

that may mean trouble are clouds, am-
bient temperature between 0 and — 8C,
altitude between 16,000 and 22,877 ft.,

standard atmosphere between plus 15

and plus 22, and ground water level

content of 1 3 grams to one cubic meter.

Ministry's approval covered recom-
mendation of the Air Registration

Board that a normal certificate of air-

worthiness for public transport be ac-

corded the Britannia 312 and 313 scries.

Sketching the background of the Pro-

teus icing troubles, the Ministry said

the engine successfully passed normal
icing tests applied to other engines. The
“peculiar susceptibility" of the Proteus

to special icing conditions became ap-

parent in the course of BOAC proving

flights about 18 months ago, the statc-

“Dry ice was the difficulty at first and
was encountered during early proving

flights in Africa,” according to the state-

ment. "It was found that flight through
high concentrations of dry ice resulted

in what are known as flame-outs.”

To overcome this particular difficulty

and to assist efforts being made by Bris-

tol and BOAC a special committee was
set up under Dr. G. W. Gardner, Direc-

tor of the Royal Aircraft Establishment
at Farnborough of representatives of the

Air Ministry meteorological office. Min-
istry of Supply, Ministry of Transport
and Civil Aviation, Air Registration

Board, BOAC and Bristol. As a result

engine modifications were made which
considerably alleviated the dry ice dif-

ficulty and enabled BOAC to begin

passenger operation with Britannia 102

series aircraft in February last. Further
operating experience however and in

particular experience of monsoon con-

ditions in India and the Far East
showed that although the engine as

modified could cope satisfactorily with
dry ice it could still be affected by cer-

tain conditions of ice crystals and water
occurring together.

Study Pressed

"The problem posed by this fresh dis-

covery has yet to be fullv solved but
the Gardner committee is hard at work
and a number of promising lines of in-

vestigation are being urgently pursued.
In the meantime the Ministry is ad-

vised that the aircraft can be flown nor-

mally provided due regard is paid to the

advice in the flight manual.
“With this in mind he has accepted

recommendation of Air Registration

“.
. . The government have made it

clear to all concerned that they are most
anxious that the problems should be
quickly solved so that the full potential-

ities of the aircraft can be realized.”

Subsidy Lines May Retain Sales Profit
By Ford Eastman

Washington— Civil Aeronautics Board
is authorized to allow subsidized air-

lines to retain the profit from the sale

of property if it is needed for reinvest-

ment in new equipment, according to

Examiner Paul N. Pfeiffer.

In his initial decision in the Capital

Gains Proceeding, Pfeiffer concluded

that CAB has the power to permit re-

tention of such gains for reinvestment

in new equipment rather than consider-

ing the amount as other revenue to

reduce subsidy payments to the carrier.

He said, however, the carriers have not

demonstrated a need pcnnanently to

retain retirement gains.

Equipment Financing

Ilis conclusion would permit carriers

that might have difficult)' in securing

financing for new equipment to tempo-

rarily use the profits for this purpose,

but eventually the money would be re-

captured by the CAB to offset subsidy.

Subsidy free carriers would not be af-

fected.’

Pfeiffer's conclusions are in contrast

with an earlier contention by CAB
bureau counsel that the Board has no
authority to permit airlines to retain

capital gains.

The 29 airlines that were parties to

the proceedings were given until Oct. 1

0

to file exceptions. Oral arguments and a

final opinion by the Board arc expected

before Congress reconvenes to consider

legislation dealing with the same mat-

Thc Capital Gains Bill, which al-

ready has passed the House, is sched-

uled to be considered by the Senate

during the next session. The bill would

permit all subsidized airlines to set

aside profits from the sale of property

for reinvestment in new equipment.

This money would not be considered

other revenue in determining a carrier's

subsidv requirements, and the carrier

would be permitted to retain the profits

permanently.

Airlines would prefer passage of the

Capital Gains Bill since it would give

all subsidized carriers permanent reten-

tion of profits. The examiner’s decision

would, in effect, defer using the profits

as an offset against subsidy providing

the carriers demonstrated a need in

order to reequip. A final decision by
the Board similar to the examiner’s

stand might have considerable effect

upon passage of the bill, airlines be-

lieve, since it says the CAB already has

the power to do substantially what the

bill is designed to do.

Case of Retention

In the case before the CAB, airlines

contended that retention of capital

gains is necessary to meet their reequip-

ment programs, required for reduction

of subsidy, competitive necessity, de-

fense needs and international consider-

ations as well as for improved public

service.

The airlines say approximately $620

million in new flight equipment and
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586 million in additional working capi-

tal will be required by the subsidized

industry for the period 1956 to 1960.

Against this figure, $90 million is avail-

able from depreciation, S54 million

from net earnings, $67 million in net

capital gains and $15 million in re-

covered residual values of aircraft. This
results in a balance needed from debt
or new equity sources of $480 million.

If capital gains are captured, this

amount would increase to $547 million.

Sale Damper

They said further that confiscation

of capital gains would render the sale

of equity capital virtually impossible

in most cases because of the spotty

earnings and dividends record which
has shown an average net profit of

3.5% since 1945. Of the 29 airlines

in the case, only 1 1 have paid dividends

and. of these, the majority have paid

dividends either for one or two year

periods or only to preferred stock-

holders. Moreover, the airlines said,

there appears to be little prospect of

appreciation in common stock values.

The airlines pointed out that if

510,000 had been invested in the Bran-

iff, Continental and Pan American com-
mon stock in 1945 it would be worth
only S8,810 in 1956. On the other

hand, they contend, if a corresponding

amount had been placed in tiic Dow
Jones industrial average, it would have
advanced to $54,030 by 1956.

With respect to borrowing capa-

bility. the carriers cited the existence

of a tight money market resulting in

high interest rates and a reluctance by
lenders to extend credit to the sub-

sidized airline industry in view of its

relatively high debt-equity ratio.

Airlines said it has been the assump-
tion of aircraft manufacturers and air-

line investors alike that capital gains

would supply an important proportion
of the capital required for moderniza-
tion and expansion of air carrier fleets.

Ability to Purchase

To evaluate the effect of capital

gains capture or retention upon the

carriers’ ability to carry out proposed
re-equipment programs, Pfeiffer traced

replacement of a single aircraft through
the stages of original acquisition, de-

preciation, replacement, depreciation

and return on investment of the new
airplane using Pacific Northern Airlines

In August, 1947, he said. Pacific

Northern purchased a DC-4 for SI 38,-

338, modified it for $196,521 to bring

the total cost to $334,859. As of Sept.

30. 1956, the book value of the airplane

had been written down through allow-

ances for depreciation to $77,907.
Pacific Northern said the plane at

present has an estimated market value

of $550,000. Thus, there would be a

gross capital gain of $472,000 or a net

capital gain after taxes of $354,000.

The replacement of the DC-4 by a

Lockheed Electra would cost $2,350,-

000.

Normally, insurance companies and
commercial banks will lend up to 75%
of the value of the equipment to be
purchased, Pfeiffer said. On this basis.

Pacific Northern would have to deposit

$587,500 in cash to consummate the

purchase. If Pacific Northern were

deprived of its $354,000 net capital

gain for use as a down payment, it

would have to rely upon the book value

of the DC-4 airplane at $77,907 and
contribute the balance from earnings

and/or from capital contributed by
existing or prospective stockholders.

Pacific Northern said that the pro-

curement of equity capital would be
impossible since its earnings have aver-

aged only $60,000 a year, no dividends

have been paid, and its stock is selling

at less than its 1953 price.

Guaranteed Loan Aid

Pfeiffer added, however, that Pacific

Northern’s predicament could be alle-

viated through the Government Guar-
anteed Loan Bill, passed by the last

session of Congress. Under the bill,

the government would guarantee 90%
of loans on new equipment up to $5
million. Pacific Northern would have
to deposit only 10% of the cost of

the airplane as a down payment.
Assuming that the banks or in-

surance companies are willing to make
loans on this basis, such a guarantee

would reduce the necessary down pay-

ment on the Electra to 5235,00th or

a cash deficit of 51 57,000-5235.000
less 577,907 residual value of the sold

DC-4.
Pfeiffer said raising that much cash

might not be an insurmountable task

for airlines the size of Pan American,
Panagra or Braniff but that it might
prove to be unobtainable in the case

of smaller airlines such as PNA and
local service carriers. They would have
to resort to additional debt capital in

order to obtain the necessary cash.

Airlines already possessing a hcavv
debt structure and Having difficulty in

raising equity capital may suffer a hard-
ship through recapture of capital gains,

Temporary Use

"Therefore," Pfeiffer added, “it

would appear that, despite the existence

of federal loan guarantee legislation,

the capital structure of the industry

would be better protected if the car-

riers were allowed at least the tem-
porary use of the capital gains for

purposes of enlarging down pavments
on the purchase of new equipment.”

However, if Pacific Northern were
permitted to permanently retain capital

gains, Pfeiffer said, and add its net

capital gain of S354.000 to its $77,907
DC-4 residual value and obtain the re-

maining 5155,500 in cash necessary to

meet the down payment on the Electra,

the airline would increase its return on
investment from $7,791 to 5235,000 in

the first year.

The Electra would go on its books

for depreciation purposes at full cost,

including the reinvested capital gain on
the sold DC-4 and, at the end of seven

years, PNA would have recovered 52,-

350,000 less 15% residual value, a sum
almost sufficient to pay off its 51,762,-

500 loan plus interest without dipping

into the augmented return.

Considering the increased deprecia-

tion allowance plus the return on the

larger investment, Pfeiffer said the car-

rier's assets and income would be sub-

stantially increased from the replace-

ment transaction, assuming that return

and depreciation allowance were not
siphoned off through disallowances of

expenses not considered the result of

honest, economical and efficient man-
agement.
On the other hand, he said, the gov-

ernment would be paying a 10% return

on the 5354,000 re-invested capital gain

included in the investment base and
in addition recognizing as a proper ele-

ment of cost the same amount of cap-

ital gain in the depreciation account.

'Less Capital Gain'

He added, that, if the Electra were
carried on Pacific Northern's books for

investment purposes at "less capital

gain" (51,996,000), the carrier still

would receive a return of $199,600 the

first year in lieu of its present $7,791

on tlic retired DC-4.
Moreover, since the Electra would

presumably generate a depreciation al-

lowance less $354,000 capital gain and
residual value ot 51.644.500, at 15%,
PNA would have sufficient funds to pav
off its $1,762,500 loan plus 5% in-

terest—bearing in mind the increased

net operating revenue to be expected

from the operation of the turboprop
equipment.

“Therefore,” Pfeiffer said, “while the

average subsidized carrier may have a

temporary need to use capital gains in

connection with the down payment on

the purchase of new equipment, it does
not have a genuine need for permanent
retention of such capital gains.

“In other words, the carrier does not

have a requirement that the govern-

ment recognize the reinvested capital

gain in the new airplane's depreciation

account in order to carry out its pro-

gram of reequipment.

“Also the carrier does not require

that the government pay a return on
the reinvested capital gain—a profit on

a profit—in order to accomplish the

same purpose.”
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More Thrust Improves Russia’s Tu-110
Moscow—Design details of Russia's

new four jet transport, the Tu-110, have

been revealed by the aircraft's only

prospective operator. Aeroflot. The
state-owned airline reports that the air-

craft was designed, built and flown

within an 18 month period.

The new transport lias the same gen-

eral appearance as the older, twin-

engined Tu-104, but has approximately

eight feet more wing span and a four

foot longer fuselage. The most im-

portant improvements in the Tu-110 ac-

cording to Aeroflot arc better economy,
greater range, and improved opera-

tional reliability—all achieved through

Thrust Increase

Power for the Tu-110 is provided by

four turbojets designed by A. M. Lulko
and similar to his engines in the Tu-
104 and Tu-104A. The air ducts are

slightly larger on the Tu-110, prob-

ably indicating an increased thrust rat-

ing.

Doubling the thrust on virtually the

same basic airframe has raised the al-

lowable takeoff weight considerably.

The new plane carries 100 passengers

as compared to 50 for the original ver-

sion of the Tu-104. The Tu-110 can

carry payloads up to 26,455 lb. which
are broken down into: 1 00 passengers,

(16,500-17,600 lb.), plus 5,520-4.400

lb. of baggage and 4,400-6,380 lb. of

cargo or mail.

Power reserve is sufficient to allow

three-engine takeoffs and a rate of climb
of 984-1,182 ft./min. with gear and
flaps down and one engine out.

Primary structural difference between

the twin-engined Tu-104 and Tu-
104A and the four jet Tu-110 is the

manner of supporting the engines. On
the Tu-1 10, the powcrplants arc tied

to the spar and wing ribs of the center

wing section. Engines of the Tu-104
and Tu-104A are attached to aircraft's

Tu-110 Performance

were made by the Tupclov Design Bu-

flot's Scientific-Research Institute:

Maximum speed 62 1 mph.

Range (with 26,455 lb.

payload) 1,925-2,050 ini.

Maximum cruise speed 497 mph.
Cruise altitude 32.800-39,360 ft.

Estimated ton-mile costs with the 26,-

455 lb. payload approach those of turbo-

From the standpoint of ton-mile costs

the Tu-110. Tu-104A and the Tu-104

can be used on stage lengths varying

from 621 mi. to the maximum range

of the aircraft in the opinion of Aero-

flot. Cruise speeds rise on the shorter

routes to a maximum of 559 mph. and

the utilization efficiency is increased.

fuselage frames at the wing roots.

Carrying the engine loads on the

wing has allowed a lighter and more
simple fuselage construction. Eliminat-

ing direct structural contact between

the engines and the fuselage has

lowered the noise level in the passenger

compartments.

Spar Loads

Heavy structure necessary to carry

wing spar loads around the engines is

said to consist of built-up stampings

on all three of the Tupclov turbojet

transports. This is a departure from
normal U. S. practice of using large

forgings.

To improve the Tu-110's landing

and takeoff characteristics with its

higher wing loading, the flap chord

was increased in general and additional

flaps were added under the engine

Passenger section of the fuselage is

divided into three cabins. The first of

these is situated between Rib No. 1

5

and the forward spar of the wing center

panel. It accommodates 30 persons in

six rows of seats; each row scats two on

one side of the aisle and three on the

other. Each scat has a separate back

which tilts 40 deg. In one block the

arms between the scats can be removed.

The second or center cabin seats 1

5

persons and is located over the center

wing panel.

Behind this there is the third pas-

senger cabin for 55 passengers. There
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are 1 1 rows of seats with the same ar-

rangement as the forward cabin.

Galley arrangements on the Tu-110
represent an improvement over the

facilities of the Tu-104 and Tu-104A.
On the older aircraft the galley was in

the center section and heavy food con-

tainers had to be carried aboard

through the rear passenger compart-
ment. The Tu-110 galley is located

just behind the crew compartment.
Loading of food is done directly

through a forward door.

There are 24 standard containers in

the galley. The first courses of meals
served to passengers arc kept in seven

thermos jugs each holding about 8.5

quarts. The second courses are kept in

eight containers. A boiler and coffee

maker each of 21 quart capacity' are

provided for preparing coffee and tea.

There are 112 serving trays in 14 con-

tainers. The chef takes a "tray from the

containers, pours hot broth, tea, coffee,

or fruit juice into a cup and puts the

heated second course on a plate.

The crew cabin is separated from the

galley and the passenger areas by an
airtight bulkhead which is installed on
Rib No. 11, which divides the air-

craft into two pressurized areas.

Two wardrobes, two lavatories, and
a vestibule are located behind the rear

passenger area. The sanitary unit is a

new and improved design. A 66 gal.

tank containing water and a special

liquid chemical serves the stools in both
lavatories. Water for the two wash

stands comes from a single 21 gal. tank.

The wash stands drain into the same

tank that serves the stools.

Below the drain tank is a neck with

a. double, air-tight cap. In draining the

liquid, one part of the cap is opened,

connection is made with a ground

cistern and then the second part is

opened.

Aeroflot says that the new type sani-

tary unit has eliminated the possibility

of overflow of the individual stools, re-

duced the amount of piping necessary

and simplified the replenishment of the

water supply and draining of waste

liquid when the plane arrives at the

Baggage compartments in the Tu-
110 are larger than those of the

THIS PHOTOGRAPH of the Tu-110 center wing section contradicts reports that Russian workmanship is below Western stand-

ards. This type of engine installation with its fairings and compound curves is one of the most difficult aircraft construction

problems. Its cleanness is usually a good indication of manufacturing skill.
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A full-time

money-maker,
the new

The Vanguard s elegant upper
deck passenger cabin has all the

Viscount’s popular comfort ad-

vantages: king-size panoramic
windows . . . wide, fully-reclining

seats . . . and, of course, that well-

known jet-prop smoothness.

The Vanguard’s two lower deck

cargo holds can carry 10 tons of

payload, and no alteration in the

upper deck is required to do it!

Powered by four Rolls-Royce

Tyne jet-prop engines, the
Vanguard will be capable of speeds

up to 425 mph over a 2500-mile

range with full payload. Into each

Vanguard will be built over 2

million flying hours of Vickers

jet-prop experience. And there's

no substitute for experience.

DOUBLE-DECK
JET-PROP
VANGUARD

The
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Air Transport Assn. Challenges

CAB’s Airspace Control Plan

Tu-104. This was accomplished by rais-

ing the floor on the passenger compart-
ments 5.5 in., while lowering the floor

of the baggage area 2.S inches. Overall

volume of the baggage compartments
located beneath the floor or the for-

ward and aft passenger cabins is 988
cu. ft. Baggage is loaded into these

through two side hatches.

U. S. Lines Supported
By Varig in Bilateral

Washington—Varig Airlines, one of

Brazil's leading air carriers, is siding

with American flag carriers in their re-

quest for a less restrictive air transport

agreement between the U. S. and
Brazil. Bilateral discussions between the

two countries are now under way here.

Ruben M. Berta, Varig director-

president, says his airline would prefer

to compete with U.S. airlines on an

equal basis and therefore favors removal
of restrictions against U.S. carriers. He
adds that his airline has undertaken a

large re-equipment program and be-

lieves he can compete with American
flag carriers for traffic between the two
countries on the basis of service.

The Brazilian government, U.S. air-

lines claim, restricts capacity and im-

poses other restrictions such as limiting

stopover privileges, higher gas tax and
safety regulations which arc unrealistic

and forces circuitous routings.

These are on the agenda for discus-

sion during the current negotiations.

Other items to be discussed between

the two countries include Fifth Free-

dom traffic, lower fares between the

U.S. and Brazil which arc charged by

another Brazilian airline. REAL. REAL
is not a member of the International

Air Transport Assn, and the exchange

Brazil now has three routes to the

U.S. Varig flies to Now York, while

REAL flics from Brazil to Miami and
Chicago. The third route, from Brazil

to New Orleans, has never been used.

REAL hopes to extend its route from
Miami to New York, a move which
Varig will oppose along with U. S. air-

lines. Varig, on the other hand, wants
a route from Brazil to San Francisco
or Los Angeles via Mexico City and

With Varig and U.S. airlines adopt-
ing similar stands on several matters to

be discussed. U.S. airline spokesman
privately indicated a Brazil-U. S. West
Coast route for Varig is a possibility,

although serious opposition might de-

velop in naming Mexico City as an in-

termediate point.

Willingness on the part of Brazil to

forego authorization of its Brazil-New
Orleans route could add weight to the

exchange of such a route to the West
Coast, according to the spokesman.

Washington—Civil Aeronautics

Board's plan for control of all airspace

at high altitudes beginning Nov. 1

drew sharp protests last week from
the airline industry.

Although the scheduled domestic

carriers support the control of all air-

space in principle, the airlines arc

objecting vigorously to certain features

of the control plan and arc charging
that, while it meets military require-

ments, airline needs have been neg-

lected. Between now and Nov. 1, the

airlines will wage an intensive campaign
against the plan through the Air Trans-

port Assn, in hopes of getting a system
concept more to their liking.

The present plan is a CAB amend-
ment to Civil Air Regulations and will

be implemented by Civil Aeronautics

Administration. It is known as an

interim plan for control of all airspace

a( high altitudes and is scheduled to

be introduced in two steps. First phase,

to be inaugurated Nov. 1. will estab-

lish all airspace above 24,000 ft. as a
continental control area. Later, phase
2 will bring a lowering of the control

floor to 15,000 ft.

Features of Plan

Here arc the three chief features of

the plan the airlines are protesting:

• High altitude routes above 27,000
ft. to be known as jet routes will be
established. Purpose is to delineate a

high-altitude route system. Airlines

claim that such routes fulfill military

needs but fail to serve civil require-

ments. Airlines want the Victor 1500
airways (high altitude) structure to ex-

tend from 15.000 ft. to above 40.000.
• For instrument flight rules flight

above 27.000 ft., navigation will be
conducted under the CAA plan on
designated high altitude VOR, Tacan.
Vortac or L/MF facilities. The L/MF
facilities presumably are retained as a

concession to certain units of the Air
Force which arc not equipped with

VOR or Vortac. However, because of

the lack of precision in L/MF naviga-

tion. the airlines want the high altitude

route structure to be based primarily

on VOR or Vortac. They are willing

to accept L/MF in the continental

control area on a temporary basis only.

• Under the plan, colored and Victor

airway systems will form a route struc-

ture within the continental control area

from 24,000 ft. to 27.000 ft. but not
including 27,000 ft. Airlines want
these routes held outside the continen-
tal control area or extended to, but
not into, the high altitude controlled

airspace.

The CAA expects to incorporate the

Victor 1500 airways system into the

plan at an early date in compliance with
wishes of the airlines. It is also ex-

pected that the CAA and CAB will

take the necessary steps to establish a

15,000 ft. floor level for the Victor 1500
airways and expand the scries to create

the additional north-south and cast-

west routes the airlines seek.

However, the CAA is not likely to

accept a delay in the implementation

of the plan in order to allow more time
for discussion on the other two contro-

versial issues. CAA has every intention

of meeting its target date despite pos-

sible equipment problems, airways

charting and the revision of procedures.

The high altitude plan will be pub-
lished in the Airman’s Guide and by
NOTAM. Charts showing the desig-

nated high-altitude aids arc being pre-

pared by the USAF Aeronautical Chart
and Information Center.

Essentially, the plan calls for no
change in VFR operations, and such
flights will be conducted in the con-
tinental control area as they are now
flown in any controlled airspace. Simi-
larly, flight rules currently governing
VFR conditions-on-top will apply in

the continental control area regardless

of altitude.

Since all airspace at high altitudes

will be designated as control area, air-

craft will not be required to adhere to
route structures in order to receive air

traffic control service. However, such
aircraft will be required to fly on routes

defined by high-altitude navigation aids

where they can receive air traffic control

coverage provided the aids are not more
than 300 nautical miles apart.

Compulsory Reporting

Compulsory reporting points have
been established under the plan. Ini-

tially, all designated high-altitude navi-

gation aids will constitute reporting

points and additional points will be
established at critical intersections of

Navigation aids not used for the high-

altitude route structure may be used for

entrance to and departure from airports

not served by the high altitude system.
Mights operating below 27,000 ft.

altitude but within the continental con-
trol area or above 24,000 ft. which do
not follow the colored or Victor airway

patterns must define the route of flight

according to navigation aids which are

no more than 200 nautical miles apart.

Aids selected to define the route of

flight will be established as compulsory
reporting points under the plan.
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Airlines Must Promote Jet Travel

Before Flights Operate, SAS Says
New York—Three hundred Scandi-

navian Airlines Systems sales personnel

from North and South American points

were brought here last week for a brief-

ing on their jet age jobs.

The salesmen arc facing the most
critical and demanding period in their

careers in gearing to the explosive

growth of air traffic the jets will rcciuirc.

top officials of the airline warned them.

Need to find and accommodate a

true mass market to fill the new fleets

was a major theme at the two-day ses-

sion, according to Warren E. Kraemer,

SAS vice president-traffic and sales.

Transition Years

If airline thinking and techniques

arc not drastically revised during the

“bridge years” between jet orders and
deliveries, the results will be "woefully

inadequate” to keep most airlines in

business, Kraemer told Aviation
Week.

Carriers on the North Atlantic “have

been so swollen with the sense of

our own importance that we think we’re

in big business,” Kraemer said.

“Well, we're not. We won't be

until we've made it easy financially,

servicewise, and every way for Mr. John

The SAS salesmen were urged to pro-

mote jet travel as an entirely new kind

of flying and to cash in on the mass
public enthusiasm the airline believes

will be found.

To this end, SAS sales people at

every level in the cities visited bv the

Caravelle during its American tour were

given a ride on the twin-jet airliner.

The airline has ordered six, and op-

tioned 19, of the French jets.

Scandinavian Airlines therefore has

more sales people with actual jet ex-

perience than any other airline, Krae-

Thcir own response has been com-
pleted enthusiastic, and should be a

big boost in promoting jet travel with

the public, according to the SAS offi-

Caravelle Visits

In Europe several cities served by
the airline have been visited by the

French jet and all major points on the

carrier's system are expected to be cov-

ered by the end of 195S.

Scandinavian Airlines has something

of an immediate sales problem on its

hands with its California-Europe polar

route, pioneered by the airline in 1954

and now about to face stiff competition

from Pan American and TWA. The
foreign carrier recently applied to CAB

to add San Francisco as a co-terminal

with Los Angeles.

"We won’t take anything for

granted,” Kraemer said of the polar

route competition. He feels, however,
that SAS has built a reputation on tliG

route and that it will be up to the other

airlines to prove they can match the

Scandinavian carrier's service.

The American carriers, who had ex-

pressed no interest in the polar route

until SAS began flying it successfully,

have given SAS “the sinccrcst form of

flatten'" by imitation, Kraemer said.

Some of his airline’s seven DC-8s
will be destined for early sendee on the

polar run, Kraemer said. Thus jet flights

on the route will connect with domestic
jet flights.

Polar Appeal

Big sales appeal of the polar route is

its glamor, Kraemer claims, and this

attraction is not expected to dim with

increased polar traffic. People vicari-

ously enjoy the spirit of polar adven-

ture, according to Kraemer, and further-

more the route is fashionable.

"In Europe, you're declassce if you
don’t arrive by the polar route.” he said.

Scandinavian Airlines has a jet age

sales lead in the Caravelle, Kraemer
points out. Transatlantic DC-8 flights

will connect with Caravellcs on Euro-

pean segments, thus prosiding all-jet

routing.

Interiors of both Caravellcs and
DC-8s will break away from the “rail-

way coach” philosophy of the past,

Kraemer said. New concepts in inflight

figurations will be part of SAS’s jet age

effort. Kraemer said. They will be

keyed to this new type of flying.

Major promotional efforts in the

package tour area will be made by SAS,
according to the official.

An SAS goal, he said, is a 23-dav

European priced tour under 5300.

The airline will push its p!an-a-trip

tour, a do-it-yourself package in which

the customer makes up his own itincr-

Scandinavian airlines’ one-year-old

tourist service department in New York

can put such tours together in 24 hours

now with the help of automatic data

processing, Kraemer said, whereas three

weeks formerly were required.

The new department grossed 51 mil-

lion during its first year, is expected to

take in 55 million during its second.

Kraemer sees the plan-it tour pro-

gram as aimed toward packaging the

world’s cities like supermarket items.

Customers can select the merchandise

they want and get it at lowest prices.

Scandinavian Airlines' salesmen were
told at their meeting that the "quan-
tum jump” in traffic volume upon
which the jet age will depend will put
additional pressure toward “de-indi-

vidunlizing" the passenger. This trend

away from personalized service at ticket

counter, baggage counter and inflight

must be overcome despite increased

traffic, Kraemer said, because such sen -

ice is one of air transportation’s main
selling points.

Rep. Harris Challenges

Report by Celler Group
Washington—Report by the House

Antitrust Subcommittee charging in-

sufficient competition in air transporta-

tion has been challenged as “one
sided” and “a great disservice" to the

industry by Rep. Oren Harris (D.-Ark.),

chairman of the House Commerce

'Hie antitrust group headed by Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D.-N.Y.) has urged

the Justice Department to investigate

the Air Transport Assn, for possible

monopolistic practices and the Civil

Aeronautics Board to make “a general

investigation into all' of Pan American
World Airways’ activities (AW Sept, 2,

P-41)."
1 he subcommittee also recom-

mended that the policy of the 1938
Civil Aeronautics Administration Act

be changed from "competition to the

extent necessary” to “competition to

the maximum extent practicable.”

Harris objected that the Celler re-

port failed to recognize that competi-

tion is only one of several public inter-

est factors the CAB must weigh in its

“The report." he said, “implies that

absence of competition, consummation
of mergers, establishment of uniform

standards under CAB approved ma-
chinery and other cooperative working
arrangements among airlines must be
condemned per sc.

“This represents a superficial con-

cern with only one criterion of public

interest. . .
.”

Harris defended the 1938 act as

“adequately covering” the require-

ments for competition and proof that

Congress intended consideration also

of other economic factors.

Harris said there is “a basic one-

sidcncss reflected throughout the entire

(Celler) report.” In the case of Pan

American, he objected, it "accepted as

fact a variety of accusations made in

years past against PAA by its com-

petitors,” failed to give consideration

to PAA testimony, or give the airline

“the judieous treatment . . . that it

or any other responsible business enter-

prise or private citizen should receive."
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Iberia Fills Piston Needs, Looks to Jets
By L. L. Doty

Madrid— Iberia Air Lines of Spain

equipment program and will withhold
any further expansion of routes until

it mor es into the turbojet field.

The airline has reached a firm deci-

sion to add turbojet transports to its

present fleet as a necessary step in re-

taining its competitive stand in the

North Atlantic market, but it has not
yet settled on the make of aircraft best

suited to its needs. Most likely prospect

is Boeing's 707 (AW July 29, p. 45).

Meanwhile, the airline has doubled
its service between Madrid and New
York and added modern equipment to

its South American schedules as the

result of an improved turn-around

maintenance program and the purchase

of two Lockheed Constellation 1049Gs
earlier this summer.
A total of five 1049Cs. three of

which are converted 1049Es, operate
on the airline's overseas routes. Five
Convair 440s serve the carrier's exten-

sile European and intra-Spain routes.

A fleet of 6 DC-4s, 17 DC-3s and 4
Bristol A170s complete Iberia's fleet.

Constellation Maintenance

Constellation maintenance is per-

formed’ at New York International

(Idlcwild) Airport under contract with
Lockheed Aircraft Service-International

(LASI).

The maintenance program, involving

maintenance inspections, overhaul serv-

ices and component replacements, is

scheduled to permit turn-around of air-

craft within an eight hour period. The
sharp time cut in the "equalized main-
tenance system" from an earlier twenty-
four period has enabled the airline to

schedule its fleet of five Constellations

over four separate transatlantic routes.

Here is how the Iberia overseas Con-
stellation schedules will be operated
effective October 7:

• Four weekly flights between Madrid
and New York will be reduced to three

weekly because of the seasonal slack

in tourist traffic.

• Oncc-a-wcek Constellation flight will

be inaugurated on Oct. 7 from Madrid
to Dakar, Rio de Janeiro, Montividco
and Buenos Aires. A second flight to

Buenos Aires will be operated with a

DC-4 via La Sal and Natal.
• Weekly flights to Havana via Ber-

muda from Madrid and to Caracas from
Madrid via Puerto Rico already are
scheduled with Constellations.

This high utilization restricts the
Constellation fleet to scheduled service

only and prohibits the airline from

seeking additional revenues through

charter service or extra sections.

Engine overhaul time has been set

at 1,000 hours and airframe overhaul is

performed every 12,000 hours. Iberia

maintains a staff of four technicians at

the LASI installation, one of whom
serves as a permanent base representa-

tive for the carrier. 'Hie remaining
three positions are filled by mechanics
from Spain on a rotating basis.

Maintenance on all other aircraft

is handled at the company’s main base

at Barajas Airport in Madrid. Any
emergency on-line maintenance is

covered by sending teams of mechanics
and engineers to the trouble base. How-
ever, all engineering and technical per-

sonnel at Madrid are Spanish.

The airline is focusing its major
traffic development effort on the Ma-
drid-New York market but has no cur-

rent plans for extending this route. The
airline, however, hopes to expand its

Madrid-Puerto Rico-Caracas route into

Bogota and is awaiting ratification of a
bilateral agreement by the Colombian
government to authorize this service.

Passenger Expansion

In view of its 41.000 miles of routes

including a route from Madrid and
Valencia to Bata in Spanish Guinea on
the central West African coast, any
additional expansion of Iberia's system
would put a strain on the operating
capacity of the carrier’s fleet. However,
Iberia is anticipating a substantial in-

crease in traffic on its present routes in

1957 over last year with the scats it

now operates.

Indications arc that the airline will

pass the one-million mark in passengers

carried during 1957. This compares
with 673.343 handled in 1936. Last

vear. Iberia had a net profit of approxi-

mately 5968,000 (U. S.) of which 51 58.-

000. or 7% of capital, was distributed

in dividends. The balance was with-

held in the company as reserve. Al-

though the airline is incorporated, it

is state-controlled and owned.
In 1956, the airline operated 26,774

flights and flew 9,910,000 miles. It

handled 1,591 tons of freight, 870 tons

of air mail and flew 2S1 million pas-

senger-miles.

The airline has 2,447 employes, 73
pilots and co-pilots and an auxiliary

night crew of 168 members, including
radio operators, navigators and steward-

esses. Iberia trains its own pilots.

Iberia Air Lines was established by
government decree in 1940 after the
Spanish Civil War had brought all air-

line operations to a halt in 1936. World
War II prevented full development of

the airline, and it was not until 1947
that it opened its transatlantic routes

to South America. Service to New
York from Madrid began in 1954.

First airline service in Spain was es-

tablished in 1921 to bring air service
between Madrid and Spanish Morocco.
Two other airlines were organized in

subsequent years but, in 1927, all three

carriers were merged into one organ-
ization known as Lincas Aereas Fostales

Espanolas. In 1932, the airline was
nationalized by the Spanish govern-
ment. It operated domestic routes as

well as a route to Lisbon with Ford
trimotors and Douglas DC-2s until the

Spanish Civil War began.
Thomas Delgado is president of the

airline and Cesar Gomez Luzia is gen-
eral manager. Jose M. Sagristo is gen-

eral manager for the U. S. The airline

maintains sales offices in New York.
Washington. Philadelphia. San Fran-
cisco and Chicago in the U.S. and op-
erates a bonded waichouse near Wall
Street in New York for handling inter-

national cargo shipments.
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THE ONLY OIL APPROVED FOR THE
WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED TURBINE AIRLINERS!
ESSO AVIATION TURBO OIL 35

synthetic lubricant, Esso researchers, working in close

association with the British Ministry of Supply and en-

gine designers ond builders, produced Esso Aviation

Turbo Oil 35—a synthetic oil that met and exceeded

the stringent lubrication requirements of turboprop ond

turbojet engines.

The development of this product is a typical example

of Esso's continuing leadership in turbojet lubrication.

ESSO AVIATION TURBO OIL 35—the one engine oil for these

modern aircraft of today and tomorrow

:

Sud-Aviolion CoroveHe

Bristol Britannia 300 Series

Fokker/ Fairchild F-27

Dehlaviltand Comet IV

Boeing 707*

Douglas DC-8*

POWERED BY:

Rolls-Royce Dart

Rolls-Royce Avon

Bristol Proteus 755
Rolls-Royce Dart

Rolls-Royce Avon

Rolls-Royce Conway
Rolls-Royce Conway

8 OUT OF EVERY 10 OF THE WORLD'S INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES USE (Esso)

AVIATION PRODUCTS

SHORTLINES

Sabena Belgian World Airlines will

add three new stopping points to its

existing network with the introduction

of the airline’s winter schedules on Oct.

6. Montreal will become a twice weekly

stopping place on the Brussels-New

York line; Istanbul will be serviced

once a week from Brussels via Frank-

furt and Athens, and Belgrade will be

serviced twice weekly direct from Brus-

sels. Transatlantic sen-ices to New
York from Brussels will be reduced

from 1 1 to nine flights a week.

Piedmont Airlines flew 44,646 pas-

sengers 8,604.422 revenue passenger-

miles in August for a new company
record. The passenger load factor for

August was 61.54 as compared with

52.93 in 1956. During the first eight

months of 1957, Piedmont carried

289,866 passengers for a 7.44% gain

over the same period of last year.

United Air Lines claims a world

record in revenue passenger-miles in

one month by flying 518,500,000 reve-

nue passenger-miles during August.

The figure represents a 1 5% gain over

the same month last year. In recording

the record, United operated its fleet of

185 airliners a total of nearly 1,000

trips daily during August.

American Airlines carried 725.000

passengers more than 482 million reve-

nue passenger-miles during August.

This was compared with 704,000 pas-

sengers and 466,350,000 revenue pas-

senger-miles for August last rear. Air-

freight for the month was 7,685.000

ton-miles against 7,014,000 during the

same period last year.

Ethiopian Airlines registered a net

profit of $318,000 during 1956 accord-

ing to a report recently released to

stockholders. Operating revenues in

1956 were 54,240,000; operating ex-

penses amounted to 53,913,000. The
airline flew 70,615 passengers approxi-

mately 33.3 million revenue passenger-

miles during the year. Ethiopian Air-

lines is managed and operated by Trans
World Airlines.

Emery Air Freight is going after St.

Lawrence Seaway construction ship-

ments with a new service especially de-

signed for contractors on the project.

The freight forwarder has set up two
routes involving direct service to Buffalo

for shipments over 200 lb., and to Syra-

cuse for shipments up to that weight.

Transfers from these points are made
to Massena as the delivery point via

specially arranged overnight trucking

service, Emery reports.

AIRLINE OBSERVER
Look for a decrease in military- travel on commercial airlines due to cut-

backs in defense spending. A downward trend already has been noticed, but

the full impact of reduced spending will not be felt until carlv next year.

Defense Department transportation section says travel has not been greatly

reduced as yet but adds it is logical to expect a cut. However, at least

two major airlines have experienced a sharp drop in military travel during

the past 30 days. Joint Airlines Military Ticket Offices (JAMTO) at 63

military bases report that military travel normally averaged 53.5 million

monthly before the decline.

International Air Transport Assn, traffic conference opened last week with

the problems of introducing the proposed third class fare on North Atlantic

routes in April as the major issue. Although most carriers are unenthusiastic

over the prospects of any further rate cut, the majority of IATA members
arc now accepting the proposed low fares as an inevitable fact. Chief prob-

lems to be resolved at the Miami conference in adopting the third-class

rates concern seating density and the quality and quantity of in-flight service

that will be provided economy-minded passengers.

Supplemental airlines have virtually dropped their service for individually-

ticketed passengers on flights between New York, Washington, Chicago and

the West Coast and Florida. The "regular” irregular service was once an

active phase of airport operations in New York, Chicago and Washington-
particularly when the now defunct Trans American Airlines was at its

zenith—but has disappeared entirely from the Washington airport scene.

In New York and Chicago, non-schcduled flights arc rapidly declining to an

inconsequential figure. About 90% of supplemental airline activity is now
confined to military commercial air movements and other charter flight

operations.

Fokker will send a Friendship F-27 turboprop transport to Brazil later

this year for demonstration flights as part of its overall sales campaign. Fair-

child is also conducting an intensive sales campaign in South America. Un-
der its sales and manufacturing contract with the Dutch firm, Fairchild is

free to sell the F-27 in every North and South American country except

Brazil.

Capital Airlines has appointed the New York advertising agency of Kenyon
and Eckhardt to handle its account beginning October 1. The airline

switched its business from Lewis Edwin Ryan of Washington after more
than 10 years of association with the Washington firm because it wanted an

agency with branch offices throughout the Capital system. Capital’s annual

advertising budget will be approximately S3 million in 1958.

San Francisco’s Public Utilities Commission has awarded a 517,500 con-

tract to the aviation consulting firm of Leigh Fisher for advice on how to

spend the 525 million airport bond issue approved by voters last December.
The South Bend, Ind., firm will take about a year to work out recommenda-
tions for construction priorities in enlarging and improving the San Fran-

Proposal for an overhaul base to handle Rolls-Royce Dart turboprop
engines under a pooling arrangement between four West Coast purchasers
of the Friendship F-27 has been delayed pending the results of a survey to

be undertaken by an independent consultant. The four airlines—West Coast,

Bonanza, Northern Consolidated and Wien Alaska—will form a corporation

to operate the base if an agreement on the plan is reached. Carriers do not
expect to be in a position to discuss details of the proposal for at least an-

other six months.

Delta Air Lines will introduce an expanded cargo program that is sched-

uled to increase its all-cargo service by 600% with a fleet of five C-46D
cargo aircraft purchased from Civil Air Transport Company (CAT). The
airline hopes to produce 21 million ton-miles of air freight during the first

year of the operation which begins Oct. 1.
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Time...

the vital

dimension

Ability of the United States to defend itself against

attack, and to retaliate against an aggressor, are both

vitally dependent on lime. Every hour, every minute,

every second of advance warning time is precious.

Our vast Continental Air Defense system, our power-

ful Strategic Air Command, our mighty fleets, and

world-wide retaliatory striking forces all depend on

Airborne Early Warning (AEW) aircraft to alert

them—the moment suspicious planes or ships are

sighted approaching our far-flung defense barriers.

Able to “see” 150 miles (in all directions) through

dense fog or total darkness,AEW patrol planes have

a role so crucial that without them our nation’s de-

fense capabilities would be seriously handicapped.

LOCKHEEDmeans leadership CALIFORNIA DIVISION, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. Burbank, California



P. IB Combines Maneuverability, Speed

ENGLISH Electric P. IB, now flying at speeds approaching 1,200 mph., compares favorably with U. S. military designs.

as a supersonic all-weather interceptor

It is now in production here under a

slow initial rate of buildup similar to

the USAF Cook-Craigic plan. Twenty
pre-production aircraft arc being built

on production tooling to make available

a large volume of flight and systems ex-

perience before the main stream of

production is turned on.

The requirement for the P. IB visual-

izes the plane as an integral part of a

weapon system with the purpose of

long-range interception under all wea-

ther conditions. Long range, inci-

dentally, is measured by British stand-

ards, not by American or Canadian.

External Stores

The airplane serves in this system as

the weapons carrier and for that reason

can be fitted with a large variety of ex-

ternal stores. One normal armament
arrangement is a pair of 30-mm. Aden
cannon in the fuselage. Tire de Havil-

land Firestreak infrared homing missile

was developed for this airplane and al-

though it has not yet been currently

matched to it, has been installed and

fired from a ground rig simulating

the P. 1.

With the power available, the P. 1

can hoist off underwing fuel tanks,

lockets, napalm or bombs. It could carry
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By David Andcrton

Warton, England-Engiish Electric's

P. IB is currently flying at speeds ap-

proaching 1,200 mph. underscoring its

predominant position as Britain’s first

truly supersonic military aircraft.

Most impressive of the airplanes

demonstrated at Farnborough this year,

the P. 1 series has outstanding low-level

and high-altitude maneuverability cou-

pled with supersonic flight performance

from about 1,000 ft. on up to its ceil-

ing, which is currently limited by power-

plant rather than by aerodynamic
considerations.

It is the first of the postwar genera-

tion of military airplanes designed here

that can be compared favorably on over-

all performance with its contemporaries

in the United States.

It was conceived as a research air-

plane, but evolved rapidly through a

proposed day fighter to its present role

P. 1A prototype takes off for flight demonstration at Farnborough.
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

a bomb underneath the fuselage or a

camera pack for photo-reconnaissance.

The fuselage slipper tank which has

been flown on the airplane, could be
either extra fuel, or a complete Napier

Double Scorpion rocket pack to increase

thrust by another 4,000 lb. for altitude

performance.
Complete airborne radar, working

with ground controllers for initial vec-

toring, is installed in the P. IB.

Flight Profile

Flight profile is the usual for an in-

terceptor: short takeoff, rapid accelera-

tion and climb to altitude, one or two
passes at the target and home again.

Endurance is about half an hour, which
is probably representative of a typical

The P. 1 scries is built around the

thrust of a pair of turbojets, mounted
so that their tailpipes run parallel in

an over-and-under configuration. En-
gines arc staggered fore-and-aft so that

the inlet of the upper is almost directly

above the tail cone of the lower.

The airframe formula features a

highly swept wing set a little above the

combined thrust line and a slab tail

set well below it. Wing leading edge
sweep is 60 deg. The vertical tail is

a delta surface.

Wing span of the P. 1 is about 36

ft. and the overall length is about 52 ft.

Acrodynamically the P. 1 is the most
sophisticated and the most thoroughly

developed configuration yet flown in

Calculated first, the basic geometry
was developed to its current form by
wind tunnel tests in the company’s
iowspeed and transonic facilities, by
rocket-powered model tests, by low-

speed evaluation of an acrodynamically

similar, full-scale research airplane and
finally through flight tests of the pro-

totype P. 1A.

It is a tribute to the engineering of

the whole design that there have been
no basic layout changes in the scries.
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other than those dictated by the re-

quirements.

Design term of the P. 1 was orig-

inally under W. E. W. Petter, who
left English Electric bv mutual agree-

ment in 1950 to work on the Gnat
lightweight fighter concept. The project

was taken over by F. W. Page, chief

engineer of the aircraft division of Eng-

lish Electric.

Area Distribution

Basic reason for the extreme sweep-

back of the P. 1 series was the applica-

tion of the NACA's area rule principle.

Wing area of the airplane was deter-

mined. as it is on most designs, by the

combination of altitude . and landing

performance compromised with speed

consideration. Given a wing area fixed

by the specifications, the best way to

distribute it along the fuselage is in the

smallest increments possible.

In some cases this has been done

with a delta surface as in the Convair

F-102/106 scries. But English Electric

engineers decided to use a more con-

ventional wing of slight taper but of

extreme sweepback.
Area distribution of this highly swept

surface adds a long and easy incre-

mental area to the basic plot of total

airplane cross-sections.

With wing sweep and area fixed, tail

sides could be calculated. The' P. 1

project team, aware of many of the

stability and control problems encoun-

tered in England and the U. S., ruled

out anything but a slab tail, low-set on
the fuselage to avoid the pitchup

problems frequently encountered with

even high-set tails.

Wind Tunnel Tests

The basic aerodynamic configuration

of the airplane was developed by ex-

tensive wind tunnel tests in English

Electric and other British facilities to

the final layout that appeared on the

P. 1A. The company had been operating

a low-speed tunnel for some years pre-

vious to the design of the fighter. Early

in its design stages, they were able to

start operating a transonic tunnel of

their own with slotted throat and a

test section large enough to do tho

multitude of model work needed in the

aerodynamic verification of the design.

There was another set of input data

available to English Electric from the

flight testing of a research aircraft, the

Short SB. 5. This airplane, contracted

for by the Ministry of Supply, was

intended to give low speed data, particu-

larly handling characteristics, of the odd

layout. The short design -was built to

take a series of wings of different sweep-

back and had both lowset and high

tee-tail surfaces, plus a variety of other

special gear to contribute to the de-

velopment program.
The SB. 5 first flew in December

1952 and a cold examination of the

time scale shows that by that time the

configuration of the P. 1A must have

been fixed, for better or worse. All

that the SB. 5 would do was to confirm

English Electric's choice of the geome-
try of the airplane.

Extreme sweep means other aero-

dynamic problems, such as tip stall and
the resultant loss of aileron control.

Normal ailerons, with sweep like that

of the wing, were obviously out for

such a high degree of sweep. Spanwise

flow would all but make them useless.

Movable tip ailerons, similar to the

type used on the Bomarc missile, were

also designed and abandoned.

Final configuration of the ailerons was

horn-balanced surfaces normal to the

centerline of the airplane. The horn
balances, selected to give increased

effectiveness, have proven unnecessary

and will be dropped in the production

airplanes.

Power Control

Wing loads resulting from aileron

deflection on the P. 1 arc primarily

bending in the chordwise plane, rather

than the combined spanwise bending
and torsion experienced with more usual

aileron layouts. This reduces the

structural worries. But aerodynamacists

were worried about the possibility’ of

wing or aileron flutter with the pro-

posed power control system; they went
to a completely irreversible power-boost

system on all the surfaces of the air-

Conical camber, now being flown

experimentally on one of the P. 1A
prototypes, is another of the aerodyna-

mic features of the design. The basic

wing did not have it. But data avail-

able from NACA among other sources,

showed the advantages. An extended
leading edge, which gives a cranked
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ICKERS HYDRAULICS

As the rapidly-expanding missile program progresses, more

and more applications are being found where Vickers

Hydraulics will be used to advantage. Vickers has miniatur-

ized components that can be integrated into system pack-

ages with minimum tubing . . . manifolding components

gives no opportunity for leakage. These "packaged”

systems with their optimum performance and reliability

are used to power missile control surfaces. Minimum space

and weight, easy installation and servicing are other

important advantages. Get in touch with the nearest office

listed at the right for further information.

VICKERS INCORPORATED
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

Aero Hydraulics Division

Engineering, Sales and Service Offices:

Administrative 8 I 3201 Lomita Blvd.

Engineering Center P.0. Box 2003

Detroit 32, Michigan
|

Torrance, California
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appearance to the P. 1A wing, was built

and is currently being evaluated in

flight testing following extensive tunnel

The sawcut in the leading edge of

the P. 1 wings is probably the simplest

of the current crop of vortex generators

appearing on every British and many
U. S. military aircraft. It was developed

from wind tunnel tests and originally

was a slit about four inches wide cut

in the leading edge, just as if it had
been done with a huge saw. Since its

original appearance, the spanwise width

of the slit has been reduced by about

half. In addition to creating the high-

energy vortex that rc-cnergizes the

boundary layer on the outboard portion

of the wing, the slit—which has a tiny

ram air duct in its leading edge—pres-
surizes the fuel venting system on the

plane.

A nose flap at the inboard wing root

was tried during the early flight de-

velopment of the P. 1. The intention

was to help prevent pitchup at the stall

in case it developed. It didn’t. But
the normal tip stalling was reduced
somewhat by this root flap which wasn’t

expected. Apparently the complex wing
flow pattern is influenced by conditions
which start at the wing root and which
spread spanwise. Eventually the aero-

dvnamicists decided that the root and
nose flap was not so important to

justify staying on the airplane, and it

Afterburners Added

The P. 1A was designed around Arm-
strong Siddeley turbojets rated at about
7,500 lb. thrust. Originally these en-
gines did not have afterburners. The
first prototype was later fitted with
afterburning engines to bring the
thrust up to about 10,000 lb. per
engine. The plan was to use the Sap-

phires right through the program. Later

Sapphires failed to appear and English

Electric changed to Rolls-Royce
Avons, losing more than a year of time.

The P. IB is now flying with a pair

of RA. 24R Avons, rated at 11,250 lb.

each without afterburning.

The P. 1A fuselage begins with a

pear-shaped simple pitot inlet leading

to ducting that passed unsplit beneath
the pilot and into the engines. Odd
shape of the inlet was probably be-
cause of the gun-laving radar intended
for the upper lip position on the day-

fighter version of the plane.

The canopy is wide and flat and
almost flush with the top deck line of

the fuselage. From there on aft, the
barrels of the engine defined fuselage

size and shape.

The improved thrust-drag ratio of

the P. IB plus the need to have more
radar in nose position led to the adop-
tion of the circular single shock inlet

with center body. At flic same time.

HOW CALIDVNE CAN HELP

how to OUTWIT Some of the older Calidyne Vibration Test

CALIDVNE

Avionics Engineers:
MAKE
AVIATION HISTORY
AT RYAN
THE NEW X-13 VERTIJET is another example
of the technical break-throughs Ryan is

achieving in aviation. You'll find the same
high level of advanced engineering in

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS • SYSTEMS ANALYSTS •

CIRCUITRY • OESIGN ENGINEERS SERVO DESIGN
ENGINEERS • PACKAGING ENGINEERS • ETCHED
CIRCUIT ENGINEERS • MICROWAVE TECHNICIANS
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Ryan is the right size for you -big enough for

complete responsibility on challenging
projects—small enough so you won’t get lost

in the shuffle. And, Ryan is located in

clear-sky San Diego, world famous for
beaches and casual living.

RYAN
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North American F-100F Achieves

COMPLETE ENVIRONMENTAL FREEDOM

Under all flight conditions, North American Avia-

tion’s F-100F Super Sabre gives the pilot complete

control over his environment. To achieve such out-

standing performance, major aircraft manufactur-

ers depend on smaller companies to develop and

produce components that function dependably

under the most severe circumstances.

Cole Electric Co. is proud to have engineered and

manufactured these reliable components for North

American Aviation, Inc.:

Intervalometers Bomb Racks Relays Switches

@oLq2tactile^o.
8439 Steller Drive • Culver City, Calif. • TExas 04701

Actual Flight Photos

Courtesy of

North American

Aviation, Inc.

the powerplants forced other changes

in fuselage details.

Experience with the earlier canopy

dictated a change to a more conven-

tional one on the P.1B. The canopy is

now raised for better visibility, and, in

the drag shadow of the canopy, a dor-

sal spine has grown to carry many of

the systems formerly threaded through

the fuselage under the skin.

Canopy troubles plagued the early

flight tests of the machines. Both
Bcamont and De Villiers had them
blow off. De Villiers had his go at

supersonic speed and apart from “one
hell of a bang” nothing serious hap-

pened. The canopies had been locked

down by a simple toggle that was sup-

posed to do the job. Under air loads

and pressurization, things distorted just

enough to unlock the lock. This situa-

tion nas been fixed with lock redesign.

Viewpoint Changes

A 1947 Ministry of Supply specifica-

tion kicked off the P.l series design.

It was belated recognition by British

officials that manned supersonic flight

was not extremely dangerous if the

designers and pilots knew what they

were doing. Before the little Bell X-l

drove the point forcibly home as it

pierced the fictitious sound barrier, the

official British view—deplored in many
engineering offices—was that the danger

of piloted supersonic flight was too

great. Transonic model tests were the

only answer, they had announced, in

1945. nipping at least one promising

supersonic research airplane in the bud.

A handful of engineering teams—
Armstrong Whitworth, English Elec-

tric and Faircy among them—were de-

lighted at the second thoughts of the

Ministry and submitted designs about

two years later after the specification

was issued. The English Electric pro-

posal became the P.l and Faircy's lay-

out took tangible shape as the Delta 2.

Both schemes were bought by the Min-
istry and the work began on two
diverse concepts.

First influence on the design of the

P.l was the acknowledged experience

of the U.S. in the supersonic flight

regime. Background of the Bell X-l

series of flight tests, coupled with tran-

sonic experience in the F-86 Sabre,

convinced the English Electric acro-

dynamicists that there was no point in

going back over well-trodden ground.

They drew heavily on American results,

on NACA reports, on Beamon t's tran-

sonic flight experience with the F-86.

Then they concluded that it seemed
pretty silly to develop just another

supersonic research aircraft to duplicate

in large measure what was already

completed and integrated into design

in tfie United States.

This recognition of earlier experience

decided the project team on its basic DETREX
CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
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approach: a supersonic research airplane

that could be—with the addition of

the necessary systems—a supersonic

fighting airplane.

But the official view even then was
that the days of the manned fighter

were numbered, and there was little

sympathy for the concept of a super

supersonic fighting machine. English

Elc'tric produced its final design for

the P. 1A as a research plane with day-

fighting capability.

It took about four years for official-

dom to accept the fact that missiles

just weren’t around the corner. In one
of its continuing scries of late recog-

nition of the obvious situation, the

Ministry began to show some interest

in supersonic fighters driven by old-

fashioned human beings.

By now the Korean war experience

had sunk in and, among other points,

had emphasized the importance of

visual aids for the pilot flying in tran-

sonic combat. Radar for day fighters

was one of the answers, and the in-

corporation of that into the P. 1 began.

Somewhere along the line, the designers

thought that a little extra space and
weight could make it a all-weather

That’s basically how the P. IB
evolved.

First prototype P. 1A lifted off the

runway at Boscombc Down on Aug.

4, 1954, with Roland H. Bcamont,
English Electric’s chief of flight opera-

tions, at the controls. The second

prototype flew a little less than a year

later in July 1955. Both prototypes

have since logged more than 600 flights

and have been extremely useful in

developing the B series.

A third prototype, built as a static-

test airframe only, was tested to de-

struction according to program in the

structural development.

First of the development batch of

P. IBs flew April 4 this year and since

then has been joined by a second B

that is now also on flight status.

Program for the series envisioned,

in addition to the three P. 1 aircraft

listed above, three prototype P. IB air-

craft and a pre-production batch of 20

planes.

Production tooling was to be used

throughout, even for prototype manu-
facturing, and the line was to start

with a slow initial rate of build up.

This scheme, frankly modeled after
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produce a large number of airplanes

ready for complete systems evaluations

and sendee testing before the major

portion of the aircraft program was
committed.
Major reason for this was the Swift

fiasco, which might have never hap-

pened had a similar production plan

been used.

Third Prototype

The third prototype P. IB should

be nearing the end of its construction

phase by now and conceivably this air-

craft could join the flight test work
along about the beginning of this forth-

coming year.

The airplanes already have been
flown by experimental test and sendee

pilots of the Royal Air Force, as well

as by Bcamont and the company's
chief experimental test pilot, Desmond
Dc Villiers.

First production airplanes should

start reaching the RAF in another

rear, so that first-line squadron of the

P. IB could be operational in the

middle of 1959.

See Long Life

Sendee life of the airplane could

be a long one, with the airplane pro-

gressing through its interceptor task

to possible roles as a ground support

attack type, as and if the interceptor

missiles begin to shoulder one of the

P. l’s mission.

There is much enthusiasm for the

airplane outside the company. First

reactions of the RAF have been en-

couraging to the engineers who slaved

on the design.

Today there are advanced versions of

the P. 1 being carried through design

stages in the firm belief that the missile

is not for a very long time, going to

take over completely from the manned

Test 180-deg. Camera
In Grumman F9F-8P

Horizon-to-horizon aerial photograph
of mid-Long Island taken by a new.
light-weight Perkin-Elmer wide angle

camera which appeared in Aviation
Week Sept. 16. p. 76. was taken from
a Grumman F9F-8P.

Plane was flying at altitude of 7,000
ft. and air speed of approximately 350
kt. which is the optimum photographic

speed for the panoramic camera at that

altitude.

Pilot of the plane during this first

mission for the new camera was Lt.

Cmdr. John F. Condrcn. He is Deputy
Director of the Aeronautical Photo-

graphic Experimental Laboratory. Naval
Air Development Command, Johnsvillc,

Pa., which is coordinating flight testing

•f the camera.

For aviation and rocketry of today

and tomorrow, component steel parts

of highest performance will be

CAST BY LEBANON

FOR THE LOCKHEED 5TARFIGHTER

A flow divider and fuel selector

for the afterburner of the J79 jet

engine, CAST BY LEBANON in

a precipitation hardened stainless

steel. Lebanon foundry engineers
developed a special coring material

to achieve the close tolerances and
smooth surfaces required in the
internal passages. This casting

must perform at high pressures

and elevated temperatures.

FOR THE CHANCE V0UGHT CRUSADER

A support fitting for a jet engine
removal track, CAST BY
LEBANON in precipitation hard-
ened stainless steel for the close

tolerances, dimensional accuracy
and surface smoothness required
by the design. A significant
example of how Lebanon foundry
engineers were able to successfully

produce a casting which substanti-

ally retained the original charac-

teristics of a machined part, at a
major cost saving.

FOR A ROCKET YET UNNAMED
A nozzle ring for a prototype
rocket engine by Reaction Motors,
Inc., CAST BY LEBANON in

stainless steel. Representing the
ultimate in casting design and
production, this casting requires

absolute accuracy of core place-
ment, close tolerances, and thin
metal sections. These exacting
requirements foreshadow the
foundry techniques of the future,
now being employed at Lebanon

DESIGN AND PRODUCTION ENGINEERS: If you would like case

histories of these castings, together with the metallurgical data,

process development and applications to your design project,
"

-o Lebanon and ASK FOR DESIGN FILE F.

LEBANON STEEL FOUNDRY
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Titanium Tubing
For processing lines carrying fluids of an extremely
corrosive nature — look to Contour Trentweld
titanium tubing for reliable service.

This titanium tubing is completely uniform
throughout any cross-section. The weld zone is

free from bulging weld bead because Trent’s ex-

clusive process — performed with the weld area
at the bottom — forms the molten weld metal into

the shape of the tubing.

And, with titanium, you get the unique advan-
tages of a tubing that's strong as steel but 44%
lighter . . . virtually immune to a broad spectrum
of corrosive materials . . . entirely free from stress-

corrosion cracking.

So, next time you need a strong, light, extremely
corrosion-resisting tubing— try Contour Trentweld
titanium tubing. And remember, it’s made by Trent
— tube mill specialists.

Stainless and High Alloy

TRENTWELD[ Welded Tubing

TRENT TUBE COMPANY, GENERAL SALES OFFICES, EAST TROY, WISCONSIN (Subsidiary of Crucible Steel Company of America)
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Bell Tests H-40 Drive for Durability
By Craig Lewis

Fort Worth, Texas—Bell Helicopter

Corp. is currently testing a drive system

for the H-40 turbine-powered helicopter

which is designed to give the H-40 a

1,000 hour life between overhauls.

Transmission and the rest of the drive

system on the H-40 were designed for

simplicity and long life, and the system

is going through an extensive test pro-

gram here to prove that it is a reliable

1,000 hour overhaul item.

Tests on the H-40 drive system arc

part of an overall test program on the

new utility helicopter Bell has de-

signed for the Army. Bell expects the

program to prove the H-40 represents a

breakthrough in operating economy,
serviceability, reliability and perform-

ance. Bell says its new helicopter will

be the first to offer 1,000 hour over-

haul periods.

Drive System Test

While the XH-40 prototypes arc

going through their flight test programs.

Bell is bench testing the helicopter’s

drive system in a rig which simulates

turbine power and flight conditions.

The X phase of the testing has been

completed after 450 hours. In the Y
phase, Bell will run the drive system

through 1,000 hours of testing to prove

that the original design, plus some
changes developed from X phase test-

ing, represents a 1,000 hour system.

The transmission and drive system

for the H-40 were designed specifically

for case of maintenance and speed of

removal and replacement. Designers

used actual time-of-removal criteria in

developing the system Simplicity was
an essential consideration, and Bell en-

gineers have used the same parts

throughout the system wherever pos

sible.

System's bearings offer one example
of simplicity. One bearing can be used

in 11 places, greatly simplifying logis-

tics problems in maintenance. Tail rotor

drive shaft has five sections, all inter-

changeable. Shaft is secured by Mar-
mon-type clamps for easy demounting,
and the engine-transmission drive shaft

is also secured by this type of clamp.

Bell engineers designed the transmis-

sion and system with the fewest num-
ber of different pieces possible. They
also tried to avoid the need for special

tooling for maintenance. Wherever pos-

sible, they determined what tools would
be available to the crews which would
maintain the H-40, then designed a sys-

tem to be handled with these tools, plus

a minimum of special tools.

Another feature of the transmission

that lends itself to easy field mainten-

ance is simple exchange of bevel gears.

A bevel gear quill can be replaced in

the transmission with no shimming re-

quired, eliminating the complicated ad-

justments required in former helicopter

transmissions.

Daily maintenance problems are sim-

plified by the fact that the oil level in

both the transmission and the two gear

boxes in the tail rotor drive system can
be checked by sight glass.

Since the H-40 is powered by the
Lycoming T-53 free turbine engine. Bell

was able to simplify its system, and save

about 75 lb., by eliminating the clutch

required by piston-powered transmission

systems. Transmission reduces the
T-53’s speed of approximately 6,000
rpm. by about 20-1 through bevel gears
and a two-stage planetary system.

Test Facility

Bell is proving out its drive system

design on a test rig housed in a Navy-
financed facility at the company’s Texas
plant. Facility is built to accommodate
single rotor systems up to 2,500 bhp.
and dual rotor systems up to 5,000 bhp.

Power for the test facility comes from
a 2,000 hp. power package taken from
an HSL-1 helicopter. Engine is a Pratt

& Whitney R2800. Maximum horse-

power used in the test cycles is the 840
bhp. specified for the T-53.

To simulate a turbine-tvpe power
flow, the R2800 engine is hooked to a

gyrol fluid coupling and a speed-up gear

box. Fluid coupling removes torque im-

pulses from the piston engine, simulat-

ing the smooth torque delivery of the

T-53. Then the gear box, which is a

modified HSL-1 forward transmission,

increases coupling output speed nearly

Simulated turbine power is delivered

to the H-40 transmission and through

the drive system to dynamometers
which simulate main rotor and tail roto:

loads. A Clayton water brake dynamo-
meter provides tail rotor load, and main
rotor load is provided by a G.E. hori-

zontal type induction dynamometer.

Simulate Autorotation

A right angle gear box is used to

transmit power from the main rotor

mast to the dynamometer. A 50 hp
electric motor is connected to the shaft

with a chain drive to simulate autorota-

tion and free-wheeling unit overrunning.

The H-40 drive system is equipped with
a free-wheeling clutch to permit auto-

rotation.

While the drive system is undergoing
bench tests, the three XH-40 helicopters

are also developing data on the system
in flight tests. The fact that bencli test-

ing of the drive system began six months
before flight test has been important in

keeping the whole program moving
along. Charles W. Bowen, Jr., Bell en-

gineer supervising the bench test, says

the transmission program has managed
to stay ahead of flight testing and “there

has been no down time for lack of trans-

mission knowledge."
Testing of the Y configuration drive

system is scheduled for completion at
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the same time service testing of the

YH-40 is finished so when the produc-

tion H-40 is ready. Bell can assure the

Army of a 1 ,000 hour overhaul item.

Tests so far have developed no con-

figuration changes in the transmission

or drive system, but several minor
changes have been indicated in the de-

bugging program. Faulty lubrication

caused some early bearing failures before

the system was modified to correct this

and other problems.

Bell will switch to a regenerative test

system using two transmissions back-to-

back with a low horsepower motor for

spot checking and .
running-in produc-

tion transmissions. This is cheaper and
easier than running transmissions in on
a helicopter as was done with the piston-

powered IISL.

Highly Precise Hydraulie System

Alters British Windtunnel Nozzle
London—Britain's 8-ft. supersonic

windtunnel at the Royal Aircraft Estab-
lishment, Bedford, has a number of un-

usual design and control features not

yet found in any U. S. tunnel.

The $30-million tunnel is designed

to cover subsonic and supersonic speeds

up to Mach 2.8, with air pressures from
0.1 to 4 atmospheres absolute. It is an
S20-ft.-long closed circuit structure.

Variable Nozzle

Its infinitely variable nozzle is formed
by flexible plates, one in. thick, 62-ft.

long and 8-ft. wide, located at the top

and bottom of the working section.

These plates can be contoured by a
system of hydraulically-motored, tape-

controlled screw jacks.

Each of the plates is carried on 30

pairs of these 30-ton mechanical jacks,

each pair driven by a separate 5-hp.

rotary hydraulic motor.

Precise Control

Operated through a master tape, the

jacks can be simultaneously inched in

increments of either 11 or 24-thou-

sandths of an inch to flex the plate into

any desired nozzle profile while the

tunnel is on stream. To effect this

degree of precision, a hydraulic amplifier

valve was developed that is sensitive to

a mechanical input motion of 0.0003

The makers believe this valve will

prove of considerable significance in

hydraulic control systems generally.

Like other tunnels of this type, the

subsonic flow is controlled by varying

the compressor speed while supersonic

flow is developed and regulated by the

shaping of the working section nozzle.

To slow the airflow down once past the

model to subsonic speed for re-entry to

the compressor, a diffuser section of

the same physical size as the working
section nozzle is required.

Special control systems are provided

in the Bedford tunnel to shape the
nozzle and diffuser, control the com-
pressor speed and control the move-
ments of the aircraft or missile model.

In order to provide shockfrcc and
uniform flow past the model, the curva-

ture of the walls in the working sec-

tion has to be accurate to within 0.005

in. between each jacking. This requires

precise control of each jacking station

throughout the speed range of the

tunnel, while the movements must be
capable of being made while the tunnel

is scaled and the compressors running.

In the diffuser, accuracy of control

is not so critical, only 0.050 in., and
the design takes the form of movable

Freightercoach Model
Armstrong Whitworth AW. 650 passenger/freight design is shown in model form above.

The medium-sized “freightercoach" will be turboprop-powered. Two prototypes of the

RADAN
IS ;

READY
• RADAN

commercial version

of GPL's famous

airborne Doppler *

auto-navigation

systems

• RADAN

the global guide

for which *

civilian aviation

has been waiting

is now available !
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...and now for everyone
The wraps are off RADAN! The civilian coun-

terpart of GPL’s famous military Doppler auto-navi-

gators, is ready and available now — for anyone and
everyone!

RADAN Systems have behind them millions of

miles of experience in transcontinental, oceanic and
polar flights . . . save precious time and fuel . .

.
pro-

vide a priceless margin of safety.

• RADAN — accurate: within 1% for ground speed,

within V4° for drift angle
• RADAN — small: 4.4 cu. ft.—light: 89 lbs.

• RADAN — operates without ground or celestial aids
• RADAN — virtually maintenance-free

Now in quantity production, RADAN Systems
are manufactured by GPL, who developed and is the
nation’s leading producer of Doppler air navigation

systems. Address inquiries to: General Precision
Laboratory Incorporated, Pleasantville, New York.

ENGINEERS - GPL



panels on either side of the tunnel with

adjustable air inlet doors providing a

The hydraulic amplifier valve is of

the piston type, is of simple construc-

tion and has extraordinary sensitivity.

Features arc incorporated foe the con-

trol of both frequency and amplitude
of dither in the sensitive valve and for

speed response in the main directional

local temperature in the vicinity of

the sensitive valve of only a few degrees

could be made to inch the main
hydraulic valve on load. This sensitivity

The jacks and reduction gears arc

mounted in transverse pairs, together

with the driving motors and main direc-

tional valves, on substantial platforms,

which pivot on trunnions on the main
frames and allow the jacks to swing

when the various nozzle profiles arc

being formed.
The plate thickness was machined to

better than 0.010 in. Nozzle profiles

can be formed to within 0.005 in. of

the theoretical shape required and
slopes between irregularities are kept to

better than 1:1000.

The whole of the working section

weighs 400 tons and is supported at

three [joints. The downsteam point is

fixed and the other two are roller sup-

Main compressor of the tunnel is the

largest in Europe. It is a 10-stage axial

machine driven by a 68,000-hp. S-poIc

synchronous motor connected through

a gearbox to two 6,000-hp. dc. pony
motors connected in tandem.

Three methods of operation arc

possible:

• For subsonic work on reduced loads,

the compressor can be driven by the

12,000 lip. motors alone, with the

68,000-hp. machine disconnected, pro-

viding a speed range of 150/750 rpm.
• For high power, the 68,000-hp. can

be run at a fixed speed of 750 rpm.,

drawing its supply from the national

grid system with the dc. motors con-

tributing 12,000 hp.

• For full [lower variable speed work-

ing, the main 68,000-hp. motor is

driven from a variable frequency supply

from 10c/s-50c/s generated by two

20-mw. gas turbine generating sets.

Rotodyne Rotor Details

Rotor and hub (above) for Fairey Rotodyne, now being completed at company's plant

(below), shows the ducts for the pressurc-jet air flow. Air from the Napier Eland turbo-

shaft engines; which also drive the forward motion propellers, is supplied to the four hollow

helicopter blades where it is burned in tip jets for vertical flight.
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How do you control temperatu re on space ships?

The answer is you don’t. The
controls do — controls that act many
limes faster than a man can react.

Controls are the real key to all prob-
lems beyond sound and heat barriers.

It would be easy to list here the

part Fenwal has played in the ever-

progressing field of aircraft tempera-
tures, over-heat detection and other
controls. But this would only be repe-

titious. The aircraft industry is well

aware of it.

Rather, Fenwal prefers to restate

its position for the future. Fenwal is

prepared by experience . . . with equip-

ment . . . and through its manpower to

work ahead with you whatever the

stage of your current problems. Of
this you may be sure: Fenwal’s
present equipment already' enables

the most modern advances in its field.

This is well typified by Fenwal’s

advanced position in power plant

controls through thermocouples, har-

nesses and special engine accessories.

To enlist Fenwal’s ability to help

meet your present and future control

problems, write Fenwal Incorporated,
Aviation Products Division, Ashland,
Massachusetts.
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America’s first jet airliner. .

.

BOEING 707. . . relies on hytrol

the accepted anti-skid braking system

HYTROL. means "Happy Landings” for tomorrow’s airline pas-

sengers. The comfort of cruising 7 miles up in the new 707 will

be matched by the comfort of a landing masterminded by the

accepted anti-skid braking system . . . proved as standard equip-

ment on such military aircraft as the KC-135, B-52, B-47, F-101,

A3D, RB-84F, F-100, C-118, C-130, QF-80. Hytrol “happy land-

ings” will help you sell more airline tickets in the competitive jet

age just around the corner. Shouldn't you be thinking about the

advantages that HYTROL can offer your passengers on your pres-

ent equipment . . . right now?

Every fighter, Every bomber, Every transport is Hydro-Aire equipped.
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WIDE VARIETY of high temperature components suitable for operation at 500C or higher can be produced by vacuum-evaporation proc-

ess which opens ways to using many new materials. Facility above is designed for semi-automatic metal-film potentiometer production.

New Techniques, Materials for 500C
By Philip J. Klass

El Segundo, Calif.—Wide variety of

different electronic components cap-

able of operating at temperatures of

500C or higher may be close at hand as

result of fundamentally new techniques

and materials developed here by Servo-

mechanisms, Inc.

The development, which also may
permit automatic production of com-
plete circuits and sub-assemblies, could

have a significant impact upon both
avionic component and equipment
manufacturers.

Servomechanisms has extended the

vacuum-evaporation process, currently

used to make metal film potentiome-

ters, to deposit thin films of insulating

and semiconducting material as well as

conducting films.

This opens door to using new high

temperature materials whose mechan-

ical properties previously prevented

their use in conventional component
manufacturing processes.

Experimental Fabrication

Company has fabricated experimen-

tally, or on pilot run basis, a wide

variety of devices using the vacuum-
evaporation process. These include: po-

tentiometers, capacitors, resistors, induc-

tors, diode rectifiers, pulse transform-

ers, strain gages, thermocouples . and
magnetic memory elements with re-

sponse times of milli-microseconds.

(Most of these were not suitable for

500C operation, but were fabricated to
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MATERIAL is heated in vacuum chamber

uutil its surface begins to vaporize. When
vaporized material strikes cooler com-
ponent core, it deposits in thin film.

Components
prove the feasibility of using the

vacuum-evaporation process.)

One of company's long range research

goals is to develop materials and tech-

niques for producing transistors by the
same process, according to Ralph
Redemskc, vice president of research.

Rcdcmske is encouraged by success in

producing deposited diodes. Company
will soon attempt to produce complete
computer diode matrices by vacuum-
evaporation process.

Because the depositing of a thin film

of conductor, semiconductor or dielec-

tric material must take- place in a high

vacuum (about 0.2 micron), a high de-

gree of automation is required for the
process. While this means a higher ini-

tial investment than required for con-

ventional component manufacturing,
automation should lower unit costs and
increase component reliability. Fabrica-
tion in a high vacuum should also keep
out impurities which cause unpredic-
table component failures.

One measure of the promising poten-
tialities of the Servomechanisms pro-

gram is the fact that portions of the
effort arc being supported by USAF’s
Wright Air Development Center, Army
Signal Corps, and the Office of Naval
Research.

The vacuum-evaporation process is

simple in concept but requires consid-
erable skill and know-how for success-

ful application to precision compon-
ents. When anv material is heated to a
sufficiently high temperature, its sur-

face layer will vaporize-much as water
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turns to steam at 100C temperature (at

sea level atmospheric pressure).

If vaporization takes place in a high
vacuum, the vapor escapes from the

surface at high velocity and travels

across the vacuum chamber until it im-

pinges upon an exposed surface where it

is then deposited.

By placing a suitably shaped mask
between the material source and the

exposed surface, any desired shape of

deposit can be obtained and its dimen-
sions can be controlled to within 0.001

in., according to Redcmskc. By using

conductor material, deposited circuitry

can be produced with considerably bet-

ter dimensional control than possible

in conventional printed circuitry,

Redemske says.

When process is suitably controlled,

it is possible to produce films of "prac-

tically any material in thicknesses rang-

ing from single atomic layers up to sev-

eral thousand Angstroms, according to

David W. Moore, manager of com-
pany’s Vacuum Film Products divi-

sion. (One Angstrom equals 3.94 x
10- in.)

Thus the technique opens the way to

using a variety of new high tempera-

ture materials which otherwise could

not be fabricated in the required form

and/or thickness needed for making
components, Moore says.

Fabrication Technique

Here is how the technique can be

applied to make a high-temperature

equivalent of a conventional paper ca-

pacitor. A small alumina cylinder, whose
dimensions arc partially determined

by the required capacitance, serves as

the core. It is placed in the center

of the vacuum chamber on a motor-

driven pedestal.

Located around the periphery of the

vacuum chamber at 90-dcgrcc intervals

arc four sources, two of dielectric mate-

rial, two of metal conductors, alter-

nately spaced. (See sketch above.)

Initially a mask with two slits is placed

around the core so that the two slits

face the two metal sources.

The metal sources are brought up to

vaporization temperature by electron

bombardment. The streams of metal
vapor emitted pass through the two
slits, depositing terminal stripes along

opposite edges of the core to provide

electrical connections to the capacitor.

The mask is now replaced with an-

other that has four slits, positioned so

that each slit faces one of the four con-

duetor/diclectric sources. When the

four sources are brought up to vaporiza-

tion temperature, streams of vapor pass

through the four slits and deposit al-

ternate quadrants of the core with metal

and dielectric films.

When the pedestal motor is started

and alumina core begins to rotate, al-

ternate layers of dielectric and metal

film arc successively deposited to build

up the familiar capacitor (jellyroll) con-

struction. Each of the two films formed

Fairchild Using Process
Vacuum-evaporation process currently

is being used by Fairchild Camera &• In-

strument Corp. to produce precision film

potentiometers capable of operating at

full rating at temperatures of 225C.

Company spokesman says special poten-

tiometers fabricated by the process have

operated “near full rating” in 400C am-

bient for several hundred hours. How-

ever, unlike Servomechanisms, Fairchild

is not currently applying the vacuum-

evaporation process to fabricate other

types of components, company spokes-

i» connected to one of the terminal

stripes initially deposited.

Capacitance of the device is measured
continuously during the fabrication

process, enabling operation to be halted
automatically when required value of

capacitance is obtained.

New Automatic Facility

Under Signal Corps contract, Servo-

mechanisms is constructing an auto-

matic facility for making precisioit

metal film potentiometers by the vac-

uum-evaporation process. Facility is de-

signed to turn out 30 potentiometers

per hour. Contract calls for potentio-

meter linearity of 0.5%, but Moore
hopes to achieve 0.1 to 0.2%.
An eight-station rotating turret built

into the vacuum chamber will perform
all of the critical operations under a

single “vacuum roof." Ceramic discs,

manually loaded into a magazine, will

automatically feed into the first station

of the vacuum chamber where end
terminals will be deposited. The metal

film will be deposited in succeeding sta-

tions after which its resistance will be
trimmed automatically as required to

match linearity of a master reference.

Potentiometers initially produced in

the new facility will be rated for two
watts dissipation at 1 50C operating

temperature. With existing materials,

this limit may be raised to 200C, but
the basic investigations now under way
in company’s research laboratory' near

Santa Barbara, Calif, arc aimed at turn-

ing up new materials suitable for 500C

Significant progress has been made
in this direction, Redemske says.

New Materials Seen

The ability to use almost any mate-

rial in the vacuum-cvaporization proc-

ess, coupled with fundamental knowl-
edge of solid-state physics coming out

of transistor-inspired semiconductor re-

search, has opened vast new areas for

materials investigation. Where previ-

ously component makers were limited

to using materials provided by nature,

today it is becoming increasingly pos-

sible to create new materials with prop-

erties that meet specific requirements.

For example, a non-conducting ma-
terial such as silicon becomes a semi-

conductor when a tiny amount of im-

purity is introduced into its crystal

structure. Wide range of resistivities

can be obtained by choice of impurity

and amount used.

The 500C component goal poses

many interesting challenges to the ma-

terials researcher because the compon-
ent should, if possible, be able to oper-

ate also at room temperature or below

without significant change in proper-

ties. Yet many materials such as ceram-

ics. which behave as insulators at room
temperature, become semiconductors at
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new

Flying with such top-performance air-

craft as the Lockheed F-104, Heinemann’s

new AM17 circuit breaker has demonstrated

perfect reliability on both sides of the

Hydraulic-magnetic operation makes the

AM17 a stable performer through widely

varying ambient temperature conditions.

No de-rating, no compensation for tem-

perature or vibration necessary.

Designed for interchangeable use on 400-

cycle or DC service, and produced to mili-

tary specs, the AM17 may well be the one

circuit breaker for all your electrical and

electronic protection requirements.

Complete specifications, including time-

delay characteristics, are given in Bulletin

T-3302. Send for a copy.

interchangeable

Heinemann Series

400 ''X, or DC service

AM17 Circuit Breaker
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elevated temperatures (because elec-

trons in their atomic valence bands
move up into the conduction bands).

The trick is to find or develop mate-
rials which have built-in temperature

compensating mechanisms. For exam-
ple, by introducing suitable impurities

into certain ceramic-type materials, it

is possible to obtain a material for high

temperature resistors with relatively

small temperature coefficient from low
temperature up to 500C or beyond,
Redemske says. He declines to cite spe-

cific materials which look promising,
for competitive reasons.

With materials now in hand, it is

possible to make vacuum-evaporation
resistors capable of operating at 600C
This upper limit may go to 1.000C in

the future, Redemske says. These high-

temperature resistors should be no
larger than their conventional equiva-

lents and can be made in corresponding

resistance ranges.

500C Capacitors Made
Major problem in making capacitors

for 500C operation is to find materials

which retain high dielectric strength

and high resistivity at elevated temper-
atures. Servomechanisms has experi-

mentally fabricated capacitors which
operate at 350C and exhibit a resist-

ance-capacitance product of about 1-5

megohm-microfarads, using aluminum
oxide dielectric.

Using boron nitride for a dielectric,

company has experimentally made ca-

pacitors which operate at 500C and
nave an R-C product of about 10

megohm-microfarads. However, Re-
demske admits that it is not easy to

achieve uniform film deposits with
boron nitride.

These 500C capacitors arc compar-
able in size to conventional units in

values up to about 0.01 mfd., somewhat
larger in higher values. However, im-
proved techniques may make it pos-

sible to reduce thickness of deposited

mctal/ceramic films and thus reduce

Promising Materials

Servomechanisms research laboratory

is actively investigating a class of com-
pounds which have unusual and excit-

ing characteristics for possible liigh-tem-

perature components. These are ternary

compounds, sometimes referred to as

Perovskitcs, consisting of two metal

oxides in combination. Barium titanate

and lead niobate arc typical examples.

But the group also includes families

of zirconates, tantalates, cerates and
alumina tes.

One of the Pcrovskite characteristics

of major interest is an extremely high
dielectric constant which ranges from
200 to 50,000 times the dielectric con-
stant of boron nitride, Redemske says.

Many of these compounds exhibit

piezo-cicctric and ferro-electric prop-

erties. The latter property suggests pos-

sibility of making miniaturized ferro-

electric flip-flop circuits by the vacuum-
evaporation process.

Another type of material, called non-
stochiometric compounds, is being in-

vestigated for use in making deposited
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Exciting new things

are happening at

HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS

Out of advanced electronics

research and development at

Hoffman comes an entirely new
concept in ground radar. Still

under wraps by the Military, this

unusual and practical Hoffman
development applies revolutionary
techniques to solving complex
weapons systems problems.

Hoffman's extensive experience in

designing, developing and
producing radar for airborne and
shipboard installations laid the
groundwork for this exciting new
electronics development. In radar,
as in other vital military and com-
mercial fields—countermeasures,
navigation, weapons and com-
munications systems— Hoffman
continues to produce the pattern

for progress in electronics.

In a dynamic industry where only
change is permanent, exciting
things continue to happen
at Hoffman.

PHYSICISTS • ELECTRONICS AND
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Significant new developments at

Hoffman in the fields of navigation,

VLF, HF, VHF, UHF. radar, ECM.
weapons systems and semiconductors

scientists and engineers of high
calibre. Please address inquiries to

Chief Engineer.

Hoffman
Electronics

HOFFMAN LABORATORIES, INC.

3761 South Hill Street

Los Angeles 7, California
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'radar’s caught infiltration on hill four zero
As at sea and in-the air, Hoffman-developed radar

now gives our Armed Force's

greatly extended. capabilities for surveillance on the

battlefield. It's another outstanding example of . . ,
- .

Electronics
Where exciting new things

are happening in
[
RADAR

j

HOFFMAN LABORATORIES, INC.

3761 South Hill Street

Los Angeles 7, California
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IN AVIONIC EQUIPMENT, WHY LOAD ON EXTRA WEIGHT?

use Clifton Precision Size 8 Synchros

-"WEIGHT 32 GRAMS
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semiconductors. By undisclosed tech-

niques, company scientists take a com-
pound like titanium dioxide (TiO„), de-

liberately “rob” it of some of its oxy-

gen without collapsing the crystal struc-

ture. This leaves it with a surplus of

electrons in the conduction band,

makes it an N-type semiconductor.

Redemske refers to the resulting ma-
terial as a "sub-dioxide” to denote its

missing oxygen, or as TiO,.„ although

he admits that most chemists will argue

that the number of oxygen atoms must
be shown as an integer and that decimal

subscripts arc not found in chemical

textbooks.

Company has created a variety of sub-

dioxides of titanium, ranging from

TiO,.=» to TiOi.m as shown in photo,

p. 74.

350C Diode Rectifiers

But the important thing is that the

material can be deposited by vacuum-
evaporation techniques and that it pro-

sides rectifier action at 3S0C. Titanium
sub-dioxide is not the best possible ma-
terial, but Redemske says Servomechan-

isms has better ones which he declines

to identify. Servomechanisms has not

yet investigated carrier injection proper-

ties of these materials to detennine

whether transistor action can be

achieved, but this is on the agenda.

Research into high temperature ma-
terials has raised some knotty fabrica-

tion and measurement problems. For
example, to form certain materials into

solid pieces for test or vacuum-evapora-

tion process, they must simultaneously

be subjected to extremely high temper-

atures and pressures.

New Hot Press

Lack of suitable furnaces on the mar-

ket forced Servomechanisms Research

Laboratory to develop its own "hot
press” which can raise material temper-

ature to 3.600C and simultaneously

subject it to compressive force of up
to 6,000 psi. Operation can be carried

out either in a vacuum or with furnace

filled with inert gas at desired pressure.

Laboratory also was forced to design

and build its own measurement fur-

naces for checking critical electrical

properties of materials while sample
is at elevated temperatures.

As promising new materials are

turned up by research, the Vacuum
Film Products division takes them over
to evaluate their suitability for the
vacuum-evaporation process.

WADC contract for development of

500C capacitor calls for device that is

also nuclear radiation resistant. Al-

though no radiation tests have yet been
run on experimental units, Redemske
is hopeful that intentionally distorted

crystal structure required to obtain ma-
teria] with high temperature character-

istics will tend to make it less vulner-

INTRODUCING THE

GREAT NEW AC-DC ADDITION TO THE MILLER LINE

Here is the finest in inert gas and metallic welding

Complete pa/dicnla/vi ient on neejueil

mailer electric manufacturing co., inc.

APPLETON, WISCONSIN
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EXPERIMENTAL hot press, developed by

Servomechanisms for research in new ma-
terials, can subject them to 3.600C tem-

perature and 6,000 psi. compressive force
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”Beuare of the $c&rk!
The nation's first intercontinental missile . . . the Air Force’s Northrop

Snark SM-62. Equipped with a nuclear warhead, the Snark is a so-called

air-breathing missile which travels in the earth’s atmosphere. Its compact
design presents a smaller target for radar, interceptors, or anti-aircraft

Extremely mobile, the Snark can be air lifted to any site within a few
hours.

The pilotless bomber is powered by a Pratt-Whitney Aircraft J-57 turbo-

jet engine equipped with a Holley compressor bleed governor. It flies in

near-sonic speeds above the weather over the longest range yet possible by
a missile in the free world today.

Like all Holley engine controls, the compressor bleed governor is depend-
able, easy to service, compact and lightweight — four vital qualities for

aviation equipment.

LEADER IN THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT. AND MAN-
UFACTURE OF AVIATION FUEL METERING DEVICES.

11955 E. NINE MILE ROAD, VAN DYKE, MICHIGAN

able to radiation damage. Confiiniation

must await scheduled tests at the

Brookhaven reactor.

Servomechanisms has no target time-

table for setting up to supply high tem-
perature components on a production

basis—except for its Army Signal Corps
potentiometer facility. Redemskc docs

not minimize the amount of materials

research that lies ahead, but he says

that considerable progress has already

been made. It appears reasonable to

predict that Servomechanisms may be-

come a source for extremely high tem-

perature components, in a variety of

types, within the next five years.

Equally important. Servomechanisms’

progress to date can be expected to spur

established component manufacturers

to investigate the promising vacuum-
evaporation process.

Expansions, Changes
In Avionics Industry

National-El Ray Co.. North Holly-

wood, Calif., is name of new firm

formed by merger of El Ray Motor Co.,

maker of miniature motors. Valeo
Engineering Co., maker of ceramic

capacitors, and National Electronics

Corp.. manufacturer of filters, trans-

formers and avionic heating devices.

John N. Valianos is president of new
firm: plants are located at 11747 and
11S45 Vose St.

Other recently announced expansions
and changes in the avionics industry:

• American Machine & Metals, Inc.,

has purchased name and certain assets

of Rahm Instruments. Inc., and leased

the latter’s plant at Westbury. N. V.

New acquisition, to be known as Rahm
Instruments division, manufactures
electro-mechanical instruments for air-

craft and missiles.

• American Bosch Anna Corp. has
launched S2 million expansion and
modernization of the Carden Citv.

N. Y„ plant of its Anna division. Plans

call for an S.000 sq. ft. "sterile area"

for making inertial guidance com-
ponents and 22,000 sq. ft. of new as-

sembly facilities.

• C. P. Clare & Co., Chicago, maker
of relays and components, will build
new $1.25 million, 40,000 sq. ft. plant

at Fairview, N. C., where company has
been operating for two years in leased

quarters. Completion is scheduled for

June 1958.
• Westinghouse Electric Corp. has com-
pleted new 100.000 sq. ft. wing at its

Air Arm division plant in Baltimore.
• Hydel, Inc., is name of new auto-

matic control research and develop-

ment organization formed by 10 former
members of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology’s Dynamic Analvsis

and Control Laboratory. New company,
which has opened temporary hcad-

Talos Guidance
Powerful AN/SPG-49 radar will provide

missile .bv bouncing radar energy off attack-

ing aircraft. Semi-active guidance system

on target. Spcrrv (otoscope Co., which de-

veloped the SPG-49, holds more than S47
million in production contracts plus more
than $51.5 million for similar AN/SPQ-5
missile guidance radars for the Terrier anti-

aircraft missile.

quarters at 99 First St., Cambridge,
Mass., is headed by Emery St. George.
Jr. Hydel plans to develop and manu-
facture new control components and
systems as well as provide consulting

service to industry.

• Transval Engineering Corp., Culver

City. Calif., has licensed Canadian Ap-
plied Research Ltd., Toronto, to pro-

duce certain of Transval’s airborne

transistorized power supplies.

c nmnnr- -
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Communications Slip-Stick—Variety

of communication system problems can
be speedily solved and effect of change
in parameters evaluated on new Glen-
nite communication system calculator

developed by Gulton Industries, Metu-
elicn. N. I. New slide rule, priced at

S2.00, takes into account such variables

as transmitter power, frequency, re-

ceiver bandwidth, input noise figure,

input signal level, path loss, antenna
gain and total path distance and hori-

zontal ray distance.

Short Circuit Protection—Tlansistor-

ized a.c. to d.c. converters, which suf-

fer no damage from short circuit across
load and whose short circuit current
drops to about 10% of rated current
within about 50 microseconds, have
been developed by Transval Engineer-
ing Corp., Culver City, Calif. Initial

current surge after short circuit reaches

about 150% of full load current but
lasts only about 1 5 microseconds, com-

RCA and IBM Exchange Patents—
Non-exclusive agreement to exchange
licenses on digital computer and data

processing machine patents has been
signed by Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica and International Business Machines

Cause of Failure—Misapplication of

only 5% of the components in avionic

equipment produced 55% of the high
failure rates, according to post-mortem
analysis made by Hughes Aircraft Co.
on 5 million sample parts in 18,000

Calling All Authors—The 1958 Elec-

tronic Components Conference, to be
held April 22-24 at Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, is seeking technical papers

on components, including transistors

and tubes and their application, and
component reliability. Potential au-

thors should write to E. E. Brewer,

Convair. Pomona, Calif., before Nov.
15.

Keen Competition-Radio Corpora-
tion of America, originally set up as

second source producer of Hughes in-

terceptor fire control systems, now is

hotly competing with Hughes to get
RCA-developed system on medium-
range interceptor "being developed by
North American Aviation. One of

RCA’s big talking points is the long
range of its new airborne radar. At one
point several months ago, USAF re-

portedly was considering possibility of

using RCA radar in Hughes fire control

system going into F-106.

Signed and Sealed—Contract awards
recently announced include:

• Westinghouse Electric has received

$10 million Navy Bureau of Aeronautics
contract for production of Aero 21-B
radar-directed bomber tail turret sys-

tems for use on A3Ds and a $9 million

contract from Bureau of Ships for ship-

board air-search radars.

• Avco’s Crosley Division has received

Air Force letter contract for continu-
ing production of B-52 radar-directed

tail turrets. Initial figure is $1 million,

but is expected to reach S10 million by
completion of program.

Traffic Control Studies—Armour Re-
search Foundation is using digital com-
puter to simulate flow of air traffic in

study sponsored by Array Signal Engi-

neering Laboratories and Air Navigation

Development Board. Objective is to de-

termine effect of changes in route struc-

ture and rules of the control system on
air traffic capacity.
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Brazed all-metal honeycomb sandwich saves

vital pounds in high-speed missiles

HEAT AND STRESS RESISTANT materials

are of vital importance in the

exciting area of missile technology.

Stainless steels and high alloys are

the best bet to date for hot-speed

applications—but the specific gravi-

ties of these materials present a

problem. Solar advanced technology

has helped solve this problem with

all-metal honeycomb sandwiches.

Solite®—a steel and high alloy

sandwich structure developed by
Solar— is a brazed material of foil-

thin ribbons bonded between metal

skins. It is lightweight, has remark-

able heat resistance at speeds

approaching Mach 3 and can with-

stand pressures that would crumple

unstructured metals.

Large new electric furnaces— the

only ones of their type — were
designed by Solar to braze the

sandwich structures. In addition to

stainless steel, various high alloys

are used for the honeycomb cores,

and research in the use of other

metals is in progress. For more than

a decade Solar has placed special

emphasis on guided missile technol-

ogy-developing new metalworking

techniques for the missile age.

Solar’s versatile missile team is

available now! For more informa-

tion write to Missile Engineering,

Dept. D-90, Solar Aircraft Com-
pany, San Diego 12, California.

Designers, developers and manu-
facturers of gas turbine engines,

expansion joints and aircraft engine,

airframe and missile components.

SOLARW ......

ENGINEERS WANTED Unlimited oppor-
tunities, challenging protects, good lining

with Solar! Write for new brochure.

Infrared Simulates Aerodynamic Heating
By Robert H. Cushman

Infrared heat lamps that simulate

thermal thickets are expected to soon
take their place alongside supersonic

wind tunnels and stress stands as im-

portant development tools for super-

sonic aircraft and missiles.

Largest sales effort on this new type

of facility has been from the aviation

section of Westinghouse's Transporta-

tion Sales Dept., East Pittsburgh

Works, Pittsburgh, Pa., but other com-
panies such as Spar, a small electronic

firm in Wyncote, Pa., General Electric

Co., the exclusive supplier of the heat-

ing lamps, and Research Inc., Minne-
apolis, Minn., are selling components
and arc considering offering integrated

Westinghouse estimates the dollar

volume for this particular type of test-

ing equipment to be $24-5 million over

the next year.

Lamps Form Oven

The ETSTFs (elevated temperature
structural test facilities) or components
thereof being produced by these com-
panies consist of batteries of GE 1-3

quartz crystal heat lamps arranged

around the tested aircraft or missile

The heat lamps are run at many
times above the rated 1,000 watts and
in effect form a radiant heat oven which
will produce skin temperatures rising

at about 150F per second to 2,500F
temperature levels.

The lamps are divided into groups
which are spotted over the test part

proportionally to the expected aero-

dynamic heating which has been either

calculated or deduced from various flight

tests.

Each of the lamp groups in turn is

hooked into its own control channel
and programmed to follow a curve

which represents the heating variation

of that section over the duration of a

particular flight mission.

Tire purpose is to find out under con-

trolled conditions just how the aero-

dynamic heat from the skin flows in

through frames and fuel tanks, etc., to

the interior of the vehicle. It is im-
portant to know this because the rapid

heat flow in a high-speed missile may
cause such unexpected catastrophies as

buckling of the load-carrying members
due to unbalanced thermal expansion,

erratic or unstable flight due to thermal

warping of the flight surfaces or failure

of internal electronic and propulsion

components due to overly rapid heat

flow.

Manufacturers Interested

At present ETSTF installations arc

limited, but interest from nearly all the

major airframe companies indicate that

installations will be built up rapidly.

Among those who either have tempera-

ture simulating equipment or who are

interested in purchasing this type of

equipment are: Chrysler Corp.'s Missile

Division, Boeing Airplane Co., Lock-

heed Aircraft Corp., North American
Aviation, Inc., Republic Aviation Corp..

Convair, Bell Aircraft Corp., the Mar-
tin Co.’s Denver division, the Army’s

CLOSEUP of quartz-crystal heat lamps directed down on portion of aircraft wing in Spar

experimental run. Small spots on skin arc for thermocouple leads; in actual tests high tem-

perature strain gages would be used too. For picture of actual thermal test being ran bv
North American Aviation see AW Jan. 21, page 67.
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SCHEMATIC of WcsKnghouse ETSTF (left) and diagram of Spar circuit (right). While Westinghousc uses a drum-type programmer

developed by members of Redstone Arsenal, Spar uses cither a partially blaukcd-off cathode ray tube or signals from tape. Spar

believes that a pulse-width modulated system using tape input will provide the most compact, flexible method of programming the

Redstone Arsenal at Huntsville, Ala.

Two of the most elaborate facilities

in existence are at the Navy’s Aero-

nautical Structures Laboratory, Phila-

delphia, and at USAF's Structures

Laboratory, Wright Aeronautical De-
velopment Center, Dayton, Ohio.

The original portion of the USN
equipment consists of 4,000 kva.

divided into 40 channels of 100 kva.

each.

Navy Equipment

Each channel is controlled by a
saturable core reactor (magnetic ampli-

fiers) programmed by a Spar cathode

ray tube curve follower. Temperature
feedback from a thermocouple on the

test specimen is used to keep the test

model's skin temperature close to the

program curve.

The Navy is now in the process of

adding another 4,000 kva. The addi-

tional power will be composed of 12

channels of 350 kva. each in which
faster response rate ignitron electronic

power controls by Westinghousc will

be substituted for the saturable core

reactors. With the 8.000 kva. the lab-

oratory expects to be able to cover 1,200

sq. ft.’ model surface. The laboratory’s

present test work is directed toward

finding out how structure frequency

changes with heating rates for the pre-

diction of high speed flutter phe-

The USAF WADC set-up was origi-

nally developed from saturable core

reactors controlled by programmers
made by Research, Inc. However the

time lags inherent in saturable core

reactors have caused stability problems
during rapid thermal accelerations and
USAF has reportedly become interested

in Westinghousc ignitron tube con-

trol.

The significant difference between
the WADC and USN installations,

though, is that while the USAF facility

attempts to base its test upon the

amount of heat transferred, tire USN
facility settles for skin temperature as

the test reference. While admitting
that the Wright Field approach is theo-

retically the ideal one, the Navy labo-

ratory believes that for the time being

the more measurable quantity of skin

temperature ought to be used.

Drawbacks Experienced

Each has its troubles. The trouble

with using skin temperature is that it

is difficult to calculate. Unless vou

have made actual flight test measure-

ments on a missile or airframe of simi-

lar type, you arc never sure of the

accuracy of the starting point of your

The difficult)' of using heat trans-

ferred starts with the feedback end.

Since there is no known instrument

which will directly measure the heat

transferred to the test item, you must
use such indirect means as either meas-

uring the power you put into the lamps

or introduce a computing element to

take the derivative of the skin tempera-

ture if the skin is sufficiently “ther-

mally thin." In this more complicated
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approach you also have to manufacture
the desired rate of thermal energy input.

This is done by a computing element
which solves the equation of heat trans-

fer coefficient times the temperature

difference between the boundary layer

and the skin.

Inadequate Facilities

A source of error which is to varying

degrees common to both systems is

the present uncertainty about the exact

nature of the heat transfer in the

boundary layer.

Compared to ETSTF needs, workers

in this field feel that most other exist-

ing facilities are both crude and limited

in capacity. In general, surveys show

that the missile developers want faster

responses and higher maximum heat

levels and that the airframe developers

mainly want larger capacity. Thus,
while airframe manufacturers appear to

be satisfied with equipment which
would produce 500-600F skin tempera-

tures (Mach 3.0) at up to 15 minute
durations, missile manufacturers want
heating rates and temperatures as high

as 5,000F in 20 seconds, according to

Spar.

Heat Flow Rates

According to Westinghousc, heat
flow rates would be up to 10 kw. per

sq. ft. for airframes and up to 100 kw.

per sq. ftm. for missiles. For the

Vulcan Bomb-Aiming Position

Avro Vulcan B. 1, now starting squadron service in one group of Bomber Command, has
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We design and build:

• Forge Dies

• Trimming Dies

• Investment Molds
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• Forgings
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• Investment Castings
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Wheels
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THERE’S A NEW KIND OF MANNED AIRCRAFT AHEAD
No machine will ever duplicate man's unique ability to

meet an emergency or to make the most of an oppor-
tunity. That is why the air crew team is still the decisive

factor in our nation’s defense-and may always be so.

ity in an all-out effort by the military and industry. They
will be potent additions to the nation’s arsenal.

But for maximum security in the years ahead America

as advanced as that now being developed in missiles. The
combination of man’s judgment and higher-performance
planes may always be our most versatile, flexible, and

These new aircraft will fly so fast, so high, so far that

they will be forerunners of manned spacecraft. They’ll

be able to bomb any target on earth with pinpoint preci-

sion—or to launch the warhead stage of a missile from
the edge of Space. And their advanced automatic elec-

tronic control systems will free the pilot for what only he

can do: make command decisions.

Such aircraft are now in development at North Ameri-
can. Exhaustive studies are being made into every aspect

of the strategic bomber of the future. To this task North

ence in the Free Worfd. North American has built more
supersonic aircraft than all other companies combined.

These studies, in collaboration with the U.S. Air Force,

Weapon System 110, an incredibly fast upper-altitude

manned chemical bomber with global range.

Another outgrowth of North American's supersonic

experience is the X-15, a racket-powered research plane
that will fly man faster and higher than he has ever flown

Again and again, North American has demonstrated
its ability to translate ideal performance into wing-
strength production -accurately, rapidly, and at lowest

possible cost.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

S—t— c AfI

TAKE-OFF AIRBORNE

ASSISTED CLIMB
TD ALTITUDE^ _ -a*

SREAK-AWAY

' O

PUSHER-CRAFT
RETURNS TD RASE

Bomber-Pusher
Tliis All American Engineering concept envisions a four-jet. canard

heavy bombers during' takeoff to shorten takeoff run and help

during initial climb-out. Cockpit is a juncture of fin leading edge

and fuselage. After bomber has reached a predetermined altitude,

pusher plane slows up, detaches its probe from the bomber and

returns to base for the next ship. Illustrations show how concept

would work with a plane pushing a B-47 at rear main landing gear.

immediate future, Westinghouse does
not believe temperature requirements
will go above 2.500F (roughly Mach
15).

Westinghouse quotes S25-50 per lew.

while Spar talks in terms of S3,000-

S4.000 per each 100 kw. channel. A
facility to test a complete B-58 might
cost Si million.

Problems Exist

Before enlarged facilities can be built

and put to profitable use a number of

problems must be solved. The first is

the previously mentioned matter of

unraveling the phenomenon underlying

the transfer of heat in the boundary
layer so that more precise heating pro-

grams may be fed into the tests.

Then there are several more practical

problems which exist down on the test-

ing level.

One problem is that of perfecting a

heat-resistant paint or coating for the

test model so that it will efficiently ab-

sorb nearly all the infra-red energy di-

rected at it.

Saureisen cement and graphite in

lacquer have been utilized but tend to

lose their blackness after repeated heat-

Another is that of how to simultan-

eously apply mechanical loads without
disrupting the IR radiation.

At the present time the Navv is using

high-rateloaders which apply the various

loads by means of rods and are also

time-programmed through the entire

Applying Loads

For the future the test engineers

are considering using small rockets to

apply sudden loads (for example, due
to a sudden turn command) and loads

applied by electro-magnetic fields.

But one of the most forbidding prob-

lems. at least for the smaller companies,

is the problem of a power source for

the large, relatively short, bursts of

electrical energy which arc typical of

missile testing.

Some of the present power controls

further aggravate the situation by pull-

ing a lopsided load power factor-

Power Expensive

In a recent study, the Navy Struc-

tures Laboratory in Philadelphia dis-

covered that it would cost in excess of

a million dollars to have the Philadel-

phia power company put in the addi-

tional lines for another 12,000 kva. of

power to bring their total to 16,000

kva.

Further, the nature of their load

would cause a premium of $1/2 million

annually for power used, even though
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NEW TOOL

FOR USAF’s

NEW TRAINING

CONCEPT!

To increase

Air Force Cadets’ proficiency

as they move into combat jets,

Cessna's T-37 jet trainer

is now in operation.

Advantages:

unique side-by-side seating,

slow landings

with high speeds

and high-altitude performance,

easy handling.

Cadets learn faster,

USAF saves time,

money.

CESSNA AIRCRAFT CO., WICHITA, KANS.

full load over fivethey might not use

hours per year.

Obviously this could be a restraining

factor, especially for the Philadelphia

laboratory, which has entertained plans

of going up to the 30,000 kva. needed

to test a whole aircraft in ten years.

Various alternate power schemes for the

ETSTF are now under consideration.

One of the most promising is to invest

in SI million worth of storage batteries

which can be recharged at leisure. The
d.c. output of the batteries would be
controlled by a special electronic sys-

tem now under development.

Helmet Visor Worn Up in Normal Flight
Highlight of the Taylor pressure hel-

met is that face visor is normally open,

eliminating possibility' of fogging and
giving pilot a sense of freedom. If

cabin pressure fails, visor is lowered
and locked into position by the same
pressure-sensing system that operates

pilot's pressure suit. Thus pilot can be
free of the visor as long as cabin pres-

sure remains normal.

Three-photo sequence (top to bot-

tom) shows how visor is lowered to

protect pilot in case of cabin pressure

loss. Other features of helmet include

hatch at center bottom for in-flight

feeding, quick release and crash protec-

tion. Helmet was developed in coop-

eration with Royal Air Force and In-

stitute of Aviation Medicine, Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough.

G.Q. Parachute Company’s pressure

helmet, with sun visor, is shown on
dummy garbed in complete high alti-

tude flying gear (upper right). G.Q.’s

pressure helmet alone (lower right) was
also developed in collaboration with
the Institute of Aviation Medicine.
Sign referring to Canberra’s altitude

record is misleading since crew wore
different type of helmet on that flight.
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Boeing’s B-52 for SAC
to be equipped with

SUNDSTRAND DRIVES

The Strategic Air Command's Boeing B-52’s are now scheduled to

be equipped with Sundstrand Constant Speed Drives. Four Sund-

strand Drives will provide—under all conditions—the precise fre-

quency control and accurate load division that is mandatory in an

automatic, paralleled, 400-cycle electrical system. In addition to

their inherent reliability, Sundstrand Drives will contribute to im-

proved aircraft performance because of lighter weight and higher

efficiency. Application of Sundstrand Drives on the Stratofortress

gives further evidence of the record of reliability and performance

that keeps Sundstrand first in constant speed drives.

SUNDSTRAND
AV I AT ION

CONSTANT SPEED DRIVES AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES



More Than Meets
Requirements”

...in WESTINGHOUSE
Fighter Armament Control System

A miniature KLIXON M-l Thermostat

plays a vital role in the effective operation of the Aero 13 fighter

armament control system developed by Westinghouse for U. S.

Navy use. This KLIXON Thermostat, which conforms with mili-

tary specifications MIL-E-5272A and MIL-T-5574A, limits tem-

perature in the pressurized compartment of fighter planes in which

the Aero 13 system is installed.

Westinghouse has elaborate programs of quality control, test,

and inspection at the Air Arm Division to make certain that the

highest standards possible are maintained.

Their tests show that the KLIXON M-l Thermostat meets the

requirements in its particular application in the Aero 13 fighter

armament control system which is manufactured by Westinghouse

for the U. S. Navy.

You can count on good performance from KLIXON controls in

critical aircraft and guided missile applications.

Write now for special catalog of precision thermostats.

METALS&CONTROLS 111 CORPORATION
Spencer Thermostat Division UJj 2809 foresl s,feet, A|||eb0f°. Mass.

Kuyoil

MULTI-FACETED runway reflector contains

7,500 reflective prisms.

Low Cost Reflector

Aids Landing. Taxiing
Highly reflective, inexpensive plastic

runway reflector for airports with un-
lightcci landing strips has been devel-

oped bv Dynamic Specialties, Inc.,

Birmingham, Mich. There are over

5.500 unlightcd airports in the U. S.,

according to Civil Aeronautics Admin-
istration figures. The three-inch units

can also serve as taxiway guidance re-

flectors for larger, lighted airports.

Dynamic Specialties says 20,0 re-

flectors have been ordered for taxi

strip use at Chicago’s Midway Airport;

a permanent installation will be made
at Birmingham's Bcrz Field.

Reflector is made of Plexiglas. Its 12

sides each have three facets placed at

different angles to pick up maximum
illumination from plane’s landing lights.

Each unit contains 7.500 separate

prisms placed 360 deg. around reflector.

Reflective facet placement allows re-

flector to be seen from any point of

the compass and from almost any height

or approach angle. This allows pilot

to use the reflectors to locate a run-

way from the air, then circle and use

units as guidance for landing.

Manufacturer Says most effective

spacing is 50 ft. apart at approach end
of runway, gradually spreading to 100

ft. Units', which arc virtually weather-

proof. arc supported by lightweight

metal rods stuck in ground.

Reflectors, strung on ropes or

mounted on buoys, could be useful in

marking seadromes, according to the

maker. They can also be mounted
on wind arrows for night visibility.

Units can be supplied in clear (which

is the most brilliant), amber, red or

green. Larger six-inch model will be
available in about two months.

Current thrcc-inch size sells for S1.9S.

In quantities of 200 or more, cost is

slightly less than SI each.
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Would you bet
Every Air Cruisers engineer has been asked

this question 1,001 times. Simply because the

lives of others often do depend on his work.

Take the life jacket pictured here as an ex-

ample. It keeps the disaster victim—even an

unconscious victim— in proper breathing
position.

This "heads up" life jacket is a result of

Air Cruisers' continuous research in survival

problems. It was made available to the aviation

industry and the military only when the answer

VOUR life on it?

to that familiar question became "yes."

In recent years, almost every significant de-

velopment in lightweight survival products has

come from Air Cruisers.

Now we are applying the careful design and

production policies which achieved leader-

ship in the rubberized fabric field to the manu-
facture of lightweight industrial plastics and
radiation shielding.

And we’re making them as though our lives

depended on it.

DON

CRUISERS DIVISIOn
BELMAR, NEW JERSEY



SEEING EYE
Infrared systems research at Perkin-Elmer helps provide

“
super-sight” for military aircraft

In modem military aircraft the art of seeing requires a specialized science. Its

name is infrared.

Infrared systems were bom of the limitations which altitude, darkness and
signal jamming placed on conventional reconnaissance devices. Today, infrared

systems for reconnaissance and offensive-defensive detection are becoming stand-

ard equipment on our latest aircraft. Perkin-Elmer has pioneered in the infrared

and optical research which has made these systems possible.

Perkin-Elmer is maintaining its long leadership in the design and manu-
facture of the majority of infrared analytical instruments in use today.

Its design and production know-how have commanded respect throughout
the world. For the military. Perkin-Elmer is actively engaged in the development
of new infrared systems. Some of the results that have been achieved may be
seen in a special film available for showing to persons who can establish proper
clearance and need to know. For information, please write us at 770 Main Avenue,
Norwalk, Conn.

Perkin-Elmer
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OFF THE LINE

Calidyne Co. of Winchester, Mass.

is building Sl-million, 46,000 sq. ft.

plant under an expansion program. Fa-

rt

cilitv, which will be completed in earlv

1958, is in Woburn, Mass., near Bos-

ton. Calidyne makes electrodynamic vi-

bration test equipment.

Scats for Lockheed's turboprop Elcc-

tra will be manufactured by Hardman
Tool & Engineering Co. under Lock-

heed specifications. Seats will include

luxury chairs, sleeperette and high den-

sity types. Hardman is already in pro-

duction on special lounge seating for

the Elcctra.

Paper-backed volume containing

about 30 papers on X-ray diffraction,

spectrography, and instrumentation will

be available about mid-November at

S4.50 per copy. Volume contains the

proceedings of the Sixth Annual Con-
ference on Industrial Applications of

X-Ray Analysis held by the Denver Re-

search Institute, University of Denver,

Denver 10, Colo.

Fusible silicone rubber tapes available

from the Silicones division, Union Car-
bide Corp. Tapes, which become sticky

only under pressure, represent a com-
plete departure from usual silicone rub-

bers which are noted for their non-

sticking properties. Feature of the tapes

is their resistance to loss of hardness

under heat. Tape applications include
cable wrapping for electronic equipment
on aircraft and submarines. Address: 30

E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

First commercial unit of the Cole-

Vac airfield vacuum cleaner has been
delivered to Boeing Airplane Co. by
Coleman Engineering Co., Inc. Fruc-

hauf Trailer Co., which will handle
Cole-Vac manufacturing and sales, is

currently bidding on 23 sendee test

units of the machine for the Air Force

and Navy.

Engine test cell, capable of handling
Rolls-Royce RDa. 1 and RDa. 8 Dart
turboprop engines, is being built by
Continental Air Lines near Stapleton

Airfield, Denser. Installation will cost

about $250,000. CAL is getting 15

Vickers Super Viscounts, starting

March 1958.

SHOULD YOU SWITCH TO
ROCKET SCIENCE NOW?

Let RMI’s Self-Evaluating

test help you make your

decision . • «

in your own home .

Determine for yourself—immediately—whether

your training in your present position qualifies

you for the vast opportunities in rocket science.

Reaction Motors, America's first rocket engine

company, has prepared a technical test for men
with three to five years professional engineering

experience. You can take this test at home . .

.

and evaluate the results for yourself.

Send for the test that applies to your particular

field of engineering, physics or chemistry. The

problems are typical of the kind rocket scientists

work with every day. Take the test at your leisure,

and score it with the answer sheet provided.

If you score well in the test, you may be ready

right now to take your place at RMI in America's

fastest-growing industry ... to work creatively in

an exciting new field ... to enjoy high pay and
unusual opportunities for advancement and pro-

fessional recognition.

Fill out and send in the coupon below for your

copy of SMI’s Technical Test.

FIMl REACTION MOTORS, INC.
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FASTENER PROBLEM WHAT'S NEW

Self-positioning blind fastener

for jet engine flange assemblies

There have been two commonly used methods for fastening flange-type assem-
blies on jet engines—for such applications as attaching compressor to rotor sec-

tions; stator diaphragms to case sections; and securing air seals. The most common
design practice has been to use a flange structure thick enough to provide tapped

bolt holes with sufficient metal thread length to carry the design load. (Illustration

“A”) Method number two was to use a thinner flange section supplemented by
reinforcing metal “tapping" strip with threaded bolt holes. In both cases the flange

assembly carried a heavy weight penalty, and extra labor and material costs were
involved in the installation of the locking devices or extra assemblies.

Solution; Such applications have become even more critical with the development
of engine designs which eliminate the main rotor shaft by consecutively fastening

each compressor stage to its neighbor. The need for a dependable time-and-

weight-saving “blind” fastener is met by ESNA's Type ZL2440 self-wrenching

locknut. The shank on this Elastic Stop® nut is permanently flared into place on
the bolting flange. The part is prevented from turning by an eccentric lug on the

nut which bears against a shoulder on the flange. (Illustration “B")

Type ZL2440 is manufactured from A286 alloy stainless steel to guarantee

exceptional tensile performance at elevated temperatures. The ESNA longbeam
locking device assures dependable, tested, self-locking

performance at elevated temperatures. This new fas-

tening method provides major weight savings through
flange redesign; it also results in assembly time savings

and lower costs.

MAIL OUR COUPON for design information on

the ZL2440 nut and other ESNA self-locking

fasteners.

m

Publications Received:
Thermal Stresses—by B. E. Gatewood—
Pub. McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New York
36, N. Y. $14.00; 458 pp.
This publication covers all phases of

the design problem at elevated tempera-
tures. Special applications are given to

airplanes, missiles, turbine and nuclear

Fasteners Handbook—by Julius Soled,
P. E.—Pub. Rienhold Publishing Corp.,

430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
$12.50; 657 pp.

Pertinent data, illustrations and full

page descriptions supply you with de-
tailed infonnation on currently avail-

able fasteners.

Physical and Thermodynamic Proper-
ties of Titanium Compounds—Pub. The
Office of Naval Research; Superinten-
dent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
$2.00; 448 pp.
This book brings together in one

place the existing thermodynamic and
physical data on compounds of current
or potential interest to the extractive

metallurgy of titanium.

Aircraft Hydraulic Design—bv George
Keller—Pub. Applied Hydraulics Maga-
zine, The Industrial Publishing Cor-
poration, 812 Huron Road, Cleveland

15, Ohio. S3.50.

The first book dealing with hydraulic
component and system design for high-
speed, piloted aircraft and missiles.

Reports Available:
The following reports were sponsored

by the Office of Technical Services,

United States Department of Com-
merce, Washington 25, D. C.
Tantalum Determination—by R. W.
Moshier and J. E. Schwarbcrg, Wright
Air Development Center, U. S, Force:

SI.00; 39 pp.; (PB 121819).

Development of Lean-Alloy Chromium-
Nickel Stainless Steels for High Tem-
perature Use—by Cornell Aeronautical

Laboratory, Inc., for Bureau of Aero-
nautics, U. S. Navv: $2.25; 86 pp.; (PB
121026).

Temper Brittleness of Boron-Treated
Steel—by S. J. Rosenberg, National Bu-
reau of Standards for Wright Air De-
velopment Center, U. S. Air Force:

$1.75; 66 pp.; (PB 121889).

Development of Cast Iron-Base Alloys

of Austenitic Type for High Resistance
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and Scale-Resistance—by F. Ebcrlc, J. H.
Hoke and W. E. Lyda, Babcock and
Wilcox Co. Research Center for Wright
Air Development Center, U. S. Air

Force: $2.50; 99 pp.; (PB 121950).

Summary of Joint FIL-TDC Simulation

Activities in Air Traffic Control—bv
S. M. Berkowitz, E. L. Fritz and R. S.

Miller, Franklin Institute Laboratories

for Research and Development and
Technical Development Center, Civil

Aeronautics Administration: $1.00; 32

pp.; (PB 121919).

Comparison of Four Methods of En-
coding Elevation Information with
Complex Line-Inclination Symbols—by
D. B. Learner and E. A. Allusi, Ohio
State University and OSU Research
Foundation for Wright Air Develop-
ment Center. U. S. Air Force: $.75; 27

pp.; (PB 131001).

The Effect of Various Ilcat Treatment
Cvcles Upon the Mechanical Properties

of Titanium Allovs with Various Inter-

stitial Levels-by B. F. Hadley, G. W.
Bauer and D. Evers. Mallory-Sharon
Titanium Corp. for Wright Air Devel-

opment Center, U. S. Air Force: $5.50;

220 pp.; (PB 131009).

The Effect of Microstructural Variables

and Interstitial Elements on the Fatigue
Behavior of Titanium and Commercial
Titanium Allovs—bv C. B. Dittmar,

G. W. Bauer and D. Evers, Mallory-

Sharon Titanium Corp. for Wright Air

Development Center, U. S. Air Force:

$2.50; 96 pp.; (PB 121972).

Research on Elevated Temperature Re-

sistant Ceramic Structural Adhesives—
by II. G. Lcfort, R. M. Spriggs and
D. G. Bennett, University of Illinois

for Wright Air Development Center,

U. S. Air Force: $2.00; 74 pp.; (PB
121941).

Atomic Energy Commission Studies on
Health and Safety: AECU-3488 World-
wide Effects of Atomic Weapons, Proj-

ect Sunshine, Aug. 1953: $.55; 104 pp.
ANL-5684 Environmental Radioactiv-

ity at Argonne National Laboratory, Re-

port for the Year 1955, Feb. 1957: $.25:

29 pp.

ANL-5684 Gloves for Protective Enclo-

sures, May 1957: $.25; 22 pp.

NYG-4714 Radiation Protection With-
in a Standard Housing Structure, Nov.
1956: $.15; 10 pp.

ORNL-2304 A Study of the Distribu-

tion and Excretion of Uranium in Man,
an Interim Report, n. d.: $.40; 58 pp.

WT-1218 Evaluation of Various Types
of Personnel Shelters Exposed to an

Atomic Explosion, Operation Teapot,

PILOT WITH A PAST-
AND A FUTURE
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Nevada Test Site, Project 34.1 and 34.3,

May 1956: SI. 10; 122 pp.

Jet Deflector Fence Gets Test
Smoke, heat, debris and some noise arc deflected by section of Model CV 10-12 jet

blast screen tested at Castle AFB near Merced. Calif.' Fence consists of 10-ft-long, one-

ton sections that stand 12-ft. high when erected at 60-dcg. angle. Air Force has erected

5,000-ft. fence at Castle. Exhaust blast is deflected 90 deg. upward by 18 curved, lateral

vanes. Positioning fence at angle eliminates pressure buildup, permits unrestricted flow

of high-velocity blast. Boeing designed screen, which was fabricated by John Bean Div.

of Food Machinery & Chemical Co., San Jose, Calif.

the LEWIS ENGINEERING COMPANY
naugatuck, Connecticut

UR-487 Species Difference in the Meta-
bolism of Polonium 210, Apr. 1957:

S.20; 17 pp-

UR-488 Some Effects of Thickness of

the Layer in Protection Against Flash

Bums by Creams, May 1957: S.20; 15

pp.

WT-1182 Utilization of Telemetering

Techniques on Evaluating Residual Ra-
dioactive Contamination. Operation
Teapot, Nevada Test Site, Project 30.2,

Fcb.-Mav 1955, Nov. 1956: S.25; 21 pp.
WT-1186 Measurement of Off-site

Fall-out by Automatic Monitoring Sta-

tions, Operation Teapot, Nevada Test
Site, Project 30.1, Feb.-May 1955, June
1957: S.20; 20 pp.

UR-489 Protection from Radiant Ther-
mal Energy bv Fabrics Used as a Shield.

June 1957: S-i5; 10 pp.

WT-1178A Beta Skin-dose Measure-
ments by Specially Designed Film-pack
Dosimeters, Operation Teapot, Nevada
Test Site, Project 37.2 Feb.-Mav 1955,

May 1957: S.25; 24 pp.

Telling the Market
Revision of Screw Thread Standard

H.28 and illustrated description of new
gaging requirements, brochure, O-Vee
Gauge Co., 3626 West Slauson Avc..

Los Angeles 43, Calif. . . . Over four

hundred electrical products and fasten-

ing devices illustrated and described,

"Hi” catalog No. 12-B, Holub Indus-

tries, Inc.. Sycamore, 111. . . . Specifi-

cations of electrical vacuum gages for

continuous measurement of low abso-

lute pressure. Data Sheet 560, Vacuum
Equipment Division, F. J. Stokes Corp.,

5500 Tabor Rd„ Philadelphia 20, Pa.

Prices, stock and delivery information

on company's lines of stainless steel and
nylon fastenings, catalog, Anti-Corro-
sive Metal Products Co.. Inc., Castle-

ton-on-Hudson, N. V. . . . RCA High
intensity Noise Systems brochure (Form
3R3182) covers specifications, gives ap-

plication information, describes testing

procedure, etc.. Radio Corporation of

America, Electronic Instruments sec-

tion, Bldg. 15-5, Camden 2, N. J.

Illustrated description of lubrication

systems, automatic protections, and vol-

umes and pressures of unit type and Lc
Roi stationary air compressors, two-

color folder. Sales Promotion Dept..

Le Roi Division, Westinghouse Air

Brake Co., Milwaukee, Wise. . . . Fea-
tures and specifications of hydraulic

power packs for simultaneous operation
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VAPOFLASH
Here Is How VAPOFLASH' Is Used:

Four or more vapoflash pneumatic
phobes are mounted in the turbine exit

gas stream to provide an average meas-
urement of the gas temperature. Com-
pressor discharge pressure is fed through
a fixed restrictor to a manifold pipe con-
necting all vapoflash probes. The control
pressure leads to the engine fuel control.

When the gas stream temperature acts
upon the control band, the vapoflash
probes begin to bleed air to the atmos-
phere, reducing the control pressure
proportionally. The power level of this
control pressure signal is such that
greatly simplified mechanisms can be
used to modulate engine fuel flow. The
vapoflash technique is equally applica-
ble to afterburner fuel control and vari-
able exhaust nozzle control.

A vapoflash switch provides single-

pole. single-throw electrical contact ac-
tuation at a desired gas temperature.
When calibrated to a higher set point
than the pneumatic probe, this unit will

provide an electrical control signal for
emergency over-ride action.

The vapoflash principle is also available
as a temperature probe to control fluid
pressure directly as a function of tem-
perature. This configuration is partic-
ularly advantageous when applied in a
rocket gas generator control.

Get complete technical detailsand appli-
cation data about vapoflash in its three
forms. We are confident that our long
experience and extensive facilities for
developing, manufacturing and testing
jet engine control components can be of
practical value to you. For full informa-
tion and engineering counsel, please ad-
dress your inquiry to our headquarters
plant, Danbury, Connecticut.

THE VAPOFLASH
RUGGED... SHOCK RESISTANT...

FAST RESPONSE... EASY TO INSTALL

Standard VAPOFLASH control elements are

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC.
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS DIVISION • DANBURY, CONNECTICUT • INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
OUR AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS INCLUDE: TURBOJET ENGINE TEMPERATURE CONTROL AMPLIFIERS • ELECTRONIC
AMPLIFIERS • PRESSURE SWITCHES FOR ROCKETS. JET ENGINE AND AIRFRAME APPLICATIONS • PRESSURE GAUGES
THERMOCOUPLES • FUEL CONTROL VAIVES • HYDRAULIC VALVES • JET ENGINE AFTERBURNER CONTROL SYSTEMS
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Advance your knowledge, talents and personal growth in the most
modern engineering and research laboratories. Gain swift, sure technical

progress. Enjoy top responsibility, professional recognition including all

AC-GM material benefits and advantages.

If you have a BS degree either as an EE or ME and have three to ten years

applicable electronic experience, we offer you a broad range of challenging

opportunities in the fields of Avionics, Inertial Guidance, Computers
(Analog-Digital), Jet Engine Fuel Controls, Automotive-Aeronautical Elec-

tro-Mechanical Devices. Send resume *Mr. Cecil E. Sundeen, Supervisor of

Technical Employment.

General Motors Corporation
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of up to four fastener installation tools.

Form 8-425. Huck Manufacturing Co.,

2480 Bellevue Ave., Detroit 7. Mich.

Fabricating procedures and proper-

ties and applications of 17-4 PII and
17-7 PH stainless steels, booklet P. O.

4757, Product Information Service,

Armco Steel Corp., Middletown, Ohio.

. . . Characteristics, application data

and specifications of porous sintered

stainless steel filters, Catalog 54-101,

The Cuno Engineering Corp., Meriden,

Conn.

Description and illustration of pat-

ented self locking, scaling and adjusting

principle of Nylok-Detroit threaded

parts, manual, Nvlok-Dctroit Corp.,

1100 N. Woodward Ave., Birmingham.
'Mich. . . . Machine Tool Controls cata-

log for all types of machine tool users

in aircraft, missile production, etc.,

True-Tracc Sales Corp., 9850 East

Kush St., El Monte 44. Calif.

Performance characteristics of re-

designed, rc-cnginccrcd and re-evaluated

IRC fixed composition resistors. Tech-
nical Data Bulletin B-1C, International

Resistance Co., 401 North Broad St.,

Philadelphia 8. Pa. . . . Color brochure

describes Hi-Torque Bolt configuration,

Hi-Shear Rivet Tool Co., 2600 West
247th St., Torrance, Calif.

Residual Stresses in Cold Finished
Steel Bars and Their Effect on Manu-
factured Parts, pocket-size book. La
Salle Steel Co., Hammond, Ind. . . .

Application data on Drive-Pin Blind

Rivets, catalog, Dcutsch Fastener Corp.,

Dept. 56, P.O. Box 61072. Los Angeles

61, Calif. . . . Illustrated description of
standard rated gas-fired muffle furnaces.

Bulletin SC-179, Surface Combustion
Corp., Toledo 1, Ohio.

ENGINEER OPPORTUNITIES AT RAYTHEON

FLIGHT TEST READY TO START as Raytheon engineer conducts final check.

Ho works with some of our country’s top design engineers on aircraft navi-

gational and guidance systems.

Help design new coherent radar systems

for aircraft navigation and guidance

Small project groups with full systems responsibility, working on
the most interesting and advanced radar and navigational prob-
lems of the day — this is the atmosphere at Raytheon’s Maynard
Laboratory.

A company with many engineer-managers—experienced execu-
tives with young ideas—tends to create an exceptional environment
for your professional development. Other Raytheon benefits:

excellent starting salaries, regular reviews for merit increases;

town or country living in beautiful New England.

We now have opportunities for men at all experience levels in:

CIRCUIT DESIGN
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT DESIGN
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
MAGNETIC COMPONENT DESIGN

MICROWAVE DESIGN
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS WRITING

For more information on any of the above or other related fields,

contact John J. Oliver, P.O. Box 87A, Raytheon Maynard
Laboratory, Maynard, Mass.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Excellence in Electronics
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New High-Strength Stainless Steel

with guaranteed ultimate
tensile strength of 225,000 psi
Commercially available in all forms. Offers new design possibilities for service up to 1000 F.

Armco PH 15-7 Mo is a new stainless steel specifically developed

to meet the need for aircraft materials that will withstand the

stresses and heat imposed on high-speed airframes. It is a precipitation-

hardening stainless similar to Armco 17-7 PH, a grade that is

used extensively in the newest and fastest aircraft and missiles.

Meets Industry-Specified Requirements
These are prime requirements for aircraft metals stipulated

by aircraft manufacturers: Higher mechanical properties at room and
elevated temperatures, good fabricating characteristics,

availability in the forms and thicknesses needed, and good
corrosion resistance.

All are met by Armco PH 15-7 Mo. It offers the best combination

of characteristics for airframes that must operate up to 1000 F,

including those designs requiring thin sheet and foil.

Typical Tensile Properties of Armco PH 15-7 Mo Sheets Condition RH 950

75 F 600 F 800 F 1000 F

Ultimate strength, psi 240,000 204,000 183,000 129,000

0.2% Yield strength, psi... 215,000 173,000 155,000 100,000

Elongation, % in 2
"

6 6 8 14

Hardness, Rockwell C48 — — —

Excellent Workability, Simple Heat Treatment
Armco PH 15-7 Mo can be fabricated readily by standard aircraft

production methods. It is easily drawn or formed in the

annealed condition, then hardened by simple, relatively low-temperature

short-time heat treatment. In fact, fabrication methods and heat

treatment for PH 15-7 Mo are identical to those for 17-7 PH stainless.

Most aircraft manufacturers and their subcontractors already
have production experience that can be applied to this

new high-strength metal.

New Armco PH 15-7 Mo Stainless Steel

provides an outstanding combination of

advantages for the design of super-

sonic missiles and aircraft:

. . . Guaranteed minimum ultimate ten-

sile strength of 225,000 psi at 75 F
(sheet, strip, thin gage strip)

. . . Available in all forms—thin gage
strip (foil), strip, sheet, plate, bar,

wire, and billets

. . . Exceptionally high strength-weight

. . . Better creep strength from 600 to

1000 F than any other metal sheet

or foil

. . . Excellent short-time tensile proper-

ties up to 1000 F

. . . Most easily fabricated high-strength

aircraft steel

. . . Simple heat treatment minimizes
distortion, facilitates production

. . . Good corrosion resistance

L CORPORATION

Additional Data Available

Get complete information on this special Armco Stainless Steel.

See how it can be used to design for greater resistance to

supersonic stresses and heat. A folder listing room- and elevated-

temperature properties, available sizes and thicknesses, as well

as information on heat treatment and fabrication is yours
for the asking. Just mail the coupon.

ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION
2077 CURTIS STREET, MIDDLETOWN, OHIO

Sheffield Steel Division • Armco Drainage & Metal
Products, Inc. • The Armco International Corporation
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in various regimes of rotor operation—

from the windmill air brake, through

autorotation to the propeller working
state—and the influence on this of for-

ward flight and ground proximity. Noise
generating circuits, monitored by en-

gine and rotor speed computing servos,

synthesize sound and vibration of these

components—also, a rough air genera-

tor can be coupled into the aerody-

namic blocks of the system as required

bv the instructor, who can also vary

sea-level air density.

Short simulator enables the pupil

to experience many of the actual physi-

cal sensations as well: servos on the

axes of the cockpit mounting permit

the fuselage pitch and bank attitudes

to be controlled in response to his

controls, except for very steep banked

turns. Freedom in azimuth is un-

limited. Yawing oscillations are not ap-

plied to the cabin, but change in head-

ing is represented by traversing a color

image projected on a curved screen sur-

rounding the cabin. Image gives the

pilot a sensation of a three-dimensional

landscape or seascape stretching to hori-

zon. Image can be varied to include

both day and night conditions.

The projected landscape permits

visual reference type “flights” within

an area of 360-yd. diameter and up to

400 ft. height, to provide training in

autorotation. Heights to the ceiling of

a particular type helicopter can be
simulated with appropriate instrument

reading and control response.

Long Range Planning
and

Research at Marquardt . .

.

To Research Engineers I BARRIER*

marquardt.L;,



you need a Thermoflex -insulated housing

by Johns- Manville

In the flying furnace that is today’s
jet aircraft—or missile—components
must still deliver maximum perform-
ance. That’s why so many manufac-
turers of actuators, starters, pumps
and electrical equipment are turning
to insulated housings as developed by
Johns-Manville. These housings are

tailor-made for each component de-

sign. They fit snugly and form a con-

tinuous barrier against the scorching
temperatures encountered at super-

sonic speeds.

Carefully fabricated of high-heat-

resistant alloys, Johns-Manville hous-
ings are insulated with Thermoflex®
refractory fiber felt. They are light in

weight yet possess unusual structural

strength and rigidity.

If your component is subject to
failure from high temperature, get in

touch with Johns-Manville. Experi-
enced insulation engineers will plan a
housing to give your component the

protection it needs.

Write to Johns-Manville, Box 14,

New York 16, New York. In Canada,
Port Credit, Ontario.

Johns-Manville PRODUCTS FOR THE
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

Certificates of

Necessity
Washington—Office of Defense Mo-

bilization has authorized certificates of

necessity for accelerated amortization

totaling 517,047,977 for production of

liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen. A
total of 60% of the estimated cost of

that portion of each facility needed for

the military production of the two ma-
terials is eligible for rapid tax amor-

Largcst contract. $4,098,844, was
awarded to The New England Indus-

tries Inc., Fort Pierce. Fla. Other cer-

tificates awarded for the production of

liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen are:

W. Germans Activate

Air Transport Unit
Bonn—German Air Force has acti-

vated first squadron of its transport

command.
New squadron consists of 16 of 20

Douglas C-47 Dakotas recently pur-

chased by the Defense Ministry. Full

strength of the 61st Transport Wing
to which new squadron is attached is

fixed at 128 planes, chiefly 4-cngine

French Nord 2501 Noratlases.

Dakotas are strictly stop-gap equip-

ment in GAF inventory. Twenty-five
Noratlases arc on order from the French,

11 of which have been delivered to

Mcmmingcn for pilot training.

A German Defense Ministry spokes-

man said replacement of the Dakotas
with the Noratlas is scheduled to start

License production in Germany of

the Noratlas is not expected to begin

before the end of year. Defense Ministry
has ordered 112 Noratlases from Flug-

zeugbau Nord, one of four production

groups set up in West Germany follow-

ing the birth of GAF.
License contract is valued at more

than S22-million.

for ordnance equipment
jet engines, aircraft, missiles

save critical materials . .

.

reduce costly machining . .

.

meet highest quality standards

Your most critical specifications can be met by Edge-
water Steel Rings—welded or weldless as required by

the service. Formed accurately by modern methods,

they are close to finish size as rolled. Weldless rings are

rolled from solid steel blocks, in diameters from 5 to

145 inches. Welded rings up to 48 inches in diameter
are formed from bars extruded or rolled to shape. Both
types can be made in a great variety of sizes and cross-

section shapes, as shown below. Being accurate in size

and cross-section, Edgewater Rings save costly mate-

rial and machining time.
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BUSINESS FLYING

Lockheed Hopes Early Prototype Will
By Russell Hawkes

Burbank. Calif.—Lockheed CL-329
Jetstar, first light utility jet transport

to fly. will be built at the company’s
Marietta, Ga., plant if and when
enough orders are received to justify

production.

It was moved from sketch pad to first

flight in 241 days by a blue ribbon team
of 41 engineers (prototype came within

three pounds of predicted weight) and
310 technicians and administrators in

response to a letter a year ago to 28
manufacturers from Maj. Gen. David
II. Baker, then Director of Procurement
and Production for Air Materiel Com-
mand. The letter stated a USAF re-

quirement for such an airplane to be

privately financed as a replacement for

B-25, C-47 and C-45 aircraft now being

used to haul high priority passengers

and cargo and. presumably, to be offered

on the civilian executive transport mar-
ket (AW Feb. 13. p. 32).

Market Hopes

Lockheed hopes to get the USAF
contract and skim the cream off the

civilian business transport market by
being first on the scene with a produc-

tion airplane arc based on complete
prototype testing. Company officials

also express hope that their foresight

may land an order from the Navy. C. L.

"Kelly” Johnson, Lockheed Vice Presi-

dent of Engineering and Research and
head of the CL-329 design team, says

the structure of the airplane is such that

it could easily be modified for deck
landings and catapult launches. Stall

speed is onlv 75 kt.. about the same as

that of the iast generation of propeller-

driven carrier fighters. Best cruise speed
is 440 kt. at 40.000-45,000 ft. Speeds
arc limited above 35.000 ft. to Mach .76

for climb, Mach .83 cruise and Mach
.93 dive.

The production airplane will prob-

ably be powered by four General Elec-

tric J85 turbojets mounted in two-

cnginc pods at the sides of the aft fuse-

lage. The JS5 produces 2.500 lb. thrust

from a dry' weight of 298 lb. and is

designed for maximum economy. An-
other possible powcrplant is the Fair-

child J83, designed to the same USAF

Stimulate Jetstar Orders
specification. Choice between two may
depend on availability which is proble-

matical in both cases but no order has

been placed for the J83. Lockheed hopes

to have the J85 in the second CL-329
prototype which will fly next summer.

First prototype is now flying at Ed-

wards AF13 with two Bristol Orpheus
1/5 turbojets. It is possible that a pro-

duction configuration of the 329 might

use a pair of Wright TJ37 engines, in-

creasing weight by 400 lb. The TJ37
is a license-built advanced version of

the Orpheus, equivalent to Bristol's

Orpheus 3 5, developing 4,850 lb.

sea level military thrust with a dry

weight of 850 lb. A shortcoming of

the 1 5 model for the Lockheed appli-

cation is the absence of accessory drives.

In the first prototype, airplane sys-

tems must be powered by a ram air

turbine with its inlet on the leading

edge of the engine pod strut in the

middle of the low energy boundary layer

along the fuselage.

Second Prototype

Metal is now being cut here for the

second prototype. The airframe is ex-

pected to be complete by January. First

flight will be delayed till summer await-

ing delivery of J85 engines. Design of

the second airplane will permit use of

the TJ37 if the smaller engines aren't

ready yet. Johnson's reason for going

ahead on the second airframe so rar in

advance of engine availability is to clear

CL-329 jigs and fixtures from the floor

FOUR-ENGINE configuration of Jetstar.

RANGE PROFILE shows design capabilities of production Lockheed CL-329 equipped with four General Electric J85 turbojets.

AVIATION WEEK, sr 30, 1957
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Lockheed CL-329 Jetstar
BASIC DATA

I «cngth - 58 ft. 10 in.

Height Overall 20 It. 6 in.

Outxidc Fuselage Diameter .85 in.

Aisle Headroom 74 in.

Inside Width 75.79 in.

Wing Span 51 It 8 in.

Wing Area 525 sr, ft.

Aspect Ratio 5.5

Leading Edge Sweep 54 deg.

I "l Span 24 ft. 9 m.

Horizontal Tail Area 149 ft.

Vertical lad Height (Above Center Uue) 14 ft.

Normal Takeoff Weight 28.000 lb.

Maximum Takeoff Weight 32.400 lb.

Landing Weight 21.000 lb.

Thrust Ratio (Takeoff Weight to Military Power) 2.86

of Lockheed's experimental prototype

shop to make room for later work with-

out necessitating a second set-up.

Wings of the CL-329 are swept aft

34 deg. at the leading edge and have a

thickness to chord ratio of 12% at the

root and 9% at the tip. A mild conical

camber cuts vortex losses and delays

tip stall while retaining good high speed

Wing Structure

Wing structure consists of ribs, ex-

truded skin with integral T-section stif-

fening, some of which is chemically

milled, and the conventional box-sec-

tion main spar with integral fuel storage

space inside. Wing box is not carried

through the fuselage. Wing bending

loads are picked up by five heavy cir-

cumferential frames in the fuselage

through a heavy root rib to which the

tank spar is joined. Limit load factor is

3.5. 40% higher than required by Civil

Aeronautics Administration regulations

CAR for transport category aircraft.

Johnson feels that in spite of the five

beefed up rings, about 250 lb. of weight

is saved from the usual carry-through

structure. About 12 to 18 inches of

headroom are saved in the forward end
of the cabin with this design. Addition

of 300 gal. slipper tanks halfway out

along each wing to the 1.640 gal. in the

tank extends range to 1.850 nautical mi.

Slipper tanks feed into the internal

tanks automatically as fuel is consumed.
Maximum payload and full slipper tanks

can be carried without exceeding the

maximum take-off gross weight of 32,-

400 lb.

In the military application the CL-
329 will be able to land at virtually

maximum take-off weight. For civilian

use, landing weight is 26,000 lb. Fuel

can be bled off through dump waives at

the wingtip trailing edges to get weight
within landing limits in the event of
an aborted flight. The airplane is re-

fueled from the ground through fillers

in each wing at 200 gal. per minute.
Fuel lines from the tank spar pass

through the wing root fillet, into the

fuselage aft section and out through the

engine pods struts without.entering the

pressurized area or protruding outside

the fuselage loft line. All fuel lines are

shrouded in stainless steel and the

shrouds arc vented to the outside at-

feed between right and left fuel storage

Location of the engine inlets above
and about 15% of root chord forward

of the wing trailing edge results in

good ram recovery at all angles of attack

because the wing serves as a flow
straightening vane for the inlets. At an
18-dcg. angle of attack, angularity of

flow at the inlet is only two or three

degrees. Wing also prevents ingestion of

foreign objects during ground operation.

Location of the engines ordinarily im-

proves flow over the wing but deliberate

blockage by reducing inlet flow rate has

been discussed as a means of insuring

that center section stalls ahead of tips.

Position of engines aft of the pressure

bulkhead lessens noise level and danger
of cabin penetration by fractured com-
pressor or turbine blades.

Jetstar has 60% span boundary layer

control flaps. Low energy boundary layer

above the wing trailing edge is energized

by exhausting engine bleed air over the

upper surface of the flap. Bleed air is

ducted through the flap itself and
ejected aft through orifices in the flap

upper leading edges. Since the flap

hinge moves aft as the flap is extended,

an unusual duct slip joint which John-

son calls a "trombone fitting” is re-

quired. Boundary layer control is ex-

pected to knock 7-10 kt. from the stall

speed of the J85 powered airplane. It is

much less effective on the first proto-

type because of the low compression

ratio of the Orpheus engines. Full-span

automatic leading edge slats cut another

five kt. from stall speed to get it down
to 75 kt.

Variable Tail

Rudder control of the CL-329 is aero-

dynamically boosted. A novel pitch

trim device varies stabilizer incidence by
changing the sweep of the vertical fin

to which the stabilizer is rigidly at-

tached. Angular motion of fin and
stabilizer covers nine degrees (from

First Production Comanche Goes Aloft

First production model of new foiu-placc Piper Comanche business plane is shown over

the clouds near Lock Haven. Pa., where the planes are manufactured. Piper has set a pro-

duction target of one Comanche per dav in January, with eventual output of five daily

expected. Powered by a 180-hp. Lycoming, the Comanche cruises at 160 mph. at 75%
power and has a range of about 900 mi. at this speed. At economical cruise power, the

plane lias an endurance of 7.5 hr. or 1,100 mi.
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plus 2 deg. to —7 deg.). High speed

trim settings also provide more fin

sweep. Fin and stabilizer arc adjusted

by an electrically powered scrcwjack

actuator in the fuselage tail section act-

ing upon the root of the forward fin

spar. Hinge-point is at the root of the

aft fin spar. Fin leading edge moves
inside the dorsal fillet without much
effect on the smooth curvature at that

Johnson says this means of varying

pitch trim is better structurally than the

more usual method of varying stabilizer

incidence while the fin remains fixed.

Hinge and actuator loads can be picked

up at the heavy spar roots rather than in

the constricted space and lighter struc-

Test pilots report that extension of

the ventral speed brake causes little

change in trim. The brake is perforated

and its hinge moves aft on a track as it

is extended to exert a nearly pure drag

force far aft to the center of gravity.

Cockpit Layout

Cockpit layout is standard with aver-

age visibility and radio controls central-

ized in the control pedestal. Two pilots

are preferred for ordinary operation but
it is possible for the airplane to be
flown by one man if necessary. All

instruments and controls except for the

circuit breakers arc within reach of the

left seat. A nosewheel steering wheel is

located to the pilot's left, but the plane
can be steered on the ground with

brakes if necessary.

Both pilot and copilot have Collins

MA-1 integrated flight instruments. An
engine ground test switch enables the

crew to check all engine circuitry in

one operation. A failure at any point
flashes a red warning light when the

switch is depressed to show that a

more detailed trouble shooting pro-

cedure is required. An automatic check
list is mounted on the instrument panel

and individual points on the list are

illuminated from behind the panel when
a system is inoperative, tail pipe tem-

perature limits exceeded, critical fuel

level passed, etc.

In a complete hydraulic failure, the

main landing gear is unlocked man-
ually at the wheel wells under the galley

and the aft baggage compartment and
extended by gravity. The forward re-

tracting nosewheel is unlocked by a

toggle in the cockpit ceiling and ex-

tended by gravity and drag.

The 500-mph-plus CL-329 is almost
large enough to be termed a DC-3 re-

placement. In its standard passenger
version, it will carry 10 passengers in

comfort and will be priced in the neigh-
borhood of S800.000 less engines and
avionics. The USAF convertible passen-

ger-cargo version with troop carrier seat-

ing will carry 18 passengers and will

haul cargo at a rate of 814 ton/knots
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over a 1,500 nautical mile range. Pay-

load is 4,000 lb. and cargo cabin volume
is 716 cu ft. in the passenger version.

The center aisle floor is about nine
inches lower than the floor under the

scats, giving 6 ft. 2 in. of headroom.
When converted to cargo, a panel is

bolted over the aisle to produce a level

cargo floor stressed for 16 G decelera-

tions with cargo tiedown rings spaced 20
in. apart laterally and longitudinally.

Pennissable load density is 10 lb. per

cu. ft. cabin volume.

Crash Resistance

The first prototype lias the standard

passenger interior with 10 single scats

arranged with five on each side of the
aisle and a longitudinal spacing of 40
in. on centers. The scats in the proto-

type arc stressed for only 9 G but the
seats in later airplanes will be stressed

for 16 G to take advantage of the crash

resistance inherent in the airplane struc-

ture. Two heavy fuselage keel members
should make for safe belly landings.

Abolition of half the cartv-on baggage
space, the galley and spacious lavatory

aft should make it possible to add six

more seats to this configuration. The
standard galley has a heating oven with
a 12-trav capacity and a coffee maker.
A more plush executive interior has for-

ward and aft convertible seat-berths for

Why Should An Inspector Do This?

Because the correct fit of link
pins to a master rod is a high pre-
cision job. Only a difference of
0.0003" in diameter makes the
difference between a pin that fits

correctly, and one that doesn’t!

At Airwork, 54 different di-

ameters of link pins are needed to

correctly fit master rods on just

one popular engine. Naturally,

it takes an inspector, equipped
with the best of precision gauges
to select the pins that fit exactly.

Those pouches keep pins and
the mating rod together; pro-
tecting the pins until they reach
final assembly. This is just one
more Airwork procedure that
helps produce a longer lasting

trouble-free engine.

AiiMk
Millville, New Jersey

BRANCHES IN:

WASHINGTON
NEWARK • MIAMI • ATLANTA

CLEVELAND



MINIMIZES HEAT LOSS IN

JET ENGINE STARTING

additional jacket prolongs service life

From upstream to downstream end, this tested-and-proven

Quaker hose holds the heat. In fact, temperatures of from
—80 F. to 450 F. hold no terrors for this toughie.

Neither does pressure. This hose has delivered 125 lbs. per

minute of 425 F. air for 200 hours at 65 psi pressure. The
schedule called for three hours on operation and one hour off.

This light and flexible hose comprises two silicone rubber layers

covered by a synthetic fiber jacket. An extra outer jacket of

corrugated rubber protects it against wear and abrasion. Lengths

are continuous up to 50'. Couplings can be regular expansion

and shank hose.

six with a stateroom and room for per-

haps four more passengers on a sideward
facing lounge.

There arc two air evacuation con-

figurations to carry litter patients and
walking evacuees as well as four at-

tendants A global interior for long
flights has eight seats, a lounge-berth

and a berth for a third crew member
replacing the aft lavatory of the standard

configuration. Lavatory of the global

interior is forward, behind the copilot

in space used for carry-on baggage in

the standard version.

Passenger entry is forward on the left

side. Entry stairs fold inside the door-

way manually. A double-hinged plug

door is used to prevent accidental open-
ing when pressurized.

Cabin Pressure

Cabin is pressurized to a cabin al-

titude of 8,000 feet at an outside pres-

sure altitude of 45,000 feet. Cabin
pressure controller is a standard item

manufactured by AiRcscarch. Cabin
structure is the same fail-safe or rip-

stopper design used in bigger jet trans-

ports to prevent local skin failure from

spreading and destroying primary fuse-

lage structure bv explosive decompres-

sion. By the time the airplane is ready

for production, extensive fatigue testing

of all structures will have been com-
pleted. Auxiliary oxygen is supplied to

each passenger and crew seat from a

chided for recharging the crew walk-

around bottle from the primary system.

A large volume, low velocity air con-

ditioning system is used to eliminate

drafts and whistling. The system has

air cycle refrigeration. Main ducts run
along the sidewalls through the out-

board arm rests of the scats. A con-

trollable cold air jet and reading light

are installed at each passenger seat and
an overhead aisle light is between each

l*'
Air conditioning along v/ith all other

airplane systems is driven by engine ac-

cessory pods. Operation of one engine

will drive the air conditioning on the

ground as well as vital hydraulic and
electrical services. All system power

units are located in a compartment

just aft of the cabin pressure bulkhead

and just inboard of the engine pods.

This minimizes the distance that acces-

sory power must be transmitted and

centralizes hydraulic reservoirs and

pumps, electrical generators, air condi-

tioning motors, etc., at one convenient

place for easy maintenance. Two bag-

gage boxes are in the same compart-

Write today for complete details to Quaker Rubber Division,

H. K. Porter Company. Inc., Philadelphia 24, Pa.

II. K.Porter Company. Inc.
QUAKER RUBBER DIVISION

There are two separate hydraulic sys-

tems, each with its own engine-driven

variable volume pump and reservoir.

Hvdraulic-powered components are di-

vided between the two systems but both

drive the duplex aileron boost. Brakes
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and other vital components may oper-

ate off cither system at the option of

the pilot. If either system should be

lost the other would provide adequate

aileron boost. Conventional cable con-

trols backstop the boost circuits. One
system includes a battery or ground
power driven electric pump for ground

Escape Chute

The speed brake does double duty
as an entrance to the unpressurized aft

baggage and systems compartment. An
inward opening hatch is above the speed

brake to prevent turbulence in the com-
partment when the brake is extended.

In answer to a USAF desire for para-

chute escape provisions, Lockheed has
proposed an escape chute through the

unpressurized aft compartment which
would be entered through a hatch in

the pressure dome and left through the

space cleared by extension of the speed

Weather radar specified for the CL-
529 will probably be the RCA APS-42
with a 24-in. dish antenna unless lighter

equipment is made available. The elec-

trical system draws a.c. power from a

1,500-v.a., 115-v., three-phase, 400-cycle

cycle inverter with a 250 v.a. standby

inverter. Two 350-amp. starter-genera-

tors supply d.c. power with two 12-v.,

75 amp.-hr. high-rate discharge batteries

in scries connected to the bus for partial

voltage stabilization and emergency

New Finance Plan
Given Cessna Dealers
A new finance plan to allow dealers

to purchase demonstrator aircraft at

lower initial cost and on smaller pay-

ments is being offered by Cessna Air-

craft Co.’s subsidiary National Aero
Finance Co.

Under the new plan a dealer can
purchase a 510,000 Model 172, for ex-

ample, for 5800 down and finance the

balance over 24 months.
First month’s payment would be

5248 and payments would decrease

each succeeding month.
In addition to allowing the smaller

dealerships to purchase additional

demonstrators at lower cost, the plan

is also seen by company officials as

permitting more operators to take on a

Cessna dealership.

Small Plane Arrivals

Set Record at Piper
Lock Haven, Pa.—More than 2,300

persons arrived here in more than 650
private and business airplanes recently

to help Piper Aircraft Corp. celebrate

roll out of its 45,000th airplane, a new
world record for civilian aircraft pro-

duction.

It is believed to have been the larg-

est number of airplanes to show up at

one airport for a single-day event.

High density of arriving traffic made
it impossible to provide individual land-

ing instructions—at times there were up
to 15 airplanes in the traffic pattern

simultaneously and landings were being

made at the rate of eight planes a min-

Departures were made in a stream

takeoff, with a flagman on the runway
signaling planes off at approximately

10-sec. intervals. Not a single airplane

was scratched during landing or take-

off.

A Piper PA-23 Apache light twin, air-

plane No. 45,000, was presented to

President W. T. Piper, Sr., as his pri-

vate transport.

Aircraft Equipment Manufacturer

Considers Lightplane Production
Jackson, Mich.—An established light

aircraft equipment manufacturer here

is studying the market potential for a

new four-place single engine business

plane which he estimates would cost

about 57,000 in production quantities.

B. D. Maulc Co. has been flight

testing a prototype Bee-Dee M-4 for

over 100 hr. and reports that no
adverse flying characteristics are notice-

able.

Cursory look at the M-4 indi-

cates that Maulc has borrowed
liberally from some well-established

lightplane designs; the vertical tail,

for example, closely resembles the
Piper Pacer in configuration. President

B. D. Maule has been flying since 1932
and has built several lightplanes and
sailplanes for his own use since then.

Currently the firm builds tailwheels,

fabric testers and similar small items.

Powcrplant is a 145-hp. Continental

engine enclosed in a Fiberglas cowling.

Top speed with this engine is stated

to be 165 mph„ cruise speed 1 50 mpln
Landing speed, using mechanically

actuated flaps, is 48 mph. Range is

given as 550 mi. with 36 gal.

'Hie Bee Dec spans 30 ft., is 22 ft.

long and weighs 1,050 lb. empty.
Cabin features three-door entry, one

on each side, with additional door for

rear scats on the right side. Plane is

fitted with a 12-v. electrical system.

Coordinated turns can be made
using a tab on the rudder mechanically

linked and synchronized to aileron

action, obviating need for rudder pedal

action.

Basic construction is steel tube fuse-

lage with wood fairing strips. Wing
• is built up of aluminum alloy, fabric

covered, with molded Fiberglas wing-

tips. Landing gear is of the tailwhecl

type, inner legs of the main gear hav-

ing individual compression springs

where they join under the fuselage, a

simpler shock absorbing system than

the air-oil cylinder type, Maule points

AVIATION WEEK, Se



Aerial Sprayers, Dusters Grossed

$90-Million in Year, NATA Finds
Washington—U.S. spray/dust opera-

tions grossed more than S90 million

in 1956 on a total investment of some
$75 million. National Aviation Trades
Assn, estimates on the basis of a recent

survey of the industry.

about one in 1 5 applicators in the

country, including 50 of the most active

agricultural states, provides valuable up-

dating of usually scanty information

on this segment of business aviation.

Surr ey was developed by Robert Mon-
roe. Prescott, Ariz., while he was presi-

dent of the association’s agricultural

Survey returns provide this picture

of the "average" air applicator: he
has a capital investment of $48,000

and an income of S58.400. Revenue
flying totaled 761 hr. last year and
covered 5.2 months of operation. In

this time he treated just over 57,000

acres, employing 9.2 people cither part

time or full' time.

Average agricultural air applicator

concern dispensed 68.300 gal., includ-

ing concentrated chemical and carrier;

total powder dust distributed averaged

367,510 lb.

Overall, spraying overshadowed dust-

ing by 4:1 ratio, with fertilizing next

in acreage covered.

More than half the replies to NATA’s
survey indicated that business was en-

tirely. or nearly all, concerned with

aerial application. According to the

replies, 83% of the key people in

applicating Anns flew sprav/dust “mis-

Piper aircraft topped the list in num-

ber of agricultural planes used; only

5% reported using multi-engine planes.

Firms used an average of 4.2 aircraft

in 1956.

As regards financial status, 43% of

the applicators replying had a capital

investment under $20,000. At the ex-

tremes was one company that reported

an investment of $500,000. A large

number of firms stated that their in-

vestment ran from $150,000 to $200,-

000.

With reference to gross revenues,

the largest gross averaged some $1 5,000

with about 10% of the returns failing

equallv in the categories of $10,000,

$25,000, $45,000 and S125,000. Rev-
enues of up to $200,000 gross yvere

reported by 6%; two operators achieved

over S200;000.
As regards accidents, the replies in-

dicated that spraying accounted for

about five times the number as dusting;

this must be adjusted in light of the

fact that about four times as much
acreage was sprayed as dusted.

Considerable opinion was expressed

as to problems and needs by the

spray/dust applicators:

• Shortage of trained agricultural pilots

was reported by 80% of the replies;

an even higher percentage stated a

definite need for agricultural pilot

schools.

• Need for a herbicide to control wild

oats in wheat and small grains was
the single most-mentioned item in the

reports. Also noted several times was

a need for a selected grass killer to

control cheat grass in wheat, a herbi-

cide for wild buckwheat in wheat and

Brazilian Lightplane Starts Tests

First photo of the Omarcal W-141 shows four-place all-metal lightplane prior to start of

its flight test program recently. Speed with a 225-hp. engine is approximately 135 mph.

Useful load is 1,265 lb. Fully loaded, it is designed to take off in 650 ft. It has a three-

blade variable pitch propeller. Shops in Botucatu, Sao Paulo, Brazil, arc being set up for

production of the new lightplane.

small grains, and a non-toxic chemical

to fight the aphid in alfalfa and clover.

In reply to the question “what single

development do you think would do
the most to extend your season or

increase the market for your services?”

the replies could be summarized as

follows:

• Chemical that would dry up all weeds
and defoliate soybeans so that they

could be harvested a week from ap-

• Chemical spray to effectively and eco-

nomically hasten decomposition of

straw and stalks.

• A true defoliant on short staple, dry

land cotton.

• A chlorinated hydrocarbon for alfalfa

aphid that would work in cooler

• Pelleted DDT.
• Good fungicide that could be sprayed

from the air at low gallonage per acre

for apples, peaches, tomatoes and pota-

• Better chemicals to work on brush

during a longer period of the summer
regardless of moisture.

• A weed (cocklcbur) control in soy-

• Liquid spray control of plant diseases

• A cheap carrier other than diesel oil

with just as good spreading, penetrating

and non-evaporating characteristics.

Also sought by applicators is a con-

centrated fertilizer that can be dis-

pensed more efficiently from the air

to enable aerial applicators to compete
more effectively with ground applica-

PRIVATE LINES

Goodyear lighter-than-air-ship will be
used by Chrysler Corp. in late summer-
early fall promotion schedule for new
car line. During daylight hours the

airship will tow an 80-ft. banner, at

night two messages wall be flashed on
and off using ll-ft.-liigh illuminated'

lettering. A total crew of 11 men arc

assigned to handle the airship aloft and
on the ground during its tour.

Mooney Aircraft is expanding its

Kerrvillc, Tex., plant by spending

$100,000 on a shcctmetal-forming de-

partment under a new roof. Firm re-

cently signed a 50-yr. lease for its

factory site.

Conversion of World War II Wirra-

way trainers to agricultural duties is

planned by Commonwealth Aircraft

Corp., Melbourne, Australia, the origi-

nal manufacturer. Wasp-powered Wir-

rawav conversions are expected to sell

for about $20,000. Planes, renamed
Ceres, will be fitted with a hopper
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• Over 6,500 Airports listed by Stole

• Principal Airports Located on State Maps

• Airport Chart locations Given

• Runway Lengths; Surface; Directions; Condition

• Approach Obstructions

• Lighting; Field Markings

• Control Tower Frequencies

• Omni, Low Frequency, Homing, etc. Frequencies

• Ground Transportation Services

• Restaurant and Recreational Facilities

• Recommended Motels/Hotels, Rates, etc.

• Fuel, Maintenance, Storage Services

• Weather Station Phone Numbers

• CAA Information Station Phone Numbers

• U.S. and Foreign Entry, Exit Requirements

• ADIZ Map
• Equipment Illustrations; Buying Specifications
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SCHEDULE AVIATION’sqnLY BUYERS' GUIDE
...YEAR'S TOP-DOLLAR ADVERTISING VALUE

Dynamic changes — revolutionary new aircraft and powerplant de-
sign; rapidly increasing developments in missiles, avionics, rockets,

ramjets, chemical and nuclear powerplants; new technology, ma-
terials and hardware, shifts in manufacturers and personnel; new
buying techniques — call for the utmost attention from engineering-
management, purchasing and military people. Published annually
in December, AVIATION WEEK Buyers’ Guide is depended on
throughout world aviation as the only source satisfying the need for

full-scale, up-to-the minute answers to year-round purchasing
problems.

WHAT’S NEW IN AVIATION PURCHASING

AVIATIQN WEEK editorial teams throughout the U. S. and abroad
are now '(gathering the many thousands of vital purchasing facts
that will Be included in the over 594 pages of the 1958 BUYERS'
GUIDE EDITION. Information-gathering questionnaires are being
sent to all aviation manufacturers and suppliers in the U.S. and
Canada. T

Sections on a«x&$ft, ipissiles, avionics, supporting equipment, nuclear
systems and airline and airport equipment will contain over 50,000
manufacturer's' product listings. Latest Air Force, Army and Navy
and Airline dfocuremeht practices - where to go, whom to see -
will be reported in characteristic AVIATION WEEK detail. Special
features will include a manufacturers' index, an all-inclusive prod-
uct index and a 'comprehensive listing of aviation distributors. These
together with many other features assure the greatest possible year-
long usefulness for the 1958 BUYERS' GUIDE.

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS TO ADVERTISERS

AVIATION WEEK Annual Buyers’ Guide Edition reaches aviation’s

largest audience of engineering-management, purchasing, inde-
pendent research and military people - over 66,186 paid subscribers*
throughout the U.S. ,and 88 different countries. Additional circula-
tion is gained through domestic and foreign extra-copy orders from
industry, military and scientific institutions.

Advertisers’ product listings are set in bold-face type and buyers
are directed to advertisements for additional information through
bold-face "advertisement page references". A special index of
products advertised directs buyers to the product information ci

tained in advertisements throughout the Buyers’ Guide.

In addition, advertisements keyed to reader service cards make it

quick and easy for buyers to request additional information about
products and services advertised.

Year-round selling power and impact of 1957 Buyers’ Guide adver-
tising are shown by the over 10,000 reader inquiries received during
the 1st six months 1957 from engineering-management, purchasing,
and military people throughout the U.S. and abroad. (And they still

keep streaming in.) Depth coverage of manufacturers is clearly
indicated by the large number of reader service cards coming from
vice presidents, purchasing agents, Senior Project Engineers, Design
designers, structure, avionic and missile engineers etc., all with
the same contractor.

Special discounts on multipage and catalog-type space. Contact your
AVIATION WEEK representative who is ready to help you plan
your 1958 Buyers’ Guide advertising to gain best results.



Freedom is doing what you like. Some engineers like best to match

heir wits and skill against difficult technical problems.

This characteristic (or idiosyncrasy) of liking complicated technical

problems will be one of the chief qualipcations of the engineer we need.

He will be required to study the multitude of interactions possible

among advanced aircraft, missiles, and electronic devices with eac

other and with human elements in the nation's most extensive

man-machine-computer system.

To qualify, substantial prior experience with air-to-air or ground-to-air

missiles systems is required together with demonstrated aptitude in the

peld of system planning. Call collect or write for more information.

System Development Division

•e., Santa Monica, Calif. G • 8-8293, Extension S3 or 54

NATIONAL SALES

PROMOTION MANAGER
•• S£H

To EMPLOYERS
JVho Advertise

for MEN:

"Pul Yourself in bis place."

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Towers of strength
for America's defense

—Another challenge, another opportunity

for Goodyear engineers

Wherever

of an enen

the American flag flies, you’ll find r

ay’s approach by a

Built by Goodyear Aircraft for the industry’s leaders,

radar structures require the utmost in engineering skill

and training. They require a specialized knowledge as

rare as it is vital. And they’re typical of the opportuni-

ties that fire the imagination of our engineers at

Goodyear Aircraft.

Here you’ll find exciting challenges in airship design,

electronics, missile components, metals engineering,

radomes—the list is broad, the possibilities for achieve-

ment almost limitless.

At your disposal are the most modern engineering and

research laboratories, including a large computer labo-

ratory. And, needless to add, an environment in which

individual expression can flourish, and ideas take wing.

Our continued growth and diversificationhave required

expansion of our engineering staffs in all specialties

at both Akron, Ohio, and Litchfield Park, Arizona. If

you have faith in your ideas and in your ability to

make them work, a rewarding career can be yours at

Goodyear Aircraft.

Salaries and benefits are, of course, liberal. And if

you wish to continue your academic studies, company-

paid tuition courses leading to advanced degrees are

available at nearby colleges.

For further information on your career opportunities

at Goodyear Aircraft, write: Mr. C. G. Jones, Personnel

Dept., Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron 15, Ohio.

They’re c/oing6/g //tings af \
GOODYEAR

AIRCRAFT
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Immediate Opportunities

for

MISSILE
ENGINEERS
Live and work in cool,

sunny San Diego

A cro.ti™ engmeorlng group is now boing fumed by

project. This is an exceptional opportunity to rapidly

advance your career. And you can enjoy life more while

you progress ... San Diego’s climate is the finest in the

U.S., and the area offers unmatched cultural and recre-

solarWI
AIRCRAFT COMPANY Y oes moines

Top Professional
positions for
qualified . . .

CNUCLEAR ENGINEERS
J

i m
• PRELIMINARY DESIGN

Must be experienced i

123
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PROPULSION MEN

OF AVIATION

If You're Important,

you either read

AVIATION WEEK

v,t* ln

REGIONAL
EXPORT SALES MANAGER

Needed immediately at C

e of all or part of above areas is e

• Must be experienced in Sales and Distributior

Cessna

CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY



EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

STEP FORWARD WITH REPUBLIC’S EXPANDING
NEED

ENGINEERS?

An employment advertisement

in the EMPLOYMENT OPPOR-

TUNITIES SECTION will help

you find the engineers you

need. It's an inexpensive, time-

saving method of contacting

competent personnel for every

engineering job in the Aviation

industry. The all paid circula-

tion of AVIATION WEEK offers

you an opportunity to choose

the best qualified men avail-

able.

For rates and information

write

:

Classified Advertising

Division

AVIATION

WEEK

P.0. BOX 12

New York 36, N. Y.

AVIATION WEEK,

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ACeS
OVERHAUL • EXCHANGE • LEASE

ALL P&W ENGINE MODEL'S

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

AIR CARRIER ENGINE SERVICE, INC.

WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORY

C-82 PARTS

BETTER C-82’s

AIRCRAFT HARDWARE
^N-M^I>WS-AN6 W9il-Sptioj»^^

AVIATION WEEK, Septem

EXECUTIVE OPPORTUNITY WITH CESSNA
AS A

REGIONAL SERVICE MANAGER
• Must be able to meet and sell executive management and

shop personnel on factory service planning and execution.

> Aeronautical, Machinist or A & E background required.

• Competent pilot essential.

Cessna

Professional Placement Supervisor, Dept. AW,
CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY

5800 East Pawnee Road, Wichita, Kansas

HIGH-LEVEL OPENING FOR COUNTERMEASURES SPECIALIST
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LETTERS
Implication Corrected
Due to extended absence from office,

Capt. Robson's Cockpit Viewpoint in the

Sept. 9 issue of your excellent magazine was

not brought to my attention until today.

Have no comments on Ace's opinion as

expressed in the column but request you

correct the implication in the column that

Aeronautical Radio, Inc. "instructs" manu-

facturers. Manufacturers as well as airlines

participate in the preparation of Arinc char-

acteristics and when issued they arc for the

optional use of either. If it is true that a

manufacturer is instructed to comply, such

instructions would have to come from the

individual airline customer, not Arinc.

May we have your permission to repro-

duce the column for the information of our

AEEC members?
William T. Carnes. Jr.. Chairman

Airlines Electronic Engineering

Committee
Aeronautical Radio. Inc.

Washington, D. C.

Pilot’s Opinion
1 am an airline pilot and, like so many

other fellow pilots, would like to publicly

state that I neither agree with nor condone

Capt. Specht's conduct. It is obvious that

the whole issue can be summed up as a

personal problem of his, but the conse-

quences of his actions were far more reach-

ing than he thought.

The ALPA is defending pilot Specht not

because lie was right in his actions but be-

cause we pilots need to defend the right of

a pilot in exercising his emergency authority.

This authority is granted to us so that we
may fly our passengers in safety and govern

any situation that may come up in an emer-

gency. This authority is not to be abused

by certain individuals who then expect the

other pilots to back up their actions.

As in any business there are a few selfish

and short sighted individuals who place

themselves above their responsibilities, and
in the case of a pilot charged with the

safety of so many others, to fly his aircraft

in a reckless manner just to prove a point

and show them (the controllers) who is

flying the aircraft, is uncalled for.

Mr. Burton is to be congratulated on his

broadmindedness in presenting the view-

point of the Air Traffic Control Assn. (AW
Aug. 26, p. 138). We pilots must get along

with our controllers and through team work
produce a more efficient transport operation.

Pilot Specht and others like him represent

their airline to the public, and through

publicity they bring ill feeling toward the

pilot group and their airline. If they

can't seem to get along with others and
bring their animosities into their work they

need not expect the backing of their fellow

I hope that others will accept the fact

that the majority of the pilots are doing
their job and are interested in delivering

their passengers to their destination in the

fastest time and in a safe way. The pilot

group must find a way of ridding themselves

Letters to the Editor, Aviation Week.
330 W. 42 St.. New York 36. N. V . Try
to keep letters under 500 words and pire

print anonymous letters, but names of
writers will be withheld on request.

of these few who do so much to undermine

their occupation if the ALPA will do

nothing. TWA Captain
San Francisco, Calif.

Defense Budget
Re Robert note’s editorial in the Aug.

26 issue entitled “Are We Really Saving

Money?”—although 1 read Mr. Hote’s

column with great interest and relish. I

take exception to his comments about the

defense budget cuts and their adverse

effects upon our future security.

My entire working career has been spent

in the engineering field, associated with

defense projects of one kind or another and

though I believe that a defense budget is

an essential part of our economy and re-

quired for national security, it should be
provided for and administered in a manner
consistent with good management and sound

economic practices. The performances by

the various services in the fields of missiles,

manned aircraft and various R&D programs

li3s been nothing short of chaotic. What
with service rivalries, and the shenanigans

of the Pentagon boys it's not at all surpris-

ing that we have duplication, triplication

and even quadruplication of planes, missiles

and other supporting equipment. They've

been stumbling and fumbling long enough
under the guise of "National Defense." and

I for one am happy to see some effort di-

rected toward controlling the indiscrimi-

nate squandering of taxpayers' money. So,

let's not get carried away and start paying

lip service to the hackneyed cries of "grave

Communist threat." etc- etc., now that

the Congress has finally put some teeth into

its decisions and is beginning to lower the

boom on some of these nondescript R&D
programs and other wasteful expenditures.

At this point, I really don't know if wc’rc

really saving money, but it will at least

make some of the crazed money spenders

more economy minded and hopefully result

in a more selective and controlled defense

program. Ernest Mf.der
Svossct. N. Y.

ICBM Awareness
Congratulations on your editorial "Facts

and Fiction on the ICBM" in the Sept. 2

issue of Aviation Week. Although the

editorial comment is most enlightening, it

still leaves many problems. The greatest

problem being that the general public is

not aware of the facts that your editorial

and news comments of the May 20 issue of

Aviation Week contained. Unless able

to read your magazine, the general public

is cither uninformed or misinformed.

The public, in general, would sum up its

knowledge of the ICBM development in the

following phrase: “We do not know for

sure whether the Soviets have or have not
as yet successfully fired an ICBM. We
know that someone in the United States

knows whether or not the United States

has successfully fired an ICBM."
The lack of information contained in the

above double talk, plus the general nega-

tive attitude of the aircraft industry, leaves

the public bewildered. A leading aircraft

executive was quoted the other day as fol-

lows: “Belt tightening had to come and it

is time industry and the public fared up to

actualities. The public thinks there is too
much defense; they are only interested in

austerity." This would lead many to believe

that the aircraft industry itself has accepted
a policy of complacency. The result is not
only a cutting of the defense budget, but a

cutting of the long range technological

planning and philosophy.

Technological development is not only
concerned with the aircraft industries who
have been unfortunate in making headlines

due to cut-backs or layoffs. Many industries

involved within the overall aircraft field

have not had cut-backs and have long range

plans for development requiring increasing

numbers of scientists and engineers this

year and for the next generation.

I hope that through your editorial you
may influence someone within onr industry
to forget the scare tactics and the belt

tightening and take a positive stand in fac-

ing the problem that good scientists will be
needed today and tomorrow, and that more
people should be encouraged to enter engi-

neering schools and to seek employment in

stable industries, many of whom arc still

in the aircraft business.

R. L. Auten
Stratford. Conn.

Helicopter Errors
There arc two errors in vour presentation

of our pilotless helicopter (AW Sept. 2.

p. 69).

Error number one is where you say the
pilotless helicopter is a Kaman HOK.
Actually it is a Kaman HTK.

Error number two, a really serious error,

is where you say the robot is “controlled by
radio signals from ground through cable."

Hie robot is controlled by radio signals,

period. The rope (it is not a cable) at-

tached to the robot and to the ground was
there for safety purposes during the first

pilotless flight. This was explained in our
news release picture caption.

The Kaman robot helicopter, a joint

Army-Navy program, has accumulated several

hundred hours of radio controlled flight

time since its first flight in 1954. This was
done with a safety pilot aboard. On July

30, 1957, the Kaman robot helicopter made
the world's first pilotless helicopter flight.

The photo reproduced in your Sept. 2 issue

was taken during that flight.

Charles Kirciiner
Vice President. Public Relations

The Kaman Aircraft Corp.

Bloomfield, Conn.
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400-CYCLE POWER

GUARANTEES UNFAILING R E L I A B I LITY

You get built-in reliability guaranteed to stay within specifications indefinitely. No electron tubes,

no moving parts other than rugged rotor and contactors. Magnetic amplifier controlled. Just

plug it in and forget it. Contact your nearby Leach office or representative.

There’s a custom-built Leach motor-generator set for every

400-cycle application. Write for Bulletin, 400-Cyc/e Power.

LEACH CORPORATION / IHIT DIVISION

4441 So. Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles 58, California • District Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities of U. S. and Canada
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Keeping pace with the development of modern, high-

performance fighter aircraft, Wright Air Development
Center has created a whole new concept in instru-

mentation.

Old fashioned clock-type dials which take time to read

and interpret, and which waste valuable space, are

being replaced by what WADC calls “whole panel in-

strumentation.’’ This concept presents flight infor-

mation in a relatively few, integrated displays in directly

usable form, saving time and space. And, it is now
possible to place command information before the

pilot, showing him what he should be doing and how
to do it.

Servomechanisms, Inc. is proud to cooperate with

WADC and Air Materiel Command in applying its

proven design experience to the development of several

of the new whole panel instruments. One, for example,

provides extremely accurate altitude and rate-of-climb

information on vertical scales, thereby relating infor-

mation to a common horizontal line— a reference inte-

grated with companion instruments. For additional

data, write to

:

SUBSYSTEMS GROUP
GENERAL OFFICES: 12500 Aviation Boulevard. Hawthorne, California

PLANTS : Westchester, California • Hawthorne, California • Westbury,
L. I., N. Y. • Garden City, L. I., N. Y.

The products of SMI are available in Canada ana throughout the world through Servomechanisms (Canada) Limited, Toronto 15. Ontario.


